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ABSTRACT
Performance enhancement of the Surrey 400 keV ion implanter has been 
successfully implemented by upgrading the ion optics and installing a 
computerised telemetry system. Ion optics improvements include 
redesigning the mass analyser system and designing and installing a 
double electrostatic quadrupole lens. Telemetry enhancements entailed 
designing and installing an "intelligent" multiplexer system within the 
high voltage terminal and connecting this system to computers at earth 
potential using only two (Down- and Up-link) fibre optic lines. This new 
system solved the problem of frequent failures caused by current 
discharges. Other telemetry improvements included; upgrading all data 
acquisition and conversion head units especially those monitoring the 
critical parameters; standardising the design of voltage-to-frequency 
(V/F) head units and installing these as boxed modules; and, increasing 
the number of telemetry channels (from 15 to 22) to monitor the 
(original 15 plus the seven newly developed) sub-systems within the high 
voltage terminal.
Upgrading of the machine optics and electronics not only remedied 
several of the shortcomings of the original machine, but also worked to 
produce an equipment with better operational characteristics. Currently, 
the implanter is capable of resolving ion species with masses up to 241 
amu, which enables selected isotopes from across the periodic table to 
be ion implanted. Ray tracing simulations show that the machine now has 
a much-improved beam transport efficiency with a smaller and more 
symmetric beam spot at the target. Experiments using 100 keV Ar+ showed 
that the beam spot is 5mm x 3mm as against 35mm x 20mm in the old 
system. At the same time, the implanter has a reliable telemetry system 
which efficiently links together all of its sub-systems within the high 
voltage terminal. Performance measurements showed that there has been a 
significant improvement in channel accuracies (from 1% to at least 0.3%) 
as well as an increase in its measurement speed, being at least five 
times faster. The best indicator of implanter reliability, however, is
that since the commissioning of both optics and electronics improvements 
in 1988, there has been no reported telemetry breakdown. This not only 
provides substantial savings in machine maintenance and repairs, but, 
also increased the productivity of the implanter.
These improvements in hardware have made the machine more amenable to 
and worthy of computer control. To ensure tighter control and to 
enhance the reliability of the implanter, a distributed computer control 
system for the automatic control of the whole implanter has also been 
designed. Within this control configuration, three types of applications 
software have been developed, tested and subsequently implemented to 
control the Beam Generation and Analysis sub-systems. These Assembly 
code programmes provide the operator with real-time information which 
enable him to conduct fault diagnosis, parameter calibration, and, on a
day to day basis, perform the setting up and control of the implanter.
In the future, the software can be expanded and integrated into the 
final algorithm needed to implement the closed-loop computer control of 
the implanter. Full automation will further enhance the implanter's 
performance and reliability.
In summary, major improvements have been made to the 400 kV high current 
implanter at the University of Surrey. This has greatly enhanced the 
purity of the beam at the target and the reliability of the machine. As 
a result, this project serves to enhance the quality of research in the
field of ion implantation technology within the Department. It also
contributes to ongoing research in the development of implanter 
telemetry and control systems.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Aim of the Project
The versatility and excellent control provided by ion implantation makes 
it a preferred (and in some cases, the only viable) technique in doping 
semiconductors for use in the fabrication of research or commercial 
integrated circuits. In this process, the most critical factor for 
assessing the performance of the implantation facility is the "quality" 
of the ion beam at the target. In this respect, beam purity, dose j
uniformity, ion beam current intensity and energy stabilities, as well I
as the resolution and shape of the ion beam and its physical separation |
i
or dispersion from other ion species are all important parameters. In j
fact, even higher standards of beam quality are required in the case of |i
research implanters.
Computer automation of the ion beam equipment ensures tighter control of 
the above mentioned parameters and in the process, allows quicker 
implanter setting-up procedures, easier machine operation and better 
equipment performance. The advent of low-cost microcomputers, which has 
itself been occasioned by advances in integrated circuit technology, has 
made linking of small computers in a network to form a powerful and 
reliable computer system, both economically and technically feasible 
[1,2]. Recent developments in the use of such systems have shown that it 
would be beneficial to apply them to the control of complex and large 
ion beam equipment [3,4].
The primary objective of this research is to design, build and
commission a computerized telemetry system to monitor the ion source and 
beam transport within the high voltage terminal of the 400 keV research 
implanter in the Department of Electronics and Electrical Engineering at 
the University of Surrey. In realising this objective, an equally
important aim had been to review the existing Surrey implanter optics 
and telemetry system, with the end in view of diagnosing the problem 
areas and identifying solutions thereto. The elimination of faults and 
the installation of improvements would allow heavy-element isotope ion 
implantation, enhance the beam transport efficiency, achieve a smaller 
beam spot size at the target and improve the telemetry system. All
these are meant to upgrade the performance of the existing equipment.
A supplemental aim of this project is to provide the design and 
methodological configuration for a distributed computer system network 
required for the eventual automatic control of the whole implanter.
This research is part of an engineering development programme whose 
long-term goals are to:
1. Monitor and control the ion source and beam transport in the 
high voltage terminal.
2. Automate sample loading.
3. Monitor and control the vacuum system.
4. Provide dosimetry control.
5. Subsequently, provide closed-loop control of the complete 
machine.
Within the above framework, this project focuses on the first component 
of the aforesaid total programme. The study thus plays an integral role 
in the programme's thrust to evolve a system with the flexibility of 
being developed into a universal system suitable for any research 
implanter.
1.2 The Need for Ion Beam Machines and Ion Beams
The need to change the physical, mechanical, optical and electrical 
properties of materials has been the major impetus behind the use of 
(keV to MeV) ion beams produced from various types of ion sources.
Ion beam techniques can be separated into five distinct areas:
a. Doping (Low-Dose Ion Implantation) [5-7].
b. Materials Analysis (e.g., Rutherford Backscattering, RBS, 
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry, SIMS, etc.) [8-10].
c. Deposition and Machining [11,12].
d. Synthesis of Compounds and Material Modification [13,14].
e. Lithography [15].
The first application of ion beams mentioned above is the background 
subject of interest in this project, therefore a description of this 
technology is given below.
Ion Implantation in Semiconductors 
Semiconducting properties of a material can be modified by controlling 
the amount and type of impurities introduced into the semiconductor
[5-7]. Impurity levels, spatial control and reproducibility are the 
important parameters to be mentioned. Ion implantation has been shown to 
be a successful technique, generally being better than diffusion [16]. 
Furthermore, experience has shown that there is a higher yield in the 
production of complex VLSI devices made by implantation than by 
alternative methods. In fact, ion implantation is now being used in 
every doping step of a typical VLSI process [17-19]. This places an 
economic advantage on the ion beam method and demonstrates the need for 
ion beams. While for some semiconductor application ion implantation is 
an alternative approach to diffusion, there are many examples (high 
frequency circuits, thin-junction device technology) where it is the 
only successful method.
1.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Ion Implantation
Doping semiconductors using ion implantation gives many advantages 
[5-7,16] over the other methods of doping used in the fabrication of 
semiconductor devices such as diffusion and epitaxy.
1-3.1 Advantages of Ion Implantation
Fig. 1.1 shows a comparison between diffusion and ion implantation to 
dope local regions in a silicon wafer [20]. As can be seen from Fig. 
1(a), the dopant is laterally distributed throughout the diffused region 
with some dopant diffusing under the oxide mask at the edge of the 
window (lateral diffusion). Fig. 1(b) on the other hand, shows that 
with ion implantation, a better uniformity of the dopant is achieved 
with relatively little lateral spread (lateral straggle).
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Fig. 1.1 Impurity Distribution in Semiconductor Material after 
a) Diffusion, and, b) Ion Implantation Processes.
Besides the advantages of ion implantation shown in Fig. 1.1, there are 
other advantages which are as follows:
Dose Control: the total implanted dose can be accurately
controlled by monitoring the number of ions implanted.
Profile: the shape of the implanted profile and the concentration
of impurities as a function of depth can be precisely and independently 
controlled by means of ion dose and ion energy.
Contamination Free Process: Ion implantation is a clean, room-
temperature process in which a specific isotope dopant is chosen and 
implanted.
Non-equilibrium Process: the solubility limits can be exceeded
with ion implantation. It is also possible to implant species which 
cannot be introduced by diffusion due to their low diffusion 
coefficients.
Dual Implants: the implantation of two different impurities can be
performed.
Buried Layers: It is possible to implant certain species into the
substrate to create high-quality buried dielectric layers beneath a 
single crystal layer of silicon (e.g., silicon-on-insulator, SOI). This 
enables substrate insulation from the device layer thus decreasing 
device capacitance, providing higher device speed, ultimately leading to 
enhanced device performance [21-23].
Adaptable Technique: Besides opening the doors to achieve new
device structures (SOI, SIMOX), the other strength of ion implantation 
is its adaptability to changes made necessary by device requirements or 
other processing developments. Thus, it is not only possible to have 
low-dose (e.g., threshold voltage control for MOS devices, resistors, 
n- and p-well doping for CMOS devices) and high-dose applications (e.g., 
buried layers, high-conductance resistors, and self-aligned source and 
drain for MOS devices), but it is possible as well to implement shallow 
or deep implantation, using low or high beam energies, depending on the 
trends in fabrication technologies [17].
1.3.2 Disadvantages of Ion Implantation
Ion implantation possesses an inherent disadvantage which is the 
formation of radiation damage which must be removed by high temperature 
processing during the fabrication of semiconductor devices. 
Nevertheless, in many situations, the radiation damage can be entirely 
beneficial and can produce the property change required as, for
example, in the formation of optical waveguides [24] and corrosion- 
resistant materials [13], or the insulation of devices. Moreover, 
recent developments in rapid annealing processing has mitigated this 
disadvantage, such that it is less of a constraint to the use of ion 
implantation for semiconductor device fabrication.
Another problem is that of sputtered contamination of material from 
apertures, slits, masks, etc. These effects however, can be minimised 
by careful design of the implanter, e.g., by deflecting the target beam 
line such that the target is no longer within the line of sight of the 
magnet flight tube; by graphite-lining of the inner surface of the 
magnet flight tube; and/or, by installing retractable and replaceable 
slits and apertures of the same material as the substrate (generally. 
Si, in the case of implanters used for silicon technology).
1.4 The Need for Automating Ion Implanters
In order to take full advantage of the inherent advantages of ion 
Implantation, automation of the ion implantation equipment is desirable. 
Automation improves the performance and increases the reliability of the 
equipment. In general, the benefits derived from automation include the 
following;
1. Tighter control of all implanter parameters, which ensures the 
elimination of parameter misadjustments, and thus guarantees 
the purity of the implanted dopants.
2. Elimination of operator errors which might cause accidental 
(wrong) doping.
3. Quicker start-up procedures which increases the productivity 
and efficiency of the machine.
4. Simpler and safer user-operation of the machine, especially at 
the target end of the implanter. This is particularly 
convenient in a research environment where many users make use 
of the equipment to conduct various experiments.
5. Minimisation of accidental damage to the implanter components 
as in the case of the vacuum system.
6. Enables researchers to perform complex implant procedures.
7. Easier equipment fault-diagnostics through proper software 
design.
8. Provision of database for both machine and implant parameters.
9. Reduction of operational costs (e.g., skilled-labour costs, as 
one operator could operate more than one implanter at any one 
time).
10. Enables future implanters to be operated from a host computer.
1.5 Scope of the Thesis
This thesis starts with an extensive review of literature regarding both
ion beam equipments as well as control, data acquisition and conversion 
systems, focussing in each case on design concepts as well as analytical 
tools and methods needed for the implementation of a computerised 
control system. These literature surveys are presented in Chapters 2 
and 3. Chapter 4 then describes the Surrey 400 keV Implanter as at the 
start of this research. Chapter 5 identifies the problems associated
with the implanter and presents solutions to overcome them. In
particular, it presents design specifications for the ion optics and the 
new "intelligent" telemetry system which were needed to upgrade the 
research implanter and make it both more amenable for, as well as, 
deserving of automation. Chapter 6 then details the design of the 
optic and electronic improvements commissioned. The latter includes 
details of both hardware and software designs of the computerised 
system. The performance of this upgraded equipment is discussed in 
Chapter 7, where it is shown that the system is working with far 
superior characteristics than the original machine. Finally, Chapter 8 
presents a summary/conclusion of the work and provides guidelines and 
directions for future research to be carried out in order to realise 
full automation which will further enhance the performance of the 
equipment.
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND CONCEPTS AND LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
Until recently, the setting-up and adjustment of the operating 
conditions of ion implantation equipment was entirely done by skilled 
operators without the assistance of computers [25]. However, as ion 
implantation technology developed, the need for automation became 
increasingly recognized and has spurred on work on this subject. The 
automatic setup and control of ion beam equipment have recently been 
successfully implemented [26, 27]. However, such developments in
automation have so far been confined to commercial ion implanters. In 
respect to research implanter automation, there appears to be no 
comparable development. In this chapter, a brief survey of published 
literature on the use of computers for the setting-up and control of 
implanters is presented. The different requirements for commercial and 
research machines are also discussed and presented in the following 
section.
2.2 Ion Implanters for Semiconductors
Ion implanters for semiconductors must meet certain requirements. 
Because semiconductor materials are highly sensitive to impurities, the 
implanter must be able to produce and transport ion beams of high purity 
and implant these ions with good uniformity over the whole wafer and 
from wafer to wafer. This implies that the equipment requires a beam
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transport system with good mass resolution, to separate different ion 
species. The implanter also requires acceleration and scanning systems
to accelerate and distribute the ion beam uniformly over the whole 
wafer. Finally, an integration system is needed to precisely measure the 
implanted (predetermined) dose.
Conceptually, an ion implanter would consist of:
1. An ion source, in which solid and/or gas feed materials are 
ionised.
2. A high electrostatic extraction field to extract the ions.
3. A mass analyser which separates the ions according to their 
mass.
4. An acceleration system to bring the ions to the final desired 
energy
5. A scanning system (either electrostatic or mechanical) to scan 
the ions uniformly over the target.
The arrangement of the mass analyser and the acceleration system (items 
(3) and (4) above), and their respective groundings, determine the 
configuration of the implanter. There are mainly two types of 
configurations in use, the pre- and the post-analysis machines. The 
arrangement outlined above relate to pre-analysis machines where the 
analysing magnet (residing within the high voltage terminal) precedes 
the acceleration system. When the component order is reversed, then the 
resulting system is a post-analysis machine, where the analysing magnet 
is at earth. Both configurations are schematically shown in Fig. 2.1. 
The detailed description of implanter components and systems is given in 
Chapter 3.
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Fig. 2.1: Schematic Diagram of the Two Main Implantation Systems
a) Pre-Analysis, and b) Post-Analysis Machines
2.2.1 Research Implanters
Research implanters, as distinct from commercial implanters, must have 
additional special features to meet a wide range of research 
requirements. For instance, the implanter must have good flexibility and 
versatility to allow greater choice in the selection of ion species, ion 
energies, and sample sizes. Additionally, it must be capable of 
performing hot or cold implants at desired implant angles and various 
doses (low- and high-dose). Accordingly, the features which are 
important in research implanters are:
1. A high mass resolution to be able to separate beams of elements 
that have a large number of stable isotopes, e.g. Se, Sn, or Pb
12
2. A versatile ion source(s), to produce beam currents of a wide 
range of ions (single or multi-charged).
3. A wide energy range to allow implantation with various beam 
energies.
4. A flexible beam line design at the target end to allow the use 
of two or more beam lines (e.g., semiconductor beam line, UHV 
line) thus enabling research into different experimental 
methods,
5. A flexible beam scanning system to allow implantation of 
samples with various geometries.
2.2.2 Commercial Implanters
Commercial implanters are inherently dedicated to particular 
applications that are designed according to specific requirements 
imposed by the semiconductor industry. The great majority of these 
machines have been built for Si technology. The primary consideration 
in the design of such machines is good stability of operation along with 
a high throughput. Accordingly, they are less versatile than research 
implanters and are tailored for high production of wafers implanted by a 
few ion species. Glawischnig and Noack [28] report that in most cases, 
the dopants used are boron, phosphorous, and arsenic. In other cases, 
machines are made to implant only oxygen used in the production of 
buried oxide wafers, as in the case of the EATON NV-200 high current 
oxygen ion implanter [29], Note however that, with the exception of 
arsenic, most of these ions have low masses. Nevertheless, most of 
these species, including arsenic, have only single isotopes that are
13
well separated within the momentum spectrum. As such, unlike research 
equipment, it is not as critical to have high resolution as a machine 
feature.
Another contrast is that the energy range of commercial implanters is 
generally limited to within 180 keV mainly because this suffices for 
device fabrication. Moreover, at the target end, commercial machines 
incorporate a chamber suitable for a production environment. These 
machines employ mechanical scanning systems with automatic wafer 
handling capabilities that process a large number of fixed-sized wafers 
at a time.
2.3 Automatic Ion Implanters
Very little published literature exists in respect to automating 
research implanters. Literature review given in this section therefore 
relates to commercial automatic implanters. Since reports on fully 
automated commercial machines have been published only recently, the 
discussion which follows therefore provides just a brief survey.
Computer control of industrial implanters started with the automation of 
wafer handling systems. Automation was required in order to process the 
large number of wafers demanded by industry and reduce the contamination 
and wafer damage caused by the operators. Today, such automatic/robotic 
handling systems are installed on most production machines [30]. An 
example of earlier prototypes is the NOVA AT-4 developed by Eaton 
Corporation for use in its NOVA NV-10 implanter. This system is one of 
the first automatic wafer transport systems designed to work with batch
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processing. As reported by Armstrong et. al. [31], the system has a 
throughput limit (without implantation) of 309 wafers per hour for 100 
mm. wafers and 260 wafers per hour for 125 mm. wafers. The control 
system of the AT-4 is based on the 16-bit TM 9900 microprocessor which 
controls wafer loading from an input cassette, transport through the 
implantation process and the return to an output cassette. The control 
software is a multi-tasking programme which handles sequencing, 
interpretation of operator instructions, generation of diagnostic 
messages, tracking and monitoring each wafer throughout the loading and 
unloading processes and verifying correct operation at all points of the 
wafer's travel through the system.
As industrial research into automation progressed, efforts then turned 
to automating the source and beam transport section. These have been 
reported by Glawischnig et. al. [25], Ryding et. al. [32], Splinter et. 
al. [33], Woodard et. al. [34], Scaife et. al. [35], Steen et. al. 
[26], Âitken [36-37] and Wonson et. al. [27]. Automation in earlier 
systems however involved either only monitoring [25] or computer control 
constrained by special implanter component designs [34-35]. Only in 
1987 [26-27,36-37] has full automation of the implanter been reported.
These developments in automation are further discussed below.
The computerised monitoring system for the production implanter 
developed by H. Glawischnig [25] in 1983, uses a Hewlett Packard desk 
computer together with a microprocessor-controlled dose processor. The 
system provides on-line monitoring and display of machine parameters 
after the operator has setup the implanter. In the event of an out-of­
tolerance parameter, the computer provides an appropriate diagnostic
15
message. At the end of an implantation cycle, a printout of implant data 
is also provided.
On the other hand, an example of an implanter with a higher degree of 
automation including total computer control is the VHC-120 developed and 
manufactured by Veeco [34-35]. The implanter is a 120 keV commercial 
machine controlled by only one DEC LSI-11/03 computer with a dual 8" 
floppy disk drive. The computer system provides the following control 
functions :
1. Setting-up the implanter as well as ion beam "tune-up" which 
includes setting pre-accelerator and post-accelerator power 
supplies, magnet current ramping for mass spectra selection 
and opening and closing the beam line gate valves.
2. Monitoring and controlling the vacuum within the implanter. At 
the same time, manual control of the vacuum system is provided 
as an option, whereby the operator can choose to takeover 
controls but is warned by the computer of any damage which may 
occur as a result of the execution of a chosen function.
3. Wafer handling and mechanical scanning as well as dosimetry 
controls.
4. Continuous monitoring and appropriate adjustment of system 
operating parameters.
However, in implementing the automatic system discussed above, special
machine design considerations were necessary to achieve a minimum number 
of active components in the system and to facilitate computer automation 
[34-35]. These included:
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1. The development of a simplified Penning hot cathode ion source 
operating only on BFs, PFs, AsFa, or SbFa gas feeds. The ion 
source is controlled using only three variable settings - gas 
flow, anode current and solenoid current.
2. The use of a very short beam line to achieve a reduction of 
ion optics components and simplify beam control. The length of 
the beam line is only 60 cm. from the source to the wafer.
Another highly automated system is the Nova-10-160 implanter [33]. This 
system does similar control functions as the Veeco VHC-120 discussed 
above. Additionally, it incorporates a system control software with a 
"Learn" algorithm that allows the operator to record the sequence of 
operations required to turn on the ion source and bring up the system to 
the desired beam current and energy conditions. This sequence of events 
can be customised for each process recipe and stored in an on-board 
computer. The control system can then, at a user-determined preset time 
setup the implanter by repeating the steps and actions applied by the 
"expert" operator and the proper beam conditions can be reestablished in 
a safe and reproducible manner at a minimum of operator attention.
The most recent development in implanter automation is installed on 
Applied Materials' Precision Implant 9000 as reported by Steen et. al. 
[26] and Aitken [36-37]. The manufacturer claims that the system is 
fully automatic and dispenses with operator intervention altogether. As 
with earlier systems however, special design configurations were 
necessary to simplify automation. In this case, computerised beam line 
control has been facilitated by the elimination of optical variables 
from the dispersion plane of the mass analysis system.
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CHAPTER 3
ION BEAM AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
3.1 ION BEAM EQUIPMENT !
The general configuration of an ion implantation facility has been 
presented in Section 2.2. From the brief review in that section, we 
showed that all implanters consist of roughly the same building blocks 
and sub-systems. In what follows, we build further upon Chapter 2's 
discussion and present a detailed description of each of the implanter 
components. This more intensive review is prompted by the consideration 
that part of this research concerns enhancement of the ion optics of the 
Surrey implanter. As such, a comprehensive review of ion beam 
equipments is essential.
3.1.1 Ion Sources
There are a number of ion sources commonly used in ion implanters. 
Choice of the types and sizes of these sources all depend on the range 
of requirements.
a) General Description of an Ion Source and its Operation
The general features of an ion source and the principles of its 
operation are presented below.
The major requirement from an ion source is the production of a beam of 
ions with a single (or double) positive charge at a required current
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level for the required species. The beam must have good emittance to be 
efficiently transmitted through the accelerator system. The ion source 
should also be simple, stable, easy to operate and change species, 
reliable, serviceable and with the longest possible operational 
lifetime.
Most ion sources use the same mechanism of ionisation which is electron- 
atom collisions to produce ions. An electrical discharge through the gas 
or vapour of the material to be ionised is generally achieved.
The principle of operation of the arc discharge source is described 
below in reference to the hot cathode source. The important features of 
the source are: the cathode, the anode, the extraction aperture, the
magnetic field, the plasma, and the source feed system.
i. The Cathode: The cathode (filament) is heated by Joule
heating. It supplies the electrons which ionise the gas or vapour that 
is introduced into the source arc chamber. The electrons are 
thermionically emitted from the hot cathode. The maximum current density 
which can be obtained from a metal surface of work function, 0 , heated 
to a temperature, T, is
Je = AT2 exp(-e0/KT)
where, A and K are constants and Je is the electron current density/cm^,
The commonly used material for the cathode is tungsten which has good 
mechanical strength at the required operating temperature (T = 2500°K).
ii. The Anode: The arc chamber body is in general the anode.
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iii. The Magnetic Field: The path of electrons in the source arc
chamber may be varied by applying a magnetic field to maximise their 
ionisation efficiency. The magnetic field restrains the electrons 
emitted by the filament from passing directly to the arc chamber; 
instead, these electrons spiral towards the walls of the arc chamber, 
thereby increasing the effective ionisation path.
iv. The Plasma: When the arc chamber is filled with a gas or
vapour at a pressure in the range of ID- 2 - 10“'* Torr, and a voltage 
(50-100V) is applied between the anode and the cathode which is heated 
to thermionic emission temperature, an arc discharge can be initiated. 
Thus, a plasma is created, consisting of a neutral isotropic 
distribution of ions (positive) and electrons (negative) at constant 
potential. Within the plasma, a field free state is maintained due to 
the distribution of a charged sheath between itself and the electrodes. 
The neutrality of charge within the plasma is self-regulating since the 
positive ions and electrons are able to distribute themselves rapidly 
to compensate any localised field gradients.
V. The Extraction Aperture: The beam is extracted from an
aperture in the wall of the arc chamber. The aperture can be circular or 
rectangular, depending on the required ion beam intensity, the nature of 
the accelerator lens system and the type of source.
vi. The Source Feed System: The feed material can be either a
gas or a vapour supplied by heating a solid in an oven which is directly 
connected to the source arc chamber by a tube of suitable conductance 
and temperature. The temperature of the source must be high enough to
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prevent feed material condensation. The operating pressure in the arc 
chamber is generally held at 10-% - 10"^ Torr.
b) Operational Characteristics of Extraction of Ions from a Plasma 
The positive ions must be extracted from the plasma. Ion beam extraction 
and focusing are accomplished by a pair of extraction electrodes in 
front of the arc chamber extraction slit as shown in Fig. 3.1 [38].
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Fig. 3.1; Schematic Diagram showing how the ion beam 
is extracted from the plasma.
The configuration of the electrodes provides a virtual source object in 
the form of a well defined line. The beam energy is determined by the 
positive H.T. potential applied between the earth plate and the ion 
source unit and its floating supplies. The most important factor 
governing the extraction voltage is the compromise between maximum
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space-charge limited current capability and acceptable sparking 
behaviour across the extraction gap. Another factor is the need for the 
extraction field to be strong enough to limit the convex curvature of 
the plasma meniscus so that beams with acceptable divergence can be 
produced. For a fixed extractor voltage, the variation in plasma ion 
density causes a change in the emissive equipotential boundary. Fig. 3.2 
shows what happens under two conditions: a) a dense plasma [39]; and, b) 
a dilute ion cloud [39]. It also shows in (c) the behaviour, under 
increasing values of the extraction voltage, of the "meniscus" geometry 
created in the plasma boundary [40].
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zero c q u ip o le n ti^
Ions w ilh  
rind<
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I  Extraction 
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^  Equi potentials
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i -^  Equi potentials-'v=v„
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Fig, 3.2: Ion Extraction: a) Dense plasma, b) Dilute Ion cloud,
c) Extraction field effect on plasma geometry, virtual focus formation,
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c) Typical Ion Sources
Comprehensive review of the many different ion sources are well covered
in many reviews of ion sources [40-44]. The list of ion sources
include: The Penning, the radio frequency, the duoplasmatron, the
microwave and the Freeman sources. A brief presentation of the first 
four sources follows whilst the Freeman source, which is the subject of 
interest in this research, is discussed in greater detail in the next 
subsection.
The Penning source has a low to medium beam current output, whose 
discharge mechanism favours the (high) production of multi-charged ions. 
The source has a simple structure and can be manufactured at a low cost. 
On the other hand, the radio frequency (R.F.) source generally has a low 
beam current output and is mostly used in the production of light ions 
(H+, He+, and sometimes, 0+) from gas feed materials. The R.F. source 
has a simple structure that is cheap to construct and generally has a 
long lifetime. In contrast to the first two sources, the duoplasmatron 
has a high plasma density and generates high beam currents. Its main 
disadvantage is its complex structure and its inflexibility (i.e., only 
gas feed materials could be used). Like the duoplasmatron, the 
microwave source, is an expensive source which generates high beam 
currents but accommodates only gas feeds. It is, like the R.F. source,
a source without a filament. Hence, it has a long life.
d) Freeman Source
Fig. 3.3 shows the Freeman Source which is one of the most versatile ion 
implantation sources available [39]. The Freeman source has a stable
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plasma and an increased ionisation efficiency of the electrons within 
the chamber [45,39]. Unlike the previously mentioned types of sources, 
the Freeman source produces a wedge-shaped beam by using side rather 
than axial extraction from the cylindrical anode arc chamber.
It uses a long straight filament parallel to the axis of the arc 
chamber. A magnetic field of about 100 Gauss is applied parallel to the 
filament which, together with the field {"20 Gauss) produced by the 
filament current, causes the emitted electrons to follow a spiral path 
around the filament. This lengthens the electron path and hence induces 
greater ionisation. The long axial filament also stabilises the arc 
directly behind the extraction slit resulting in a stable operation with 
a wide variety of ions for long periods of time.
Temperatures up to 1000°C can be achieved by the furnace heater. An 
insulated thermocouple located in the end cap of the furnace provides 
temperature measurement.
MAGNETIC FIELDOVEN
ION BEAM
FILAMENT
ARC CHAMBER
Fig. 3.3: The Freeman Source
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Operational Characteristics of the Freeman Source 
The important parameters of the Freeman ion source are as follows:
a. Arc voltage
b. Filament current
c. Magnetic field strength
d. Arc Chamber pressure
e. Filament life and condition
f. Source condition
a. Arc Voltage: The optimum voltage between the anode and the cathode
to initiate and maintain a stable discharge depends upon many factors 
including the particular feed material and virtually all the ion source 
parameters. The dependence of the arc voltage and the extracted ion 
current on the magnetic field were reported by K. Miyake et. al. [46], 
and their results are shown in Fig. 3.4. A change in the vertical 
magnetic field causes hysteresis on both the arc voltage and ion current 
required to produce a constant arc current.
To maintain a stable arc current, the primary control variable is the 
filament current. D. Aitken [40] reported that this can be deceptively 
difficult to achieve due to the high frequency (Hash) fluctuations 
within the plasma as well as changes in its electrical impedance which 
can vary significantly with small changes in other ion source 
parameters.
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Fig. 3.4: The dependences of arc voltage and extracted ion current on
the vertical magnetic field. (Gas = Nz; P = 6.1xl0~3pa [= 4.5xl0~^ 
Torr]; larc = 5.6 A; Ifii = 144 A and Vext = 20 kV)
b. Filament Current; The filament is not only an electron emitter 
but also a source of magnetic field. The diode characteristics of the 
Freeman ion source were measured by K. Miyake et. al. [46], who 
considered the source as a vacuum diode. Gas feed material was not 
introduced and the electron emission current was measured as a function 
of the anode voltage, the filament current and the source magnetic 
field. The results are shown in Fig. 3.5.
It can be noted that with no external magnetic field the emission 
current reached a maximum with the increase of filament current and then 
cuts off for high filament currents. The emission current increases with 
the anode voltage and decreases with the source magnetic field for all 
filament current settings.
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Fig. 3.5: Diode characteristics, Electron Emission Current against 
filament current, with parameters a. Anode voltage, and b. Vertical 
Magnetic Field.
Two critical filament current regions exist - namely, the low and 
excessively high current regions. In the low filament current region, 
the filament is not hot enough to emit enough electrons to sustain the 
discharge, even with high arc voltages. While in the excessively high 
current region, the discharge stops because of excessive magnetic 
trapping of the emitted electrons.
c. Source Magnetic Field: The source magnetic field is used to control 
the electron distribution in the arc chamber. There is an optimum 
magnetic field strength that yields an optimum ion current. As mentioned 
above, there is an hysteresis effect present for certain values of the 
anode voltage. It has been reported [40] that the Freeman source gives 
good beam quality to a certain magnetic field strength; above this 
value, serious degradation occurs.
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d. Arc Chamber Pressure: The pressure in the arc chamber influences the 
rate at which gas feed material may be introduced into the arc chamber. 
Minimum pressures for stable discharge are in the range 10-“ - IO- 2  Torr 
The optimum pressure will depend upon the charge state of the ions and 
for normal implanter operation, it is usually best to run at the lowest 
pressure compatible with stable operation and adequate output. It has 
been reported [40] that for a given set of source parameters, there is a 
pressure below which the arc will extinguish.
e. The Filament Life and Condition: The useful life of a filament 
depends upon the rate of erosion of the filament. Deterioration and 
thinning due to sputtering by the positive ions and various chemical 
reactions, limit its useful life. As reported by P.L.F. Hemment et. al. 
[47] on the Surrey implanter, it has been found that the original 2 mm 
diameter of the cathode became 1.7 and 1.5 mm after 15.5 and 20 hours 
respectively, and was distorted taking on a concave shape with 1.4 to 
2.5 mm deep bending. This deeply affects the emittance.
f. Source Condition: The previous history and cleanliness of the 
source deeply influence its performance. When a source is put into 
operation with a new filament installed, contamination of the feed 
material by components either outgassed sputtered or formed by chemical 
reaction from the structural materials of the ion source degrade its 
output. However, this tends to improve with time. In the case of Boron, 
a 50% increase in the singly charged output after one hour of operation 
has been reported [40].
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The reliability of the source degrades after a period of time. This is 
due to deposition of metallic deposits on the insulation and flake 
formation on the walls as well as cathode thinning and bending.
3.1.2 Implanter Mass Analysers
The extracted ion beam consists of a mixture of different atomic species
which must be separated to select the required ion and therefore, some
form of mass separation is required. An example of the range of ions
which may be encountered is shown in Fig. 3.7.
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Fig. 3.7: Momentum Spectrum of Source Operating on BFa Gas Feed Material
An electromagnet fed from a highly regulated constant current power 
supply is used to separate the ions. Fig. 3.8 shows a schematic diagram 
of an analysing magnet where only selected ions emerge. The magnet 
serves two purposes as: i) analyser ; ii) optical (focusing) element.
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Ion Source
Fig. 3.8: Dispersive Property of a Homogeneous Magnet
When charged particles (ions) traverse a uniform magnetic field, each
ion describes a circular orbit of radius R expressed by:
R = 143.95/B / MV/N , (cm)
where, M is the ion mass (a.m.u.), V is the accelerating voltage 
(volts), B is the magnetic field (Gauss), and N is the charge state of 
the ion.
Thus ions of different mass but with the same energy and charge state 
follow paths of different radii. Higher masses are less deflected than 
lower masses as shown in Fig. 3.8.
In what follows, we present the relevant theoretical bases [48-52] for 
the above paths of different radii. Higher masses are less deflected
than lower masses as shown in Fig. 3.8.
The force acting on a charged particle traversing a magnetic field is
given by the vector cross product:
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d(mv) _ _
F =   = qv X  B
dt
where q and m are charge and mass of the particle respectively, v is the 
particle velocity vector and ÏÏ is the magnetic field vector.
Using a cylindrical coordinate system (r, ©, z), let us consider the
equations of motion. Making use of Newton's Second Law, we get the 
following components:
d
—  (mr) - mr©2 = qr0Bz - qzB©
dt
I d ,
  (mr^e) = qzBr - qrBz
r dt
d
—  (ffiz) = qrBe - qr©Br 
dt
a) Single-Focusing Analysing Magnet
Now let us consider first the particle radial motion (in the median 
plane) in a homogeneous (uniform) magnetic field. When the particle 
velocity is perpendicular to the magnetic field, then the motion is 
governed by the vertical component, Bz. Thus, Br = 0, Be = 0, Bz = B, 
and the appropriate components of Newton's Second Law become
d
—  (mr) = mre® + qrOB (3.2.1)
dt
I d .
  (mr20) = - qrB (3.2.2)
r dt
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(mz) = 0 (3.2.3)
dt
T-y
Fig. 3.9: Cylindrical-coordinate System Geometry of a
Sector Bending Magnet with Uniform Field
Fig. 3.9 shows a sector homogeneous field magnet with a magnetic field 
Bo. We select as a central ray one that has a given position and
direction at the input and a given momentum. We define an entrance 
coordinate system (xi, yi, zi) with origin on the central ray (with 
radius, R), where the x-direction is along the central ray, the
y-direction is perpendicular to the x-direction and in the median plane, 
and the z-direction is perpendicular to the median plane. Similarly, at
the exit, we place a coordinate system (xa, yz, zz), where again the
x-direction coincides with the central ray after its deflection through
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the magnet.
In the following analysis the principal objective is to determine the 
position and direction at the exit space of the magnet of an arbitrary 
ray for which the entrance coordinates, (xi, yi, zi), the slopes, 
(yi' = dyi/dxi, zi' = dzi/dxi) and the momentum deviation or spread, 
(Ô = AP/P) are given.
Rewriting Eqns. (3.2.1) - (3.2.2), and making use of the fact that the 
mass of the particle does not change when it moves through a stationary 
magnetic field, we obtain:
d
—  (mr) = ra r = mr0  ^ + qrGBo 
dt
qrGBo
r = r0 2 + — ------ = r02 + wr0 (3.2.4)
I d .
and,  (mr%0) = - qrBo
r dt
d . qrrBo
—  (r%0 ) = -   = - wrr (3.2.5)
dt m
where, in both Eqns. (3.2.4) and (3.2.5), the term, w = qBo/m, is the 
"cyclotron" frequency of the particle in the central orbit.
Eqn. (3.2.5) can be integrated directly to get
wr-^
r20 = -   + c (3.2.6)'
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Making use of the fact when r = R, © = - w, we then evaluate 
c = - wR2/2. Now, when r = R + y, Eqn. (3.2.6) becomes.
(R + y)2
w(R + y)2 wR2
w
© = - — 
2
(3.2.7)
R 2 y -2(   ) = ( 1 +   )
R + y R
Knowing that y is small compared with R, we can, by taking first-order 
terms of Taylor's binomial expansion, get:
R 2
(   )
R + y
2 y
1 -
and Eqn. (3.2.7) becomes
2 y1 + (1 -  )
R
= w -  1
By substituting the above value of 8  back into Eqn. (3.2.4), we obtain
rw2 (   - 1 ) + w2 (   - 1 ) r
R R
r = (R + y) w2 (- --- ) z - w2y
R
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d%r
But, r = R + y, thus, -----  = r
dt%
Therefore, y = - w^y
y + w2 y = 0 (3.2.8)
This is the Kerst-Serber equation governing the excursion of the 
particles from the central ray in the median plane. The particles 
execute harmonic motion in the radial direction about the central ray 
and the magnet has a positive focusing action in the median plane since 
the acceleration is always towards the central orbit.
Now it is convenient to change the independent variable from time to 
distance along the central ray from the entrance of the magnet.
dx
X = R© = Rwt , and ,   = Rw
dt
d2 y d dy dx dx
y = -----  =----- (------ ----  ) ----  = R2 w2 y"
dt2 dx dx dt dt
d2 y
where, pH —
dx2
Now, Eqn. (3.2.8) yields;
R2w2y" + w2y
R2
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Let, k = (1/R ), then
y" + k& = 0 (3.2.9)
The solution to this equation for the displacement, y, is:
y = a sin (kx + b)
or y -  A coskx + B sinkx j
} (3.2.10)
and y ' = -kA sinkx + kB coskx j
Here, y ' is the first derivative with respect to x, or the slope with 
respect to the central ray.
At the entrance of the magnet, x = 0, y = yi, y' = yi' we can therefore 
express A and B in terms of these initial conditions and from Eqn.
(3.2.10), we get:
A = yi, B = (l/k)yi' and 
y = yi coskx + (l/k)yi' sinkx 
y ' = -kyi sinkx + yi' coskx
At the exit: x = R0 = (0 /k), where 0 m is the magnet deflection angle;
y = yz, y' = yz', and,
yz = yi COS0 + (1/k) yi' sin# (3.2.11)
yz' = -kyi sin# + yi’ cos# (3.2.12)
Eqns. (3.2.11) and (3.2.12) above, give the first order relationships in 
the median plane of the position and the slope at the exit relative to
the position and the slope at the entrance of the magnet. We can write
these equations in matrix form and re-substituting R = (1/k), we obtain:
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Thus,
yz cos# Rsin# yi yi= = Mh
yz ' -(1/R)sin# cos# yi ' yi '
M h = cos# 
(1/R)sin#
Rsin#
cos#
where, Mh is the transfer matrix of the magnet in the median plane.
The previous analysis dealt with the effects upon particles in the
median plane, which is the plane at which bending occurs. Now we will
consider the effect of the magnet upon particles in the vertical
direction or the z-direction, which is the plane perpendicular to the
median plane.
From Eqn. (3.2.3) ;
d
  (mz) = 0
dt
It can be shown that the transfer matrix of the magnet in the vertical 
plane is:
Mv = R#
1
which means that in the case of the uniform field, the magnet does not 
produce any focusing action in the vertical direction and has the same 
transfer matrix as a field-free space. The types of magnets that are 
referred to in this subsection as single-focusing magnets are those that 
provide focusing only in the median plane.
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Following the above derivation, we can expand this further to find the 
total transfer matrix from object to image, of the mass analysis system 
found in implanters such as those shown in Fig. 3.10.
IMAGEVERTEXOBJECT
Fig. 3.10: Barber's Focusing Rule, 0 + 0 1 + 0 2  = n, for ions which
enter and leave homogeneous sector field normally to the magnet boundary
The total transfer matrix, M t  is:
M t =  Ml *Mh "Mz
Ml, being the transfer matrix of the field-free space of length, li, 
from object (source) to the face of the magnet; Mh is the transfer
matrix of the magnet, and Mz is the transfer matrix of the field-free
space of length, Iz, from the face of the magnet to the image (resolving
slit). The total transfer matrix, Mt is therefore.
Mr = 1 12 COS0 Rsin0 1 l i
0  1 “ (1 /R)sin0 COS0 0  1
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Mt =
I2
COS0 - --- sin0
R
S 1 H 0
111:
l l C O S 0  - sin0 + Rsin0 + lzcos0
COS0 - sin0
(3.2.11)
The first-order re-focusing condition (the imaging condition) is:
I1 COS0 - (lilz/R)sin0 + Rsin0 + lgcos0 = 0
This equation gives the required value of R in terms of li, I2 , and 0 , 
for which a beam emerging from the source point of the object will be 
re-focused at the point of the image. In this case, it can also be 
shown that in the median plane, the object, vertex and image lie on the 
same straight line (Barber's rule), that is,
0 1 + 0 2 + 0  = n
The magnification of this mass analysis system, Yh is defined as the 
ratio between the linear dimension of the image and the linear dimension 
of the object in the plane under consideration, which in this case, is 
the horizontal or median plane. Thus,
Yh = COS0 - (I2 /R) sin0 (3.2.12)
b) Double-Focusing Analysing Magnet
The analysis so far applies to particles with identical momenta. In 
reality however, the ion beam is subject to a momentum spread. This 
subsection analyzes the transfer matrix of the magnet in the case of 
particles having the same mass, m, but different momenta.
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To find the effect of a momentum change, we note that this new
momentum corresponds to a new equilibrium orbit, with, rs = R + ye, and
with 5 = { AP/P), being the fractional momentum spread. The
relationship between the momentum and the orbit radius for the central
ray is P = qBoR (Fig. 3.9). Correspondingly, we get
P + A P  = qBore 
A P
  = 5
ys
ye ye
P
ye 5R.
The particle with different momentum will now execute harmonic motion 
with respect to the new equilibrium ray (Fig. 3.11).
y (l-cos k^x)
1_ ^Equilibrium orbit
» s r '^Central ray
Fig. 3.11: Harmonic Motion about Folded-out Equilibrium Orbit
at re = R + ye for rays with momentum (P + AP)
The displacement, y, is
y = R5 + Acoskx + Bsinkx
y ' = - kAsinkx + kBcoskx
(3.2.13)
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At the entrance of the magnet, x = 0, y = yi, and y ' = yi' and using 
Eqn. (3.2.13) we obtain, A = yi - R6 , B = (l/k)yi'. Thus,
yicoskx + (l/k)yi'sinkx + 5R(1 - coskx) 
- kyisinkx + yi'coskx + 5sinkx
} (3.2.14) 
}
We find the resulting displacement and slope at the exit by substituting 
for X (= R0 ) and k (= 1/R). Thus, we write the complete transfer matrix 
for the magnet as:
Mh =
COS0
(1/R)sin0  
0
Rsin0
COS0
0
R (1 - C O S0) 
sin0  
1
(3.2.15)
We note that the above is a 3 x 3 matrix because we now use 5 (the 
momentum spread as a component in the initial and final column vectors 
in addition to y and y ', i.e., :
y cos 0 Rsin0 R(l-cos0 )
y' = - (1/R)sin0 COS0 sin0
5 0 0 1
yi
yi ’
5
The zeros on the bottom row occur because the momentum spread cannot be 
changed by a static magnetic field.
The analysis so far dealt with incoming particles that are normal to 
entry and exit faces of the magnet as shown schematically in Fig. 
3.12(a) .
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Fig. 3.12: Sector Magnet with: a) Zero entrance and exit angles; and,
b) Nonzero entrance and exit angles
If however, the entry and exit boundaries are twisted through some angle 
with respect to the central trajectory as shown schematically in Fig. 
3.12(b), this will have an effect upon the transfer matrix of the magnet 
system. In the following analysis, we will examine the effect of such 
pole edge rotation upon the ion beam in both the median (horizontal) and 
vertical planes.
We define the entrance angle, a, as the angle between the normal to the 
pole boundary and the beam centre line in entrance face. Similarly, the 
exit angle, p, is the angle between the normal and the beam centre line 
on the exit side. Both a and p are positive when the normals are on the 
outside of the beam with respect to the centre of curvature, as shown in 
Fig. 3.12(b).
Concentrating for the moment on the entrance side, we see from Fig. 3.13 
that as the pole boundary is rotated from being at right angle to the 
beam, the ions traverse different distances before entering the magnetic
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field. When the rotation angle is positive, the effect is to remove 
part of the field traversed by particles with positive y, and 
correspondingly, to add more field for the inside rays. This makes 
focusing in the median plane weaker and for the focus to move further 
into the magnetic field.
FIELD BOUNDARY
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POSITIVE BOUNDARY ROTATION
FIELD BOUNDARY
NEGATIVE BOUNDARY ROTATION
Fig. 3.13; Effect of Entrance Pole Edge Rotation
Looking at this effect in another way, positive twisting of the pole 
boundary introduces a negative lens at the entrance. The focal length of 
this pole boundary lens is:
R
tana
and the resulting slope for the ray at position yi is:
= yi
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yi
' =   tana + yi '
R
which leads to a 3 x 3 transfer matrix relation. Mi
(1/R)tana 
0
0 0 
1 0 
0 1
This has the form of a thin focusing lens.
The effect of nonzero exit angle, p, is identical with the result on the 
entrance side obtained above, except that we replace a with (i. This 
gives a transfer matrix relation, Mz
Mz
1 0 0
(1/R)tanp 1 0
0 0 1
In both Ml and Mz, the angles, a and (3, are positive according to the
sign convention of Fig. 3.12(b).
Taking into account the lens effect of the pole rotation and
incorporating this into the original transfer matrix of the magnet, Mb ,
in (Eqn. 3.2.15), we obtain a more general transfer matrix, M, in the 
median plane of the magnet, which is of the form,
M Mz *Mh "Ml
where,
M =
0 0
-tanP 1 0
R
0 0 1
COS0
1
- -sin0 
R
Rsin0 R(l-cos0 )
COS0 sin0
0 0
-tana 1 0
R
0 0 1
Carrying out the matrix operations, we obtain:
cos ( 0 - g) cos^
1 sin(0 -g-B) 
R cosgcosfS
0
Rsin0
cos(0 -B) 
cosB
0
R(l-cos0 ) 
sin0 + (1-COS0) tan|i (3.2.16)
The preceding analysis dealt with obtaining the complete transfer matrix 
in the median plane for the magnet for any pole entrance and exit 
angles, a and (5. It can be shown that the effect of a nonzero angle a 
produces vertical focusing and is comparable to that of a thin lens 
which focuses when a > 0 and defocuses when g < 0. The focal length of 
this lens is
R
f = -------
tana
and the transfer matrix in the vertical plane becomes:
Ml
- (1/R)tang
Similarly, the transfer relation due to p is
Mz'
- (1/R)tanp
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Thus, the complete transfer matrix for vertical focusing of the magnet, 
Mv*, is found as:
Mv* =
Evaluating the above equation.
Mv* = 1 0 1 R0 1 0
-d/R)tanp 1 0 1 -(1/R)tana 1
1 -#tana R0
(1/R)[tana + (l-0 tana)tanp] 1 - 0 tanp
(3.2.17)
We note that vertical focusing only takes place at the entrance and exit 
boundaries of the magnet.
We have seen so far that pole boundary rotation produces beam focusing
in the vertical plane. We have also shown that the magnet focuses,
deflects and disperses the ion beam passing through it in the median 
plane. Therefore, it is possible to choose a, p and 0 , so as to provide 
imaging in both vertical and median planes, simultaneously. When all 
these are taken into account, the magnet is then said to be 
double-focusing.
On the basis of the above derivations, we can now obtain a complete 
formulation for the whole mass analysis system from ion source (object)
to the resolving slit (image). Such a system is shown schematically by
Fig. 3.14.
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Resolving
Slit.Ion Source
Fig. 3.14: Implanter Mass Analysis System
The total transfer matrix in the median plane for the complete system 
is:
M t = Mg"M'Mi
where Mg is the transfer matrix of the field-free space from the 
resolving slit to the exit boundary of the magnet, Mi is the 
corresponding transfer matrix from the ion source slit to the magnet's 
entrance boundary, and M is the general transfer matrix of the magnet 
system (which accounts for pole rotation effects),
M t =
1 I2 0 
0 1 0  
0 0 1
Ul 1 (Xi 2 (Xi 3
a g  1 a g  2 OLza
0 0 1
1 li 0 
0 1 0  
0 0 1
hii hi 2 hi 3
hg 1 hg 2 hg 3
0 0 1
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1 l2 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
hii hi 2 hi 3
hg 1 hg 2 hg 3
0 0 1
cos(* - g) 
cosa
• sin(d-g-B) 
Rcosacosp
Rsin# R(l-cos0 )
cos(*-6 ) sin0 +(l-cos0 )tanp 
cosp
0
1 li 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
(3.2.17a
Evaluating, we obtain expressions for the elements, hij as follows: 
cos(0 -a) I2 sin(0 -a-p)
hi 1 =
hi
cosa R cosacosp
cos(0 -a)
Rsin0 + li -------  + I2
cosa
cos(0 -B) li sin(0 -a-p)
COS& R cosacosB
h2
R(l-cos0) + I2 [ sin0 + ( 1 - C O S 0 )  tan(i ] 
1 sin(0 -a-p)
1 =
hg 2
R cosacosp 
cos(0 -p) li sin(0 -a-p)
cosB R cosacosB
h23 = sin0 + ( 1 - COS0 ) tanp
The condition to be satisfied for first-order focusing at I2 of the 
incident beam emerging from the source is:
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ai 2 + Il ail + I2 (tt2 2 + lioai) = hi2 = 0 (Herzog's Eqn.)
that is.
cos(0 -a)
Rsin0 + Il -------  + I2
cosa
cos(0 -(S) Il sin(0 -a-p)
cosP R cosocosp
This equation can be solved for values of li, 0 , R, a and p.
The magnification factor of this mass analysis system in the median 
plane is:
Yh ail + a2ilg
Yn hi
COS(0 -a) I2 sin(0 -a-p)
1 =
cosa R cosacosp
The total transfer matrix, Mt *, in the vertical plane of the system 
shown in Fig. (3.14) is given by:
M t * = M 2*'Mv*'Mi*
Using Eqn. (3.2.17), for Mv*, we get:
Vii
V21
Vl 2 
V2 2
1 Iv 
0 1
1 -#tana R0
(1/R)[tana + (l-0 tana)tanp] 1 - 0 tanp
1 li 
0 1 (3.2.18)
where Iv is the vertical focal point distance to the face of the exit 
boundary of the magnet. Solving for the elements of M t *, we get:
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Vil = 1 - 0 tana - (Iv/R) t tana + (l-0 tana)tanp ]
Via ~ Il{l-0 tana) + 0 R + Iv{ -(li/R) [tana + (l-0 tana)tanp] + 1 - 0 tanp)
V2 1 = “ (1/R) [ tana + (1 - 0 tana)tanP ]
V2 2 « 1 - 0 tanp - (li/R) [ tana + (1 - 0 tana)tanP ]
The condition to be satisfied to achieve vertical focusing at distance 
Iv is Vl2 = 0, and the vertical magnification factor is:
Yv = Vii = 1 - 0 tana - (Iv/R) [ tana + (l-0 tana)tanp ]
We note that to achieve a double-focusing condition, we need to set I2 = 
Iv An interesting condition is achieved when: 
tana = tanp = (1/2) or
a = p = 26.5°
0 = 90° and li = I2 = Iv = 2R
This gives
hii hi 2 hi 3 -1 0 4R
Mt = h21 h2 2 hg 3 = - (3/4)R -1 (3/2)
0 0 1 0 0 1
in the median plane, and.
Mt’
in the vertical plane.
Vii V12 -1 0
V 2 1 V22 -(6/lOR) -1
We see that the condition for focusing in both the median and vertical 
planes is satisfied when hi2 = V12 = 0 at I2 * Iv = 2R. Therefore, the
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system provides symmetric double-focusing. We also note from the
transfer matrices that the magnification factors in both the median and
vertical planes is unity, i.e.,
Yo = hi 1 = Yv = V l  1 = -1.
The negative sign preceding the magnification factor indicates that the
image is inverted.
c) Hass Resolution of Analysing Magnets
Now, given the position and slope (yi, yi') at the ion source slit
(object), we can calculate the position and slope (yz, yz') at the
resolving slit (image) in an implanter system.
yz 1 Iz 0 cos ( 0 - a) 
cos a
Rsin0 R(l-cos0 )
yz ' = 0 1 0 - sin(0 -a-B) 
RcosacosP
cos(0 -P) 
cosP
sin0+(1-COS0)tanp
5 0 0 1 0 0 1
1 li 
0 1 
0 0
yi 
yi ' 
5
hi 1
hz 1 
0
hi z 
hz 2 
0
hi 3 
hz 3 
1
yi 
yi ' 
5
Solving for the displacement yz, we obtain;
yz = hiiyi + hizyi' + hisG
At the image position hiz = 0
yz = hityi + hi 3 5
= |Yb jyi t hi 3 5
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and the dispersion.
Dm = hi3 Ô = {R(l-cos0 ) 4- I2 [sin0 + {l-cos0 ) tanp]} AP/P (3.2.19)
For the same value of electrostatic acceleration, the ions proceed with 
a different velocity, characteristic of their mass number:
E = (l/2)mv2 = (1/2) (m + Am) (v - A v ) ^ .
( Av/v) « (1/2) (Am/m)
Thus, AP/P = Av/v X (1/2) (Am/m).
Accordingly, Dm could be re-expressed as:
Dm = (1/2)(Am/m) (R(l-cos0 ) + I2 [sin0 + (l-cos0)tanP]} (3.2.20)
where the mass dispersion. Dm, is measured along a line at right angles 
to the central ray for ion mass, ra.
What we need to know before calculating the resolution of a mass 
analysis system is the total image spread in the dispersion (median) 
plane. Part of this image spread is due to the magnification of the 
system. Thus, if we are extracting ions from a source with an aperture 
of width. Si, then the image spread contributed by the source aperture 
is Ws = |Yh |Si . The oscillatory component (ripple) present in the 
extraction voltage and (to a lesser extent) the initial ion energy 
emitted from the plasma also jointly contribute to total image 
broadening. One can calculate the spread caused by an energy variation, 
E ± A E  as follows;
Define (AE/E) to be the fractional energy spread, where;
AE/E = [ (l/2)m(v+Av)2 - (l/2)mv2 ] / [ (l/2)mvz ]
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This yields,
AE/E « 2 AP/P
Hence, AP/P = (1/2) { AE/E).
Substituting the above expression into Eqn. 3.2.19, we get:
De = (1/2) { AE/E)hi3.
Taking account of the variation in energy (i.e., ± ( AE/E)), then the
final expression for De is:
De * ( AE/E) hi 3
where De is the image broadening due to the fluctuations in the ion
energy.
Given the foregoing, one may now obtain the overall picture of the image
spread in the median plane, wi as shown in Fig. 3.15, i.e.,
wi = Ws + De = |Yh |Si + ( AE/E)hi3 (3.2.20a)
Dm
m m + Am
Iy„I Sj
Resolving
Silt
Ion Beam Spot
0  / v  % 0  #
3 K
AAA.
(a) (b)
B
Fig. 3.15: Image Spread
vs. Mass Dispersion
Fig. 3.16: Ion Mass Spectrum
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An expression for the resolution, (m/Am), of the mass analysis system 
may now be derived as follows. From Eqn. (3.2.20), we get;
R(l-cos0) + I2 [ sin* + (l-cos0)tanp ] hi3
(3.2.21)
A m  2 Dm 2Dm
In calculating the mass resolution in terms of the total image spread, 
Wi, we have two cases:
Case 1:
Two beams, one having ions of mass, ra, and the other, ions of mass, m + 
Am, will be separated only when the dispersion. Dm, is equal to or 
greater than the image spread, wi, and is subject to the limitation that 
the resolving slit width, 8 2 3 wi. This is shown in Figs. 3.15 and 
3.16(a). That is:
Dm = |Yh|Si + (AE/E) hi 3
Under these conditions, therefore, the attainable mass resolution is
hi 3
(3.2.22)
A m  2[ |Yb|Si + (AE/E)hi3 3
The above equation provides the upper mass separation limit that can be 
achieved by an equipment when the ion beam spots of masses, [m - Am], 
[m], and [m + A m ] , are next to each other with practically no distance 
between them. This gives an overlapping mass spectrum as shown in Fig. 
3.16(a).
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Case 2;
The mass resolution obtained in Case 1 above, dealt with the maximum 
mass resolution that can be obtained and that which gave an overlapping 
ion mass spectrum. The difficulty here is that it is very easy for 
contamination to occur. However, there are cases where we require ion 
species to be completely resolved and distinguished from each other 
within the ion mass spectrum. In such situations, we need to introduce 
another variable in the mass resolution equation (Eqn. 3.2.22) which
will offer a degree of freedom to achieve not only better mass resolving
characteristics but also provide full transmission of the selected 
isotope ion current. This is attained by adding the resolving slit 
width, Sz, to the total beam spread, wi. Thus, we get:
Dm = |Yh |Si + Sz + { AE/E) hi 3
Now the beam spots at maximum mass resolution are always spaced by the 
value of the width of the resolving slit, Sz, as shown in Fig. 3.16(b). 
The maximum attainable mass resolution is therefore.
hi 3
(3.2.23)
A m  2[ |Yh |Si + 8z + ( AE/E)his ]
3.1.3 Electrostatic Lens Optics
a) Types of Focusing Lenses
Many different types and geometries of electrostatic lenses are used to 
control ion beams in implantera [53-55,50-51]. The diversity of these 
lenses is great, but in this subsection, we shall concentrate on the
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most common range of lenses used, outlining briefly their focal 
properties and main uses. Detailed theoretical analysis is given only 
for those types of lenses which concern this project.
i) Double-Cylinder Electrostatic Lens
The double-cylinder lens, illustrated in Fig. 3.17(a) consists of two 
cylindrical electrodes of diameter, D, separated by a gap, G, which is 
usually small compared with the diameter. Such a lens is used in 
implantera to accelerate (or decelerate) as well as focus the ion beam. 
The way this lens conducts focusing is as follows:
Fig. 3.17: The Double-Cylinder Lens
Fig. 3.17(b) shows the force field lines within the double cylinder 
lens. The incoming ions in the region (a) experience an electrostatic 
force with a radial component that tends to bend them towards the 
central axis, thereby producing a focusing lens effect. The focused 
ions are by now in the region (b) where they experience an outward field
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force component that tends to bend them away (outward) from the central 
axis. Thus, in this region, the lens is defocusing. At first sight, one 
might anticipate the end result would be defocusing action. This is not 
the case however because the velocity of the ions in the region (a) is 
smaller than that in the region (b) and the time they take to travel 
through region (a) is longer than that in the region (b). The focusing 
action upon the ions in region (a) therefore is stronger than that of 
the defocusing one. In addition, the ions are somewhat closer to the 
central axis in region (b) so that the angle of the field lines with the 
axis is smaller and the defocusing impulse is less. Both these effects 
means that the positive lens action always dominates. It should also be 
noted that even when the lens is used in the decelerating mode, i.e., 
when V2 > VI, positive focusing is achieved.
ii) Einzel Lens
The Einzel lens is shown in Fig. 3.18(a). It consists of three adjacent 
electrodes. The outside electrodes are held at the same potential, Vo, 
(usually connected to ground), with the central electrode held at a 
potential which can either be less or greater than that on the outer 
electrodes. The focusing of such lens is derived from the voltages that 
are applied between these three electrodes. Fig. 3.18(b) shows the 
distribution of the eguipotential lines within the lens, together with 
the focusing effect that the lens produces. The usefulness of such a 
lens is that it focuses the incident ion beam without changing its 
energy. Generally however, its use is restricted to low-energy beams.
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Fig. 3,18; The Einzel Lens
iii) Quadrupole Lens
It is often desirable to have a small beam spot in an implanter without 
the need for changing the beam energy. For some purposes, this function 
might be served by the use of the Einzel lens. This is however true for 
beam energies up to 50 keV [55]. For higher beam energies, a much higher 
quality and stronger lens is needed. This is provided by the quadrupole 
lens which uses a field distribution known as a quadrupole field 
produced from four equi-spaced poles.
Fig. 3.19 shows an electrostatic quadrupole arrangement where the ion 
beam is directed into the page. Once the ion beam enters the lens, ions 
to the right and left of the center are subjected to a focusing force 
which converges them back towards the axis. On the other hand, ions 
that are above or below the centre of the lens are subjected to a
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defocusing force that deflect them away from the axis. The lens thus 
focuses positively in the horizontal plane and negatively on the 
vertical plane. If the pole polarities are reversed, the signs of all 
forces are also reversed, and the effect of this new lens would produce 
positive focusing in the vertical plane and negative focusing in the 
horizontal plane.
h - - P -
Fig. 3.19; Quadrupole Lens Geometry and Field Configuration
At first sight, such a lens may not appear very useful because of the 
strong defocusing that always occurs in one plane. However, its 
usefulness becomes apparent when we need to correct for a stigmatic beam 
in which case, strong focusing in one direction is required. Its main 
value however stems when two such lenses are arranged in series, one 
with positive horizontal focusing and the other with negative horizontal 
focusing. With such combination ions with horizontal displacement' 
entering the first lens are focused horizontally such that by the time 
they arrive at the second lens, they are closer to the axis, so that the 
outward defocusing forces are less and so is the effect of defocusing.
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Thus, the net result is deflection towards the axis and an overall 
focusing. Similarly, ions with vertical displacement entering the two
lens combination will come out focused. Overall therefore, there is a 
net focusing action in both planes.
The theoretical analysis for quadrupole lens is provided below. Fig.3.20 
shows a quadrupole lens with length, L, and an aperture of radius, a.
. iv
— -------- —  ' —
i L
Fig.3.20: Quadrupole Lens with Length, L, and an Aperture of Radius, a
The electric fields near the axis is given by [56,49]
and,
Ex
Ey
Fx
Fy
dV{x,y)/Ax 
àV(x,y)/Ay 
(2qV/a2)x 
(2qV/a2)y
- (2V/a2)x
-h (2V/a2)y
The equation of motion in the x and y directions are
m»(d2x/dt2) = - (2qV/a%)x }
)
m»(d2y/dt2) = (2qV/a%)y }
(3.2.24)
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Transforming the equation of trajectories from time derivative to
position X = x(z), y = y(z), we get:
d^x d dx dz dz
dt^ dz dz dt dt
d^x dz 2 dx d^z
dz2 dt dz dt%
with (dfz/dts) = 0 for constant velocity, and (dz/dt) = v. Therefore,
(d2x/dt%) = v2 (d%x/dz2)
(d%y/dt2) = v2 (d%y/dz2)
and from Eqn. 3.2.24 we get the differential equations of the orbit, 
i.e.,
d^x
dz%
2qV
a%mv2
X = 0
d2y
dz%
2qV
a^ mvs y = 0
such that.
This gives.
k2 =
2qV
a^mvs
2qV
2a2qVo a%Vo (3.2.24a)
d*x
dz2
+ k^x = 0 (3.2.25)
d2y
dz2
k2y = 0 (3.2.26)
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Solving the equation of the orbit in the focusing plane, we get:
X = a coskZ + b sinkZ
x' = - ak sinkZ + bk coskZ
We can express the constants, a and b, in terms of the initial 
conditions, xo, x'o which specify the position and slope of the ray 
entering the quadrupole (z = 0, x = xo, x' = x'o). We get 
a = Xo , b = (x'o/k)
Now, if we denote the length of the quadrupole by L, as shown in Fig, 
3.20, we then obtain
X  = xocoskL + (x'o/k)sinkL
x' = - xoksinkL + (x'o)coskL
Putting the above in matrix form, we end up with:
coskL (l/k)sinkL 
-ksinkL cos kL
Xo
x'o
Thus, the transfer matrix for the quadrupole lens for the convergent or 
the focusing plane is:
Me
coskL (l/k)sinkL 
“ksinkL cos kL
(3.2.27)
A similar calculation for the defocusing plane gives:
y cosh kL (l/k)sinh kL yo
y' ksinh kL cosh kL y'o
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Thus, the transfer matrix for the divergent or defocusing plane is:
Md
cosh kL (l/k)sinh kL 
ksinh kL cosh kL
(3.2.27a)
The image distance, I2 , in the focusing plane is:
Izc = [ licoskL + (IZk)sinkL ] / [ liksinkL - coskL ]
and, in the defocusing plane
Izd = - [licosh kL + (l/k)sinh kL] / [liksinh kL + cosh kL]
The magnification in the focusing plane is 
Yc = 1/(coskL - liksinkL)
and in the defocusing plane
Yd = 1/(cosh kL + liksinh kL)
The focal distances in the focusing, fc, and defocusing, fd, planes are:
fc = 1/(ksinkL) , and, fa = - 1/(ksinh kL)
Starting from a real object, a single quadrupole gives a real image
point in its convergent plane, and a virtual image in its divergent 
plane. In practice however, a real image is often required in both 
planes. This is achieved by two quadrupoles of opposite polarities 
positioned in series and separated by drift space.
Now, we shall present the analysis of a double-quadrupole lens system. 
Fig. 3.21(a) shows two quadrupoles, ki,Li and kz,Lz. The double- 
quadrupoles are separated by distance, d. The first quadrupole focuses
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the beam in the horizontal plane whilst the second focuses it in the 
vertical plane. The focusing-defocusing plane and the defocusing- 
focusing plane are shown schematically in Figs. 3.21(b) and (c), 
respectively.
#> cosh kzLg (l/k2 )sinh kzLz 1 d coskiLi (l/ki)sinkiLi
Me d “
kzsinh kzLz cosh kzLz 0  1 -kisinkiLi coskiLi
Fig. 3.21: Double Quadrupole Lens Combination
The transfer matrix of the system in the focusing-defocusing plane is:
a c  d b e  d
C c d  d o  d
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Carrying out the calculations, we find:
acd = coskiLi coshkzLz - dkisinkiLi coshkzLz - (ki/kg)sinkiLi sinhkzLg 
bed = dcoskiLi coshkgLg + (l/ki)sinkiLi coshkzLg + (l/kg)cosktLi sinhkgLz 
Ccd = kgcoskiLi sinhkgLg - kisinkiLi coshkgLg - (kikgd)sinkiLi sinhkgLg 
dcd = coskiLi coshkgLg + kgdcoskiLi sinhkgLg + (kg/ki)sinkiLi sinhkgLg
The transfer matrix of the system in the defocusing-focusing plane is:
k coskgLg (l/kg)sinkgLg 1 d cosh kiLi (1/ki)sinhkiLlMd e ~
- kgsinkgLg coskgLg 0 1 kisinh kiLi cosh kiLi
ad c 
Cd c
b d c  
dd  c
Carrying out the multiplication, we get the following matrix elements: 
ado = cosh kiLi coskzLg + dkisinhkiLi coskgLg + (ki/kg)sinhkiLi sinkzLg 
b d c  = dcoshkiLi coskgLg + (1/ki)sinhkiLi coskgLg + (l/kg)coshkiLi sinkgLg 
Cdc = - kgcoshkiLi sinkgLg + kisinhkiLi coskgLg - (kikgd)sinhkiLi sinkgLg 
d d c  = coshkiLi coskgLg - kgdcoshkiLi sinkgLg - (kg/ki)sinhkiLi sinkgLg
The optical characteristics of the double-quadrupole lens system are: 
i) focal distances;
f l e d  =  f g c d  *  -  ( 1 / C c d )  ;  f i d e  =  f z d e  =  -  ( 1 / C d e )
ii) the magnifications:
Y c d  =  l / ( l i C c d  +  d c d )  ? Y d c  — l / ( l i C d e  +  d c d )
iii) the image position:
I g c d  =  -
ll ac d +  b e  d
l i C c d  +  d c d
Igdc — —
11 ad  c 4" bd  c
l l C d c  + d d c
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In general, I z c d  = I z d c  and for the same object point yields two 
different image points according to whether one considers the 
focusing-defocusing plane or the defocusing-focusing plane. However, 
for a given position of the object point, it is possible to choose the 
parameters of the lens system so as to provide imaging in both planes at 
the same point, where, Izcd = Igdc = Iz. Writing these out in the two 
planes in terms of the object position at lg.
l i a c d  +  b e d  l i a d c  +  b d c
l l C c d  +  d c d  l l C d c  +  d d c
b) The Acceleration Stage
Once the beam of the required specie is selected at the resolving slit 
of the magnet, it then enters the acceleration tube to attain its final 
required energy before reaching the target. The acceleration tube
consists of alternating sections of circular insulators and ring
electrodes each of which is held at different potential. The first 
electrode in the tube is specially shaped and is used to focus the ion
beam so that it passes through the accelerating tube without striking
any of the walls.
The acceleration of the ions through an accelerating tube is achieved by 
the electric field produced by applying a voltage to the electrode 
increasing uniformly from one end of the tube to the other as shown' in 
Fig. 3.22.
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Fig. 3.22: Acceleration Tube Arrangement
In practice, the voltage of each electrode is determined by a resistive 
divider chain placed between the top terminal and the ground plate.
Three regions can be defined in an accelerating tube - entrance and exit 
regions of the tube where the equipotentials bulge from both ends of the 
tube; and, the middle region of the tube with parallel equipotentials as 
shown in Fig. 3.23.
Middle Region (Uniform)
Ion Beam^ H
i 1
Entrance Region (Focusing) Exit Region
Fig. 3.23: The Three Regions in the Acceleration Tube
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At the entrance region of the tube, all the electric field, E vectors, 
have a radial component directed towards the axis which results in a 
force acting on the ions toward the centre line of the tube. In the 
central region of the tube, the equipotentials are planes parallel to 
the tube electrodes, giving accelerating electric field parallel to the 
tube axis with no radial component and hence, no focusing effect in this 
region. Therefore, the ion beam entering the acceleration tube 
experiences positive focusing due to the entrance lens. On the exit side 
however, the ions experience an outward field force component that tends 
to bend them away from the central axis, thereby providing a divergent 
lens effect with a negative focal length. However, this negative lens 
effect at the exit has a far less critical optical action on the ions 
(relative to the effect at the entrance) since the velocity of the 
particles in this region is large and the radial fields have less time 
to operate. The focal properties at the entrance of the acceleration 
tube is shown in Fig. 3.24.
EQUIPOTENTIALS
METAL ELECTRODES
Fig. 3.24: The Focusing Effect of Entrance Region of the
Acceleration Tube
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3.1.4 Waist-to-Waist Beam Current Transport
In beam optics, the "waist-to-waist" transport method is usually used in 
the design of ion beam transport systems as an alternative to the ion 
optics (object to image) theory discussed in the Section 3.1.2, The 
method is explained below:
Fig. 3.25 shows a beam envelope from waist-to-waist. The ion beam 
presents a waist at the point Z = 0 on the z-axis, and is known as, 
object waist. The ion beam passes through a focusing system and forms 
another waist, known as the image waist, at the point Z = Zi.
FIELD AREA
OBJECT W A IST IMAGE W AIST
^ 2
Fig. 3.25: Beam Envelope from Source to the Resolving Slit
Knowing that the phase diagram of a beam waist is right ellipse, we 
could define the following relations:
M =
is the transfer matrix of the focusing system 
from Z = 0 to Z = Zi.
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y =
p = 
Xi = 
Xz —
P
[B/Bo3
EA/Ao]
[Bü /Â o]
[B / A ]
[ X z / X i ]
line magnification of the image waist 
angle magnification of the image waist 
characteristic length of the object waist 
characteristic length of the image waist
The equation of the waist-to-waist transport is
pXi
P
I
} (3.2.28)
]
[a/5] = p }
If the focusing system is an analysing magnet with transfer matrix of 
the form:
M f  =
the, the total transfer matrix of the system is:
M =
1 Iz 
0 1
li
1
a + clz li (a clz ) + (b + dlz) 
c cli + d
(3.2.29)
Substituting Eqn. (3.2.29) into (3,2.28), we get:
(d + cli)(b + all) + acXi2
Iz = -
Y =
( d  +  C l l ) 2  +  c 2 X l %
A
y  ( d  +  C l l ) 2  +  c 2 X l 2
(3.2.30)
(3.2.31)
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where, Iz is the distance from the image waist to the edge of the field 
area (as shown in Fig. 3.25), Y is the magnification of the image 
waist, and.
A = o6 - p# , for equipotential space A  * 1
For a magnetic analyser, Mf is;
M f -
a b COS(0-01)/COS01 Rsin0
s -1 [sin (0 '"Oi-0z ) ] cos(0-02)
c d R COS01COS02 COS02
(3.2.31a)
where, 0i and 0z are the entrance and exit pole angles, respectively.
Knowing the position of the object waist, i.e., Xi and li, then, the 
image waist distance, Iz, and the magnification, Y, of the system can be 
calculated. The resolution of the system can be obtained using Eqns.
(3.2.22) and (3.2.23).
3.1.5 Beam Scanning Systems
An important implantation requirement is to achieve a uniform ion dose 
on the target. This is done by employing beam scanning techniques which 
could be: electrostatic, mechanical and/or hybrid [57].
a) Electrostatic
A conventional electrostatic ion implantation scan system usually 
consists of two pairs of orthogonal deflection plates including a 
neutral trap, causing a periodical sweep of the ion beam over the
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target. This x~y scanning is used preferably with saw-tooth voltages 
applied to the plates. The scan frequencies are in the range of some 
lOHz to greater than IKHz, Fig, 3.26(a) shows the method used for 
electrostatic beam scanning and Fig. 3.26(b) shows the scan patterns.
M 'Ss
20mm 20mm
Fig. 3.26: (a) Electrostatic Beam Scanning System? b) Scan Patterns
with: i) 64.935Hz horizontal & 500Hz vertical and, ii) 500Hz horizontal
and 1234.57 vertical frequencies (from [58]).
b) Mechanical
In a mechanical scanning system, the target is moved mechanically 
through a stationary ion beam. There are three mechanical scanning
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methods
1. The Ferris Wheel scanner: as shown in Fig. 3.27(a). This 
technique comprises a wheel (upon which wafers are held) that 
rotates vertically across the beam while the entire mechanism 
is translated horizontally,
2. The Lintott Carousel system: this scan system is shown in Fig.
3.27(b). The wafers, mounted on metal plates carried by a
carousel, pass at a constant speed through the ion beam in the 
horizontal direction. The carousel is slowly moved in the
vertical direction.
3. The spinning and translating disk system: this scanning 
technique is shown in Fig, 3.27(c). The wafers are mounted on 
a disk which rotates while the whole mechanism is translated 
vertically across the beam.
c) Hybrid
A hybrid scanning technique is a combination of both electrostatic and 
mechanical scanning systems. The wafers are mounted on a carousel which 
rotates in the horizontal direction, while the ion beam is
electrostatically scanned across the wafer diameters in the
vertical direction. This technique is shown in Fig. 3.27(d).
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Fig. 3.27: Mechanical and Hybrid Scan Systems: 
a) Ferris Wheel Scanner, b) Lintott Carousel System,
c) Spinning Disk System, and, d) Hybrid Scan
3.1.6 Target Chamber
Target chambers may be divided into two general classes - those for: 
(a) general research, and, (b) large scale production. The research 
type may incorporate facilities for cooling, or heating the sample 
during implantation and may only process one or a few wafers at a time. 
This section will describe the research target chamber.
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Dose measurement and uniformity control for systems using 
electrostatically scanned beams can be achieved by placing the sample at 
the end of a deep Faraday cup that is surrounded with corner Faraday 
cups, and all with appropriate bias ring electrodes.
Dose Measurement with Faraday Cup s
Electrical measurement of ion implanted dose involves measurement of the 
ion beam current integrated with respect to time [59-61], This may be 
achieved by placing a current integrator between the target and the 
ground. The total dose is then divided by the implant area, A, to give 
the mean dose in units of ions/cm^.
fDose - 1/A J Ib/Qion • dt , (ions/cm^)0
where Ib is the beam current, t is the integration time, and Qion is the 
charge state of the ion. The basic assumption in this case is that all 
of the ions can carry the same charge (Qion) and that only ions of the 
correct dopant are incident upon the sample. The above relationship also 
assumes that all the incident ions are retained in the sample and the 
measured current, Ib, is due only to the incoming charge. The above 
assumption is however an idealisation, which might be falsified by a 
number of effects including:
1. Charge exchange of ions with residual gas in the chamber 
produces neutrals as well as multi-charged particles.
2. When the ion beam impinges on the target, it will create 
secondary ions, sputtered neutrals, and photons as well as
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tertiary particles due to secondary particles striking the 
walls of the Faraday Cup. Fig. 3.28 demonstrates the above 
mentioned effects [59],
Faraday Cup Walls
Ion Beam
Target
(xyz)
Fig. 3.28: Secondary and Tertiary Emission during Ion Bombardment
Due to the above effect the following design principles must be included 
in implementing Faraday Cups to achieve correct dose measurements:
1. Only the ion beam enters the cup and neutrals are collected in 
a neutral trap by deflecting the beam with built-in bias on 
the x-scan electrodes.
2. All secondary, tertiary charged particles created in the cup 
are collected with secondary electrons being returned to the 
target as well as preventing electrons from entering the cup. 
This can be done by biasing the cup walls to, say, -100 volts 
and grounding the area-defining aperture with the de- 
neutralising electrodes at the entrance of the cup biased to
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500V. Both electrodes (de-neutralising and cup walls) are 
looped in the integration circuit with the target.
3, Target Chamber pressure should be kept below 10“® Torr to 
minimise charge exchange due to collisions between the 
incident ions and residual gases.
Fig. 3.29 shows examples of Faraday Cup designs [60],
QD ION 
BEAM
QQ
Q ) 0 - =
ION ^  
B E A M ‘D -
D IONBEAM
Fig. 3.29: Faraday Cup Designs
3.1,7 Vacuum System
The vacuum requirement of an ion implantation system is dependent upon 
the particular system and its versatility. However, the final design of
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a vacuum system is always a compromise between cost and performance.
In general, in ion implantation systems, a good vacuum is required to 
minimise charge exchange and beam scattering.
The pumping speed is of great importance as well. At the ion source the 
operating vacuum is determined by the outgassing of hot units and by the 
ionised vapour escaping from the discharge chamber. In the beam 
transport system from the ion source to the target chamber, the pressure 
is determined by the outgassing produced by the ion beam and the leakage 
of gases or vapours from the source chamber. In the case of the target 
chamber, the pumping requirements depend largely upon the particular 
experiment condition. Because semiconductors are very sensitive to 
surface impurities, a clean vacuum is necessary at the target chamber to 
avoid possible doping caused by knock-on collision between the ions and 
the adsorbed gases and vapours. Typical pressures in the ion source, 
beam transport and target chamber are 10-4 Torr, 10“® Torr, and lO-? 
Torr, respectively.
Differential pumping systems are commonly used in ion implanters to 
provide adequate pressure to minimise ion collisions with residual 
gases.
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3.2 Control, Data Acquisition and Conversion Systems 
3.2.1 Introduction
One of the applications of mini and micro computers involve the area of 
process control and measurement, where process parameters such as 
temperature, pressure, etc., are sensed by appropriate transducers, then 
amplified and converted into digital form for the computer to process. 
In general, after receiving data,the computer calculates the existing 
state of the process and compares it with the desired state of the 
process stored in its memory. Since the computer not only measures and 
determines the state of the process, but also controls it, its
computation must be employed to close the loop around the system. This
is done by causing the computer to actuate inputs to the process. This
is achieved by converting the output of the digital computer into
analogue form, which is then used to supply inputs to the process to 
bring it to the desired state. Such a closed loop feedback control 
system is shown in Fig. 3,30.
^ A N A L O G ANALOGPROCESS
D/A
CONVERTER
A/D
CONVERTER
DIGITAL
COMPUTER DIGITALDIGITAL
Fig. 3.30: Computer-controlled feedback control system
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Interfacing the computer to the process is achieved by data converters.
In the next sections, a detailed study of the performance of data 
converters is presented. This study is done to influence the choice and 
design selection of the interface for the 400 keV implanter. Factors 
such as size and cost are then considered.
3-2.2 Data Acquisition and Conversion
Data acquisition and conversion systems interface between the real world 
of physical parameters which are analogue, and the world of digital 
computation and control. Data converters include both analogue-to- 
digital (A/D) and digital-to-analogue (D/A) converters.
Besides A/D and D/A converters, data acquisition and conversion systems 
employ one or more of the following devices:
. Transducers 
. Amplifiers 
. Filters
. Analogue Multiplexers 
. Sample-Holds
Fig. 3.31 shows diagrams of interconnections of the above components 
often found in a computerized feed back control system [62]. Fig.3.31(a) 
shows a block diagram of components generally employed in the data 
acquisition portion of the computerised control system. The physical 
parameter is converted by the transducers to an electrical signal and 
amplified by the amplifier to the required level. The signal is then 
filtered to reduce the unwanted electrical interference and goes to a
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multiplexer which switches this input channel to the sample-hold circuit
The sample-hold circuit acquires the signal voltage and holds its value 
while the A/D converter converts this value into a digital form for 
input into the computer.
AMPU-
FIER
PHYSICAL
PARAMETER
BCPI
8
OTHER
ANALOG
CHANNELS
A/D
CONVERTER
(a)
Z y )  c o n^ rtcr) - ACTUATOR PROCESSPARAMETER
(b)
Fig. 3.31. Data Acquisition and Control System
Fig. 3.31(b) shows a block diagram of components generally employed in 
the forward loop of the control system. Based on the above processing of 
the input data, the computer closes the loop on the process by 
outputting a digital control output that is converted into analogue 
value by the D/A converter. The converter then drives an actuator which 
directly controls the process parameter.
The above sequence is typical of an automatic process control system 
under computer control. In the next subsections, a detailed study of
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data converters starting from basic concepts to specifying and selecting 
a data converter is presented.
a) Quantising Theory
Analogue-to-digital conversion processes involve two steps: quantising,
and coding [62]. Quantising is the process of transforming a continuous 
analogue signal into a set of discrete output states. Coding is the 
assignment of a digital code word to each of the quantised output states
i. Quantiser Transfer Function
Fig. 3.32 illustrates the transfer function of an ideal 3-bit A/D 
converter which has an eight output state and code wordg. The full scale 
analogue input range (F.S.R.) for this unipolar quantiser is 0 - 10 V.
QUANTIZER
ERROR
I
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001
000
1/2
0
+1.^ 5 +2.io +3.75 +5.00 +6.25 +7.50 +8.75+10.00
-Q/2 ••
+ K DsN . rpuT VOLTN AGER R.N N N N N \| N \ QT
Fig. 3.32: Transfer function of an ideal 3-bit quantiser
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The resolution of the quantiser is defined as the number of output 
states expressed in number of bits (n). The quantiser has 2“ output 
states where, n, is the number of bits of the quantiser. Q represents 
the smallest analogue difference that the quantiser can resolve and is 
the resolution of the quantiser expressed in analogue units. Q has the 
same value anywhere along the transfer function. Numerically,
Q = FSR/2“ , for the above case Q « 1.25 V.
ii. Quantiser Error and Dynamic Range
If the ideal quantiser's input is ramped through its entire analogue
range of values and the difference between the output and the input is
taken, a saw-tooth error function results, as shown in Fig. 3.32. This 
quantiser error - a natural result of the conversion process - is simply 
the difference between the transfer function and the straight line ramp 
shown in the figure. For a given analogue input to the quantiser, the 
output error will vary anywhere from 0 - +1/2Q. The error is zero only 
at analogue input values corresponding to code centre points.
It is not possible to eliminate this error [63], but it is possible to 
reduce it to desired system accuracy by increasing the number of output 
states (or the resolution) of the quantiser, thereby making the 
quantisation finer. For the 3-bit quantiser, Q = 1.25V, while for the 
12-bit quantiser, Q = 0.00244V with lOV fullscale.
The dynamic range of a quantiser in (dB), is found as [63]
DR(dB) = 20 log 2“ = 6.02n
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where n is the number of bits of the quantiser. The signal to noise 
(S/N) expressed in (dB) is equal to:
S/N ratio (dB) = 10 log { 2“Q/ Q /I2 = 6.02n + 10.79
Table 3.1 shows summary of data converter characteristics.
Resol.
Bits
(n)
No. of 
States 
(2 “)
Binary
Weight
(2 -0 )
Q for 
10 V 
F.S.
S/N
Ratio
(dB)
Dynamic
Range
(dB)
Max. 
Output 
for 10 V 
F.S. (v)
2 4 0.25 2.5v 2 2 . 8 1 2 . 0 7.5
4 16 0.0625 0.625V 34.9 24.1 9.375
6 64 0.0156 0.156V 46.9 36.1 9.844
8 256 0.00391 39.1 mv 58.9 48.2 9.9609
1 0 1024 0.000976 9.76mv 71.0 60.2 9.9902
1 2 4096 0.000244 2.44mv 83.0 72.2 9.9976
14 16384 0.0000610 610 pv 95.1 84.3 9.9994
16 65536 0.0000153 153 pv 107.1 96.3 9.9998
Table 3.1: Summary of Data Converter Characteristics
b) Sampling Theory and Sample-Bold Circuits
A/D converters require time to make a conversion operation. This time 
depends on several factors: the converter resolution, the conversion
technique, and the speed of the components employed in the converter. 
For a particular application, the conversion speed required depends on 
the time variation of the signal to be converted, and on the accuracy 
desired.
i. Aperture Time
Conversion time is referred to as aperture time and it may be 40 psec 
for a low-cost 12-bit converter, or as little as 4 psec for a more
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expensive high speed 12-bit converter. It is important for the designer 
to know what aperture time is required to keep the system error to a 
tolerable value in terms of the resolution of his A/D converter. Fig. 
3.33 shows an analogue input signal to an A/D converter. The amplitude 
of this signal changes by A V  during the aperture time, ta, in which 
conversion is taking place.
Fig. 3.33: Aperture Time and Amplitude Uncertainty
The amplitude uncertainty, A V  is related to ta as follows: 
ta = A V  / [dV(t)/dt] 
where <^t) is the rate of change with time of the input signal.
The resultant error (due to the amplitude uncertainty A V ) , as a 
fraction of full-scale voltage, Vf .s., or peak to peak signal value in 
case of sinusoidal input signal, is 
e = A V  / Vf . s. and
e = A V  / 2A, (for sinusoid, A is the amplitude)
ta = eVF.s. / [dV(t)/dt]
ta = e2A / [dV(t)/dt] , (for sinusoid)
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If A V  is held to 1-bit and Vf .s. = lOV resolved into n bits, then,
ta = 10/2“ [dV(t)/dt]
ta = l/2 “nf , (for sinusoid)
which are the equations for the family of lines in Fig. 3.34(a) and (b), 
respectively [63]. Both graphs give the aperture time required for 
converting analogue or sinusoidal signals to a maximum error less than 
one part in 2 “ , that is, 1 -bit accuracy for various resolutions of the 
A/D converter. Fig. 3.34(a) shows the aperture time as a function of 
signal rate of change for lOV full scale signals. Fig. 3.34(b) shows 
the aperture time as a function of frequency for sinusoidal signals.
m
MTi OJ CMAMGi SINUSOIDAL r t fO U lN C V  IK
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.34: Aperture Time as a Function of: (a)
for Signals that are lOV Full Scale; 
for Sinusoidal Signals
Signal Rate of Change 
and, (b) Frequency
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Both graphs are most useful when selecting a sample-hold by aperture
time or an A/D converter by conversion time. As an example of the use of
these graphs, let us take a IkHz sinusoidal signal to be digitised to a
10resolution of 10 bits with an error 1 part in 2' or 0.001. The 
aperture time required is, ta » 320 nanoseconds, which is readily found 
in the graph on Fig. 3.34(b). This result shows that for a IkHz signal 
(which is not really very fast), a lO-bit/320-nanosec A/D converter is 
needed. Unfortunately, A/D converters running at this speed are not 
available commercially [62]. Therefore, a sample-hold circuit would be 
required ahead of the A/D converter.
ii. Sampled Data and Sampling Theorem
The purpose of sampling is to achieve efficient use of data converters, 
data processing equipment and data transmission facilities. It is common 
to use a single, expensive A/D and multiplex a number of analogue inputs 
into it or use a single data transmission link to transmit a number of 
analogue channels on a sampled basis.
Sampling of analogue signals can be achieved by using a fast acting 
switch to connect the analogue signal for a very short time and then 
disconnect it for the remainder of the sampling period as shown in Fig. 
3.35(a).
The output of this sampler is identical with multiplying the analogue 
signal by a pulse train of unity amplitude as shown in Fig. 3.35(b). The 
amplitude of the original signal in discrete form is preserved.
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Fig.3.35(a): Sampler
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s a m p l e d
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Fig. 3.35(b): Signal Sampling
It is important to have a sufficient number of samples per unit time in 
order to describe properly the sampled analogue signal. The Sampling 
Theorem States:
"a continuous signal can be represented by, and reconstructed from, 
a set of instantaneous measurements or samples of the signal which
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are made at equally spaced times. The signal must be sampled at a 
frequency which is greater than twice the highest frequency 
component present in the signal".
As a non-sinusoidal signal can be represented by a Fourier series of 
Sines, Cosines and their respective coefficients that give information 
as to phase and amplitude, a signal might have a fundamental frequency 
of say, lOHz, but if it contains steep leading and trailing edges, there 
might be Fourier components in the 200 to lOOOHz range.
If however, this sampling rate requirement is not fulfilled, large 
errors will result and cause frequency folding and aliasing. Fig. 3.36 
shows a frequency spectrum of a continuous analogue signal with 
frequency components up to f c  present in it.
(a) CONTINUOUS 
SIGNAL SPECTRUM
FREQUENCY FOLDING
(b) SAMPLED 
SIGNAL SPECTRUM
f»+fc
t»/2
V
c)
f0
Fig. 3.36 (a) Continuous Signal Spectrum ; ( b )  Frequency Folding; and,
(c) Sampling Frequency of Equal Twice the Critical Frequency, f c
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If this signal is sampled at a rate of f s  < 2 f c  (twice the critical 
frequency, as shown in Fig. 3.36(b)), then part of the replicated 
spectrum centered about f s  will overlap or fold over the original 
spectrum.
This frequency folding effect will cause distortion of the recovered 
signal. It can be eliminated by increasing the sampling frequency, fs, 
to at least twice the critical frequency f c  as shown in Fig. 3.36(c).
For sinusoidal signals, inadequate sampling rate produces an alias 
frequency. Fig. 3.37 shows that if an original signal is sampled at a 
rate of slightly less than twice per cycle, a lower frequency sinusoid 
signal is recovered.
SIGNAL
SAMPLINGPULSES ALIASFREQUENCY
Fig. 3.37: Alias Frequency caused by Inadequate Sampling Rate
This alias frequency is significantly different from the original 
frequency, thus demonstrating the effect of inadequate sampling rate.
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3.2.3 Coding for Data Converters
A/D and D/A converters are interfaced with digital systems by means of 
an appropriate digital code. The most common codes employed in unipolar 
data converters are: straight binary, complementary binary, and binary
coded decimal (BCD). The bipolar data converter codes commonly used 
are: offset binary, complementary offset binary, two's complement, and
sign-magnitude binary. Table 3.2 summarises codes used in data 
converters [64].
D/A CONVERTERS A/D CONVERTERS
Straight Binary 
B C D
Complementary Binary 
Complementary B C D
Straight Binary 
B C D
Straight Binary Inverted Analogue 
B C D  Inverted Analogue
Offset Binary
Complementary Offset 
Binary 
Two's Complement
Offset Binary
Two's Complement
Offset Binary Inverted Analogue
Two's Complement Inverted Analogue
Sign + Magnitude Binary
Sign + Magnitude B C D
Table 3.2: Summary of Coding for A/D and D/A Converters
All codes used are based on the binary numbering system, where any 
number or a fraction of a number can be represented by its equivalent 
binary form. In most converters, it is the fractional binary 
representation that is used for the basic converter code.
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a) Unipolar Data Converter Codes
i) Straight Binary Code
A fractional binary number can be represented as 
N = ai2-i + 32 2 “ 2 + a3 2“3 + ... + an 2"" 
where each coefficient "a" assumes a value of 0 or 1 and N has a value 
between zero and one.
The straight binary code uses natural binary representation of 
fractional numbers. A specific binary fraction is then written, for 
example, as .110101. This fraction can be represented by the straight 
binary code as the code word 1 1 0 1 0 1  with the fractional point omitted. 
This code word has a value N = 0.828125 or 82.8125% of full scale value. 
If the full scale value is +10V, then the code word represents +8.28125V 
as the output of the converter.
The left most bit (MSB) of the code word has the most weight, 0.5 of 
full scale, while the right most bit (LSB) has the least weight, 2“" of 
full scale value. The maximum value of a code word, namely, when all 
the bits are I's, does not equal the full scale value, but rather 
(1-2-0) X full scale. For an 8 -bit D/A converter that has an input code 
word of 11111111 and full scale of +10V, the actual analogue output 
value would be 9.960937V.
ii) Complementary Binary and BCD Codes
The complementary binary code is simply the logic complement of straight 
binary. The BCD code is an 8421 weighted code with four bits used to 
code each decimal digit. Although only ten of the sixteen code states
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for each decade are used, namely from 0 0 0 0  to 1 0 0 1 , it is a useful code 
for interfacing decimal displays and switches with digital systems. 
Complementary BCD code is the logic complement of BCD code.
All four of the unipolar codes are defined in Table 3.3 in terms of the 
fraction of their full scale value for 12 bit converters with +5V or 
+10V full scale value [64].
Straight binary and compiementary binary
Scale + 10  V FS + 5VFS Straight binary Complementary binary
+ FS - 1  LSB + 9.9976 + 4.9988 n i l  n i l  n i l 0000 0000 0000
+ 7 /8  FS +8.7500 +4.3750 1110 0000 0000 0001 n i l  n i l
+ 3 /4  FS + 7.5000 + 3.7500 1100 0000 0000 0011 1111 n i l
+ 5 /8  FS + 6.2500 + 3.1250 1010 0300 0000 0101 n i l  n i l
+ 1/2 FS +  5.0000 +2.5000 1000 0000 0000 0111 n i l  n i l
+ 3 /8 FS + 3.7500 + 1.8750 0110 0000 0000 1001 n i l  n i l
+ 1/4 FS + 2.5000 + 1.2500 0100 0000 0000 1011 n i l  n i l
+ 1 /8  FS +  1.2500 +0.6250 0010 0000 0000 1101 n i l  n i l
0+1 LSB + 0.0024 + 0.0012 0000 0000 0001 n i l  n i l  1110
0 0.0000 0.0000 0000 0000 0000 n i l  n i l  n i l
BCD and complem entary BCD
Scale + 10VFS + 5VFS Binary coded decimal Complementary BCD
+ FS-1 LSB +9.99 + 4.95 1001 1001 1001 0110 0110 0110
+ 7 /8  FS + 8.75 +4.37 1000 0111 0101 0111 1000 1010
+ 3 /4  FS + 7.50 +3.75 0111 0101 0000 1000 1010 1111
+ 5 /8  FS + 6.25 + 3.12 0110 0010 0101 1001 1101 1010
+ 1 /2  FS +  5.00 + 2.50 0101 0000 0000 1010 1111 1111
+ 3 /8  FS +3.75 + 1.87 0011 0111 0101 1100 1000 1010
+ 1/4 FS + 2.50 + 1.25 0010 0101 0000 1101 1010 1111
+ 1/8 FS + 1,25 + 0.62 0001 0010 0101 1110 1101 1010
0+1 LSB +0.01 + 0.00 0000 0000 0001 1111 1111 1110
0 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0000 1111 1111 1111
Table 3.3: Unipolar Codes
b) Bipolar Data Converter Codes
The transfer characteristic discussed in the beginning of this section 
belongs to unipolar converters whose input analogues range from 0  to 
+10V. Most converters are pin-programmable by external pin connections 
for unipolar or bipolar operation [64].
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When data converters are used in bipolar operation, the unipolar 
analogue range is offset by one-half of full scale. This results in an 
analogue shift of the converter transfer function as shown in Fig. 3.38.
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Fig. 3.38: Transfer Function for Ideal Bipolar 3-Bit A/D Converter
The offsetting changes a 0 to +10V input range into a -5 to +5V bipolar 
range. For the 3-bit A/D converter transfer function shown in Fig. 3.38 
the code 000 corresponds to -5V, the code 100 corresponds to OV and the 
code 111 corresponds to +3,75V,
i) Offset Binary Code
When the analogue range is offset for a converter employing straight 
binary output code, the new coding becomes offset binary. The output 
code remains unchanged and the analogue range is shifted. All zeros in 
the code word correspond to minus full scale; the code word that was
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half scale in straight binary becomes the analogue zero and all ones 
correspond to plus full scale less LSB or Q value.
ii) Two's Complement Code
Two's complement code is the same as offset binary with the exception of 
the left most bit (MSB). In two's complement code, it is the complement 
of the left most bit in the offset binary. Table 3.4 shows offset binary 
and two's complement codes for a 12-bit A/D converter [64].
Scale ±5VFS Offset binary Two's complement
+ FS-1 LSB + 4.9976 1111 n i l n i l 0111 n i l n i l
+ 3 /4  FS + 3.7500 1110 0000 0000 0110 0000 0000
+ 1/2 FS + 2.5000 1100 0000 0000 0100 0000 0000
+ 1/4 FS + 1.2500 1010 0000 0000 0010 0000 0000
0 0.0000 1000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
- 1 /4  FS -1.2500 0110 0000 0000 1110 0000 0000
-1 /2  FS -2.5000 0100 0000 0000 1100 0000 0000
- 3 / 4  FS -3.7500 0010 0000 0000 1010 0000 0000
-FS+ILSB -4.9976 0000 0000 0001 1000 0000 0001
-F S -5.0000 0000 0000 oooo 1000 0000 0000
Table 3.4: Bipolar Codes for a 12-bit Converter
3.2.4 Digital-to-Analogue Converters
The transfer function of an ideal D/A converter is shown in Fig. 3.39. 
It shows a one to one correspondence between input and output. For each 
input code word, there is a single discrete analogue value that 
corresponds to this particular code. There are 2" discrete analogue 
output values including zero over the output range of the converter.
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Most D/A converters are of the parallel type. They accept a parallel 
binary input code and produce an analogue output voltage (or current) by 
means of binary weighted switches that act simultaneously when applying 
the digital input.
The most common circuit technique used in D/A converters are: weighted
current source and R-2R ladder method.
«FS
HFS i
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Fig. 3.39; Transfer Function of Ideal 3-bit D/A Converter
a) Weighted Current Source D/A Converter
The weighted current source D/A converter design is shown in Fig. 3.40. 
This design consists mainly of an array of switched transistor current 
sources with binary weighted currents. Binary weighting is accomplished 
using emitter resistors with binary related values of R, 2R, 4R, 8 R,
16R,..... ,2“R. The emitter currents are regulated to a constant value by
a control amplifier and a precision voltage reference circuit together 
with a bipolar transistor. The pnp current sources deliver a positive
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output current with straight binary code input. The current source is 
switched on or off from the TTL inputs by means of the control diode 
connected to the emitter. When the logic input is one or +5V, the 
current source is on since the input diode is back-biased. When the 
input is zero, the emitter current flows through the input diode since 
its cathode is held at ground and the current source is off.
The currents from each "on" weighted current source are summed at a 
current summing line and go to an operational amplifier summing 
junction. The amplifier converts the total weighted output current to 
an output voltage.
This type of design has the advantage of simplicity and high speed. 
Fast switching speed is achieved because there is direct control of the 
transistor current, and the current sources never go into saturation 
[62]. This technique is used in most monolithic, hybrid, and modular 
D/A converters in use at the present time.
TTL Input Data+V. B il l  O B itn  O
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Fig. 3.40: Weighted Current Source D/A Converter
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b) R-2R D/A Converter
The R-2R D/A conversion technique is an R-2R resistor ladder method. 
Fig. 3.41 shows a network of R-2R D/A converter design method. It 
consists of series R resistors and shunt 2R resistors connected to 
single-pole double-throw electronic switches. Each electronic switch is 
digitally activated to connect the shunt resistors to either ground or 
to an output current summing line, fed to a current to voltage circuit.
2R2R2R2R2R
OUTBitnBui
Fig. 3.41; R-2R Ladder D/A Converter
This type of design is based on the binary division of current as it 
flows through the R-2R resistor ladder. At point A, looking to the 
right, there is an equivalent resistance of value 2R. Therefore, the 
reference input to the ladder has a resistance of R. At the first 
resistor junction, B, the current divides into two equal values, because 
it sees equal resistances in either direction. The current flowing down 
the resistor ladder keeps dividing into two equal values at each 
junction. This process results in a binary weighted current for each of
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the shunt resistors in the ladder network. The current summing line goes 
to an operational amplifier which converts current to voltage.
The advantage of the R-2R ladder technique is that only two values of 
resistors are required.
3.2.5 Analogue-to-Digital Converters
The most common A/D conversion techniques are:
Successive approximation method 
.. Integrating method
.. Ultra high speed parallel, or flash method,
a) Successive Approximation Method
A successive approximation A/D converter consists of a D/A converter in 
a feedback loop (with a comparator and a digital control circuit), a 
clock and a reference circuit as shown in Fig. 3.42.
D/A CONVERTERANALOG
INPUT BITS
COMPARATOR BITl
REF.
CLOCK
SUCCESSIVE
APPROXIMATION
REGISTER
(SAR)
Fig. 3.42: Successive Approximation A/D Converter
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This type of converter operates in a synchronous mode which means all 
action is keyed by the clock pulses. When a start pulse is applied, the 
Successive Approximation Register (SAR) during the first clock pulse, 
turns "on" the MSB (Bit 1) of the D/A converter, making its content, 1/2 
F.S. value (10000000 in the case of the 8 -bit D/A shown in Fig. 3.42). 
The comparator then compares the output analogue value of the D/A 
converter against the analogue input. If the analogue input is larger 
than the D/A converter output, the comparator's output becomes high and 
the MSB is left "on"; otherwise, if the analogue input is smaller than
the D/A output, the comparator's output becomes low and the MSB is set
"off". During the second trial at the second clock pulse. Bit 2 of the 
D/A converter is set "on" (with Bit 1 remaining as resulted from the 
previous trial) and a second comparison is made. Bit 2 is left "on" or 
is set "off" by the comparator's decision whether the output of the D/A 
due to the binary input value of both Bit 1 and Bit 2 produce a higher 
or lower D/A output than the analogue input. After N-trials or
comparisons, the digital output of the SAR indicates all those bits
which remain "on" and produce the desired digital code value.
Fig. 3.43 shows the complete conversion cycle for an 8 -bit A/D converter 
with an analogue input voltage of 6 .6 V [65]. The output of the
conversion is 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1  straight binary code word and is equivalent to 
0.660 of the full scale value or 6.60V.
Although the successive approximation converter has the advantage of 
high speed, typically 1 0 0 0 0 0  conversions/sec, its error sources are 
numerous. The primary sources of error arise from the D/A converter, and 
to a lesser extent from the comparator and the voltage reference. These
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errors include quantisation uncertainty, non-linearities of the transfer 
function, offset and temperature drift errors. Moreover, this type of 
conversion method is susceptible to noise interference because no 
averaging of the input signal takes place [66-67].
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Fig. 3.43: D/A Output for an 8 -bit Successive Approximation A/D
Conversion of 6 .6 V Input
b) Integrating Type A/D Converters
Integrating A/D converters rely on integrating (or averaging) the input 
signal. They represent the integral or the average value of the input 
voltage over a fixed period of time. This type of A/D converter 
operates by an indirect conversion method. The converters use a counter 
to measure the input signal after an operational integrator converts 
the input voltage into a time period.
Integrating A/D converters have the advantages of simplicity, accuracy 
and noise immunity due to integration of the input signal. Their main
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disadvantage however, is their relatively slow conversion speeds.
Many types of integrating A/D converters exist, but the most commonly 
used are:
., The dual-slope A/D converter 
.. The Charge-balancing
i) The Dual-Slope A/D Converter
The dual-slope A/D converter is shown in Fig. 3.44.
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Fig. 3.44: The Dual-Slope A/D Converter
It consists of electronic switches, SI and S2, a reference source, an 
operational integrator, a comparator, a clock-driven binary counter, and 
a control logic section to control these components in each measurement 
cycle.
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A conversion cycle takes place in three phases as shown in Fig. 3.45:
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Fig. 3.45: The Three Phases of
Dual-Slope Conversion
Fig. 3.46: Noise Rejection for
Integrating-type A/D Converters
Phase 1. Auto Zero: During this phase, a start pulse is applied which
clears the counter, closes the switch S2, briefly to reduce the charge 
stored on the integrator capacitor to zero, and switches SI to the input 
position to connect the unknown voltage to the input of the operational 
amplifier integrator.
Phase 2. Signal Integrate: The input voltage is integrated for a fixed
time period determined by the clock frequency and the counter’s size. As 
soon as SI is switched to the input, the integrator's output voltage 
starts to rise, the comparator's output will snap high, causing the 
control logic section to gate the clock pulses into the cleared binary 
counter, and counting starts. When the counter is full, an extra clock
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pulse will cause overflow and the counter will be cleared. The 
integrator output voltage is directly proportional to the input.
Phase 3- Reference Integrate: When overflow occurs, switch SI is
switched to the reference input (whose voltage is constant and of a 
polarity opposite to the input voltage), and the counter counts from 
zero. The integrator starts to discharge, and when it has discharged 
all the way back to zero, the comparator’s output becomes low. The 
control logic section then stops the counter.
The number of clock pulses counted between the beginning of this phase 
and the time when the integrator output passes through zero, is a 
digital measure of the magnitude of the input voltage. Tl, the signal 
integrate time, is a fixed time while T2, the reference integrate time, 
is proportional to the input voltage. Tl and T2 are related by
T2 = Tl [Vin/Vref]
The digital output word of the counter represents the ratio of the input 
voltage to the reference.
Accuracy of the dual-slope A/D depends on the absolute value of the 
reference and the quality of the individual clock periods during the 
conversion cycle. Noise rejection of the integrating A/D converter can 
be excellent if the integrate period, Tl, is adjusted to be equal to (or 
multiple of) the noise frequency period. Fig. 3.46 above, shows the 
noise rejection characteristics of integrating A/D converters.
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ii) Charge-Balancing A/D Converters
Charge-balancing or quantised feedback conversion method is based on the 
principle of generating a pulse train with frequency proportional to the 
input voltage and then counting the pulses for a fixed period of time 
[62]. The process relies on the charge-balancing voltage-to-freqeuncy 
(V/F) converter to generate the pulse train.
A V/F circuit consists of an operational integrator, a comparator, and a 
precision pulse timer as shown in Fig, 3.47.
COMPARATOR
INTEGRATOR
PRECISIONPULSETIMER
DIGITAL^^BUFFER
PULSEOUTPUT
Fig. 3.47: V/F Converter
The circuit operates when an input voltage is applied to the input. 
This voltage causes a current to flow through Rl, into the integrator, 
which integrates the current and produces a negative going ramp at its 
output. The output of the integrator is connected to a ground reference 
comparator. When the negative going ramp reaches zero, the comparator 
changes the state of its output which is connected to the precision
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pulse timer. The change in state o£ the comparator's output causes the 
precision pulse timer to generate a narrow constant width voltage pulse 
which is fed to a buffer circuit that feeds the output. The pulse also 
controls the electronic switch, 81, to switch the connection from ground 
to negative reference voltage for the duration of the pulse. During 
this time when 81 is connected to the negative reference, a narrow pulse 
of current flows out of the integrator through R2. The operational 
integrator integrates this narrow current pulse and produces a fast 
positive ramp at its output for the duration of this current pulse. 
This sequence of events is repeated creating a series of output pulses 
for an input voltage. Fig. 3.48 shows the sequence of operations which 
takes place during a V/F conversion process.
Integrator
output
5V
- ^ V - n  n  n  n (V/F) outputout
Fig. 3.48: V/F Conversion Process
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A higher input voltage during the conversion process, causes the 
integrator to ramp down faster, thereby generating pulses at a higher 
rate from the pulse timer circuit. Likewise, a lower input voltage 
causes the integrator to ramp down slower and generates pulses at a 
lower rate than before. The output frequency generated by the V/F 
converter is given by [62]:
f = 1/t [(Vin/Vref)(R2/R1)], Where t = pulse width in sec.
The transfer function of the V/F converter is shown in Fig. 3.49. An 
important characteristic of this function is its high degree of 
linearity; that is, the relationship of the input voltage to the output 
pulse rate is very nearly a straight-line function. Another important 
characteristic is that the output pulses are at levels that directly 
interface with standard digital logic circuits such as DTL, TTL, and 
CMOS [6 8 ].
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Fig. 3.49: V/F Converter Transfer Function
Apart from excellent linearity, an equally important feature of the V/F 
converter is its high dynamic range. A carefully calibrated 10 kHz V/F
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converter will resolve a ImV input in a lOV full scale signal. This is 
a dynamic range of 10000:1 or 80dB [69].
V/F converter applications are numerous. Besides being used in digital 
meters and remote data transmission, it is used in high voltage 
isolation measurements, and for measurements in high noise environments 
[70]. Its ability to reject high levels of noise is due to the use of 
integration techniques. Its noise rejection is given by [71]
Noise Rejection = 20 log 2 Tfn (dB)
where fn is the unwanted noise frequency and T is the averaging or 
counting time.
The charge-balancing A/D converter is shown in Fig. 3.50.
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Fig. 3.50; The Charge-Balancing A/D Converter
Except for the counter and timer, the circuit is a V/F converter. It 
operates by counting the frequency of the output from a V/F converter
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over fixed time periods set by a timer circuit. The final result of the 
counter over each time period is proportional to the input voltage.
The charge-balancing A/D converter possesses good noise rejection 
characteristics. However, the converter is slow.
3,2.6 Performance of Data Converters
Transfer functions of A/D and D/A converters discussed in the previous 
sections are for ideal converters. Real A/D and D/A converters exhibit 
some deviations from the ideal case. These deviations are: offset,
gain, and linearity errors [63,72] as shown in Fig. 3.51.
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Fig. 3.51: Offset (a). Linearity (b), and Gain (c) Errors
for A/D Converter
These errors appear at the same time in the converter and they change 
with both time and temperature [62]. The offset error is defined as the 
analogue amount by which the transfer function fails to pass through
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zero and is expressed in millivolts or in percent of full scale. It is 
therefore, the output voltage of the D/A converter with zero code input 
or it is the required value of input voltage of an A/D converter to set 
a zero code output. Gain error is defined as the difference in the 
slope between the actual and the ideal transfer functions and is 
expressed in percent. It is therefore the difference in full scale 
values between the ideal and the actual transfer functions when the 
offset error is zero. Offset and gain errors can be adjusted to zero 
at ambient temperature by external potentiometer adjustments. The 
linearity however, is an error that is an inherent characteristic of the 
converter (like the quantisation error), and cannot be corrected by 
external adjustment [62-63].
Linearity errors can be divided into two types: integral linearity and
differential linearity errors. The integral linearity error is defined 
as the maximum deviation of the actual transfer function from the ideal 
straight line at any point along the function when the offset and gain 
errors are adjusted to zero. This is shown in Fig. 3.51(b). 
Differential linearity error is the amount of deviation of any quantum, 
Q, from its ideal value. If an A/D converter has a maximum differential 
linearity error of +LSB, this means that the quantum size, Q, is between 
1/2 LSB and 1-1/2 LSB, which gives each analogue step l±l/2 LSB. This 
is shown in Fig, 3.52(a), If the differential linearity error exceeds 
±1 LSB, the A/D output may have a missing code, as shown in Fig. 3.52(b)
From the discussion above, it can be seen that the relative accuracy of 
a converter is not only determined by its number of bits, but is also 
influenced by other sources of errors that add up and contribute to
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achieving a relative accuracy that is likely to he far different from 
the implied resolution.
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Fig. 3.52: Differential Linearity Error
Ambient temperature change also influences the offset, gain and 
linearity errors of the converter. These changes over temperature are 
normally specified in ppm of full scale range per degree Celsius. 
Therefore, when specifying a data converter, it is necessary to 
determine the effect of the above mentioned errors on accuracy. This 
is done by an error budget to partition all possible errors and arrive 
at a total (worst case) error.
3.2.7 Voltage References
A critical element in data conversion circuits is the voltage reference 
circuit. It should provide a stable output voltage over both time and 
temperature. The circuit generally uses an operational amplifier with a
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precision Zener or bandgap type reference element.
The stability of the reference voltage is a major factor in the overall 
absolute accuracy of the converter [62]. Many converters have provisions 
for an external reference.
Temperature coefficients for voltage reference devices vary from 
100ppm/°C (for built-in reference) to less than Ippra/^C for external 
ultra high precision references [62]. To demonstrate how high 
temperature coefficients introduce errors, let us consider a particular 
12-bit A/D converter with a built-in reference circuit that has a 
temperature coefficient of 80 ppm/®C. The resolution at 12-bits is one 
part in 4096 or 244 ppm.
A temperature difference of 3°C will introduce 240 ppm which is about 
one-bit absolute error. Therefore, an external high-quality reference is 
needed if high-accuracy absolute measurement is required. It is a 
fundamental truism that no converter can be better than its reference.
3.3 Control Systems Analysis and Design
The ultimate objective of control system engineering is to produce a 
working system which will perform a specific control task to an 
acceptable degree of accuracy, as reliably and cheaply as possible. 
Trial and error methods at designing a working control system is not the 
proper approach and may not even be possible. This is particularly so in 
closed-loop systems where the system can very easily be made into an 
oscillatory one. This instability condition can be avoided by proper 
design of the system. This is must be based on a closer analysis of the
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system.
The basis of the analytical method is a mathematical model of the 
system, the differential equations of which, can be written and solved, 
thus indicating the system's performance.
There are three basic routes in the analysis and design of digital 
discrete-time controllers for continuous-time processes [73]. As 
illustrated in Fig. 3.53, these consist of :
1. Continuous-time modelling to obtain the transfer function, G(z) 
and digital controller design.
2. The all discrete route (digital modelling and digital design).
3. Continuous-time modelling and continuous controller design 
followed by discretization of the resulting system.
Continuous
processÎ OContinuous
data
Mathematicalmodelling
J l
Discrete
data
Classicaror Ziegler- 
Nichols design Î
I Mathematicalmodelling
Estimate of Estimate of
G(s) Discretization G(z)
Controller Digital
D(s) Discretization controller D(z)
Fig. 3.53: Routes to Digital Controller Design
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Accordingly, the overall digital controller-design task can be 
represented by two stages:
1. Obtaining a mathematical description of the process to be 
controlled (modelling); and,
2. Control design proper.
We will be discussing Route (3) above, as it is the route of interest in 
this thesis.
3.3.1 Digital Controller Design
Obtaining a continuous-time model approximating a process has been 
recommended by Ziegler and Nicholas [74]. In this method, the transfer 
function, G(s), can be obtained if the open-loop step response curve of 
the processes to be controlled is known. A typical open-loop response 
is shown in Fig. 3.54
Response
K « magnitude 
of input ittp
Fig. 3.54; Open-Loop Step Response of a Typical Process
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The suggested approximating transfer function is
k»exp(-sTi)
G(s) =   (3.3.1)
(1 + sTz)
where the coefficients, k, Ti, and, T% are obtained from the graphical 
construction of the response curve.
The Ziegler-Nicholas rules [74] suggest a three-term proportional 
integral derivative (PID) continuous controller for the process, with a 
transfer function:
D(s) = c(l + 1/Tis + Tos) (3.3.2)
where, c = (1.2Tg/kTi) , Ti = 2Ti , To = 0.5Ti.
For a two-term proportional + integral (P+I) controller,
D(s) = c(l + 1/TIs)
with c = (O.9 T2 /IT1 ) , Ti = 3.3Ti
For a proportional only controller,
D(s) = c
with c = (ITg/kTi)
Depending on what type of controller is desired, one can then discretize 
D(s) to obtain D(z) which can be transformed to determine the 
discrete-time equation in terms of the sampling interval, T, that will 
be programmed as control algorithm.
3.3.2 Design Considerations
Every time a digital control algorithm is designed and implemented, the 
selection of the sampling time depends on various system characteristics
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Choice of Sampling Interval 
Fig. 3.55 shows the effects on system performance as the sampling 
interval, T, is increased or made excessively short.
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Fig. 3.55: Illustration of the Effects of Too Long or
Too Short Sampling Intervals
As T is increased, there are two main degrading effects that may impair 
system performance.
1. Destabilising effects: Stability analysis of the digital
control system is necessary in order to determine the value of 
T, above which the closed-loop system becomes unstable. By 
evaluating the eigenvalues of the state transition matrix as T 
is increased, one can obtain the value of T which determines 
the stability limit of the system. Therefore, T must be less 
than that which makes the control system oscillatory.
2. Information-loss Effect: The sampling rate limit set by the
sampling theorem must be observed as mentioned in Section 3.2. 
The sampler must operate fast enough in order to prevent any 
information loss effect.
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CHAPTER 4
DESCRIPTION OF THE SURREY 400 keV IMPLANTER
4.1 Introduction
Ion implantation research at the University of Surrey commenced in the 
late 1960s. Three particle accelerator systems have been designed and 
built, these being a 500 keV heavy ion accelerator, a 2 MeV H.V.E.C. 
Van-de-Graff used for both light ion implantation and for surface 
analysis, and a 400 keV high-current implanter. The latter facility is 
of interest in this project.
Building the 400 keV machine came as a natural requirement of an 
engineering development programme to improve the implantation facilities 
in the Department. It was also due to the increased demand for a machine 
that is flexible in its operation and able to provide a wide range of 
ion species over a large energy range. In the next sections, a detailed 
description of the 400 keV implanter prior to carrying out the 
modifications described in this thesis, is presented.
4.2 The 400 keV Research Implanter
The machine is a pre-analysis type of implanter which is based upon the 
Lintott Series III ion source, extraction system and Lintott analysing 
magnet. Unlike the commercial Lintott implanter, this machine uses 
electrostatic beam scanning to achieve dose uniformity.
Fig. 4.1 shows a schematic layout of the implanter. The ion beam is 
extracted from a Freeman ion source at an energy in the range 15-40 
keV. The beam from the ion source enters the analysing magnet, which
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has adjustable pole pieces to enable the beam to be focused onto the
resolving slit. The selected ion beam then enters a 24-gap homogeneous
field acceleration tube (designed by P.T. Cracknell [47]) to further
accelerate the beam to its final desired energy. The beam is then
deflected by an angle of +5.5° from its axis by an electrostatic 
deflector to switch the beam into the semiconductor (S/C) beam line. 
The switch serves as a trap for neutral particles. In the semiconductor 
line, the beam is further displaced by an angle of 3° in the horizontal 
plane and is electrostatically scanned over a maximum area of 
100mm X 100mm.
o
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Fig. 4.1: Schematic of the 400 keV Surrey Implanter
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4.2.1 The Ion Source
The ion source is of the Freeman type which is similar to that used in 
the Harwell Separator [45]. The filament is made of heavy tungsten. The 
arc chamber is made of graphite and the oven heater is suitable for 
temperatures of up to 600°C. There are two versions of the source, as 
described below:
Type 3, Graphite arc chamber, no oven, short stress shield.
Type 4, Graphite arc chamber, 250-600°C, short stress shield.
4.2.2 Extraction Electrodes
Beam extraction is accomplished by a pair of electrodes placed in front 
of the arc chamber extraction slit. As shown in Fig. 3.1, one electrode 
is negatively biased (0-5kV) whilst the other is earthed.
4.2.3 The Analysing Magnet
The analysing magnet is a 12 kGauss, 60 degree - 40 cm radius
electromagnet fitted with rotatable pole tips. The magnet is fed from a 
highly stable constant current power supply, rated at 220 amps. The 
magnet coils are of high conductivity copper with a central channel for 
water cooling. The inner surface of the magnet flight tube is lined 
with graphite to reduce beam sputtering and contamination.
4.2.4 The Acceleration Stage
The acceleration stage is a 500kV homogeneous field lens that consists 
of 24 electrodes with a 20.8kV maximum voltage per stage. The voltage 
on each electrode is defined by a resistor chain placed between the top
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terminal and the ground plate. The voltage divider takes a current of 
1mA and the power rating per gap is 20.8 W.
4.2.5 The Deflection Chamber
This part of the implanter is at ground potential. It consists of a 
large vacuum chamber in which two pairs of electrodes are mounted. 
These electrodes are used as electrostatic deflectors to switch the beam 
to either +5.5° or -22.0° to the axis of the acceleration tube. This 
enables the beam to emerge through a water cooled graphite aperture to 
either the semiconductor beam line or the ultra high vacuum beam line. 
A water cooled graphite Faraday cup positioned on the beam axis is also 
included in this chamber to serve as a neutral collector and to help 
alignment and initial setting up.
The semiconductor beam line electrodes measure 160mm in length by 100mm 
in height with 80mm distance between them. They have their independent 
voltage supply which has a range of 0 to 50kV.
4.2.6 Beam Scanning
Once the ion beam is deflected +5.5° to its axis, it enters the 
semiconductor beam line. In this line there are two pairs of scan 
electrodes, namely, the horizontal, X, and, the vertical, Y. Triangular 
voltage waveforms are applied to the X and Y plates to achieve beam 
scanning with a raster pattern. A d.c. voltage offset is built into the 
voltage applied to the horizontal unit to deflect the ion beam by 3° to 
its axis. This enables a second neutral trap to be affected at the
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target chamber. The d.c. voltage offset can be varied between -5 to -15 
kV. The scan pattern generator is quartz crystal controlled, and the X 
and Y scan frequencies are 61.035 Hz and 381.10 Hz, respectively [75].
4.2.7 Target Chamber
The target chamber is shown in Fig. 4.2. It incorporates the following 
components;
a. A large Faraday cup (40cm deep x 12cm wide) whose base is a 
plate on which the sample to be implanted is mounted. The 
sample plate is inclined at 10° and is transported through a 
vacuum lock to this position.
b. An aperture plate which defines the area to be implanted.
c. Four small Faraday cups (35mm deep x 8mm wide) symmetrically 
placed around the aperture to serve as monitors of the scanned 
beam.
d. A fifth small Faraday cup positioned on the geometric axis of 
the beam to serve as neutral trap and correct beam alignment.
Fig. 4.3 shows a cross section of the above components together with the
suppression electrodes which are biased to -300V.
Areas with a linear dimension of up 100mm, may be implanted by fitting 
the appropriate aperture plate. Sample temperature may be measured by 
placing an IR thermometer above a remotely operated window in the top of 
the large Faraday cup. This shutter can also be used for x-ray/particle 
detectors or for sample viewing during implantation. Beam current is 
measured by a current integrator.
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4.2.8 Beam Spot Size at the Target
The beam spot size and displacement on the target are important 
parameters since these affect the dose homogeneity across the wafer. 
Measurements carried out prior to the start of this particular research 
showed that the beam spot size at the target, estimated from beam 
induced fluorescence, was approximately 35mm x 20mm in the X- and 
Y-directions, respectively, for 100 keV Ar+ beam and 22mm x 8mm for 300 
keV Ar+ beam [76]. Simulations carried out by the author using ray- 
tracing techniques (see Section 5.2.1 (c)), suggest that under certain 
conditions these values may even be larger (approximately, 23mm x 34mm 
for the high energy case (300keV, oxygen) and 20mm x 26mm for low energy 
oxygen beam (60keV)).
4.3 The Telemetry System
A telemetry system is used to monitor and control components within the 
high voltage terminal [77]. In the original telemetry system, there were 
fifteen parameters associated with the ion source, extraction 
electrodes, and analysing magnet. Each of these parameters constitutes 
a channel which uses an individual voltage-to-frequency (V/F) converter 
and an individual fibre optic line. Fig. 4.4 shows the layout of the 
original telemetry system.
4.3.1 Parameters of Components at High Voltage
Parameters for components in the high voltage terminal are identified 
and tabulated in Table 4.1, together with their signal description and 
their maximum and minimum values.
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Ch. No. 1
_/ Sensor T Signal V/F Fibre“pTîÇüVNnLine
Ch. No. 2
2 Sensor 
r  Signal V/F _ 1 ^  — ^
Ch. No. 15
2 Sensor T Signal V/F
Pve-Amp. Power Counter &Amp. Display
Pirâ-Amp. Power Counter &Amp. Display
•
Ppg-Amp. Power Counter &Amp. Display
Fig. 4.4: The Original Telemetry Measuring System
CHANNEL
NUMBER
PARAMETER FULL RANGE SIGNAL FORMAT 
(O-lOkHz)
1 The Source Potential 0-40 kV V/F
2 The Source Current 0-15 mA V/F
3 Arc Voltage 0-140 V V/F
4 Arc Current 0-2 A V/F
5 Furnace #1 Temp. 0-600® C V/F
6 Furnace #2 Temp. 0-600® C V/F
7 Filament Current 0-150 A V/F
8 Source Magnet
Excitation Current 0-4.0 A V/F
9 Arc Chamber Pressure 10-3-5x10-9 mbar V/F
10 Extr. Electrodes Volt. 0-2.5 kV (neg) V/F
11 Extr. Electr. Current 0-5 mA V/F
12 Analysing Magnet
Current 0-120 A V/F
13 Beam Definer
Electrode Position 5-15 mm (z-dir) V/F
14 Total Extr. Current 0-3 mA V/F
15 Main Power Supply
to the Bunn 240 V V/F
Table 4.1: Operating Range of Current and Voltage Sources
in the High Voltage Terminal
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4.3.2 Description of Circuit
The voltage to frequency converter used is the RS307-070 chip. Such a 
device converts the input signal of 0-10 volts to a frequency of O-lOkHz 
with a high degree of linearity. The V/F converter is preceded by a 
pre-amplifier to increase the signal to a standard (lOV) level. Fig.
4.5 shows the circuit of the transmitting side of the telemetry system.
+5V
1.5 k ^3i4oe
-15 V
look
-5V
Fig. 4.5: Transmitter Side
For critical parameters, such as the analysing magnet current and the 
extraction voltage, the input amplifier must be highly stable and 
accurate. Thus, an instrumentation operational amplifier is used 
(725CN). The readout on the receiver is a 4-digit display. For general 
parameters such as arc current, filament current, etc., the readout has 
a 3-digit accuracy. Fig. 4.6 shows the circuit of the receiver.
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Fig. 4.6: Receiver Side
For the current in the analysing magnet and the extraction voltage, the 
accuracy of the V/F channel is better than 0.3%. For general parameters 
on the other hand, accuracies are of the order 1% [77]. All parameters 
are measured twice per second.
4.4 Control Characteristics of Parameters Within the High 
Voltage Terminal
Several experiments were conducted to determine the control features of 
important sub-systems within the high voltage terminal. The experiments 
entailed obtaining the open-loop step response of the analysing magnet 
current, the extraction voltage, and, the source magnet and filament 
currents. The time response outputs from these parameters, were plotted 
using a multi-channel chart recorder. The aim in carrying out these
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experiments was to understand the system's behaviour and to have the 
necessary data for identifying the response characteristics of relevant 
parameters, particularly, the time constants for each parameter, as well 
as the dead time delay and the inertial effects present in the system. 
As will be shown in Section 7.4, these data are important inputs in the 
development of appropriate control algorithms.
The control system of the Surrey implanter is an on/off-type system 
which, as revealed by experimental measurements, has a fixed slew rate. 
The typical open-loop time response output obtained from the various 
measurements performed is schematically presented in Fig. 4.7. Fig. 4.8 
meanwhile, shows an example of an actual output based on the 
measurements obtained from the analysing magnet current parameter.
RESPONSE
STEP INPUT
t
Fig. 4.7: Open-loop Step Response Schematic
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71,0  Amps
15 cm /m in. -
51 .40  Amps
5 1 .10  Amps
Fig. 4.8: Open-loop Step Response Output of the Analysing Magnet Current 
The step input must be adjusted upwards by 3 mm, to take into 
account the displacement in the pens of the chart recorder.
The adjusted steps are shown by the dashed lines.
From both figures, it can be seen, that starting at an initial position, 
Ml, it takes some time before a parameter of interest responds to an 
applied step input. This delay in the parameter's response is referred 
to as the dead time delay (ta). Only after ta has elapsed, does the 
parameter begin to rise, increasing at a fixed slew rate over the 
duration (ta) of the applied step. Once the step is switched off, the 
parameter continues to rise further still but only for a very short 
time, (to). The parameter finally steadies at a new position. Ma. All 
these are essentially caused by the inertial effects from the d.c. 
motors driving the potentiometers.
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The results of experimental measurements conducted are summarised in 
Table 4.2 in terms of the above-described response characteristics.
Ml Mz M» td (sec) to (sec) ta (sec) SLEW RATE
[ANALYSING MAGNET CURRENT , Mi (in Amps)]
0.00 10.17 10.70 4.7 0.4 9.0 2.37 A/s
10.70 20.50 20.90 0.4 0.4 6.6 + 1.52 A/s
20.90 29.90 30.40 0,4 0.4 6.2 + 1.54 A/s
30.40 41.14 41.50 0.4 0.4 8.3 + 1.37 A/s
41.50 50.80 51.30 0.4 0.4 6.5 + 1.53 A/s
51.30 60.50 61.00 0.4 0.4 6.4 + 1.55 A/s
61.00 70.40 70.90 0.4 0.4 6.4 + 1.54 A/s
70.90 80.25 80.80 0.4 0.4 6.4 + 1.54 A/s
80.80 90.10 90.60 0.4 0.4 6.4 + 1.54 A/s
[EXTRACTION VOLTAGE, Mi (in kVolts)]
15.09 19.94 20.08 0.7 1.0 15.0 + 334 V/s
20.08 25.02 25.17 0.7 0.8 14.8 + 334 V/s
25.17 30.04 30.20 0.7 0.7 14.6 + 345 V/s
30.20 34.78 35.02 0.7 1,0 13.8 + 334 V/s
[SOURCE MAGNET CURRENT, Mi (in Amps)]
1.26 1.99 2.02 3.8 0.8 18.8 + 0.05 A/s
2.02 3.00 3.04 0.6 1.2 19.2 + 0.05 A/s
3.04 4.00 4.06 1.0 2.2 24.0 + 0.04 A/s
[FILAMENT CURRENT, Mi (in Amps)]
20.00 35.75 36.00 0.6 0.4 2.4 +13.50 A/s
36.00 38.80 39.00 0.4 0.4 1.0 +14.00 A/s
16.00 28.00 28.10 0.6 0.4 1.6 +14.50 A/s
Table 4.2: Summary of Response Characteristics of the Analysing Magnet
Current, the Extraction Voltage, and the Source Magnet and 
Filament Currents. The figures were obtained from 
extrapolations done on the corresponding plots provided by 
the multi-channel chart recorder.
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CHAPTER 5
PROPOSED UPGRADING TO THE SURREY 400 keV IMPLANTER
5.1 The Need for Upgrading
As pointed out in Chapter 1, the performance of an implanter is very
much governed by the quality of the ion beam at the target. High beam
purity and intensity, small spot size and good dose uniformity as well
as high energy stability stand among the more important parameters 
sought after in an implanter. However, there are two factors which 
could constrain an implanter's capability of producing these desired 
characteristics. The first is the improper design and operation of the 
machine and the second is the lack of data regarding the status of the 
parameters. For instance, improper design and operation of an 
implantation facility could result in loss of beam intensity due to high 
divergence, improper focusing, and beam position instabilities. These 
could in turn, lead to contamination of the required ion species and 
poor transport of the ion beam - all of these factors adversely 
affecting the quality of implantation. On the other hand, the absence of 
reliable and frequent monitoring of parameters (say 1 to 10 readings per 
sec) from certain sub-systems could result in the deterioration of the 
equipment's performance since the operator just does not have the 
required information which would enable him to maintain the machine 
under optimum conditions. This issue is particularly important when one 
considers automating an ion beam facility since many unmonitored 
parameters in early machines feature as essential elements in the
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transfer matrices characterising the mathematical model of the implanter 
system (presented in Chapter 3). As discussed in Section 1.4, automation 
has distinct advantages since it offers the potential to enhance the 
reliability of the equipment. For this reason, it is a focus of interest 
in this research.
To some extent, the configuration of the Surrey machine prior to 
commencement of this project, was found to suffer from both the 
shortcomings discussed above. At that time, there were also problems 
with the reliability of the implanter's telemetry system.
In this chapter we endeavour to review these problems and to discuss the 
proposed solutions to address them, pointing out in the process, what 
needed to be done, why these had to be done and what routes were taken. 
Apart from resolving these weaknesses, the improvements which had been 
proposed also take into account the fact that the long term objective 
was, to upgrade the machine to suit computer control.
In the following sections, we identify the problem areas and propose a 
design for upgrading the system, including the design for the 
computerised control of the whole implanter.
5.2 Problem Areas
The problems associated with the Surrey implanter could be considered 
under two headings; i) ion optics; and, ii) telemetry system.
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5.2.1 Ion Optics
a) Extraction Electrodes
The extraction electrodes, shown schematically in Fig. 3.1, consist of a 
negatively-biased electrode and an earth electrode. These are mounted 
on a motorised manipulator flange which permits three translational 
movements (z, x, and y). The electrode assembly can be moved along the 
axis of the ion beam (z-direction). This permits adjustment of the gap 
between the ion source and extraction electrodes. The travel is 10 mm, 
permitting the extraction gap to be varied from 5 mm to 15 mm from the 
source aperture. The electrodes can also be moved along the x-direction 
(lateral movement) as well as in a vertical orientation (y-direction or 
tilt). These two movements are there to compensate for bending of the 
filament that may occur towards the end of the filament's life [47] 
leading to a change in the emittance.
In respect to the Surrey implanter, improvements to the first positional 
movement (z-direction) did not present a large problem since this 
parameter was monitored in the then existing telemetry system. The two 
other movements (x and y) were however, neither measured nor monitored. 
Hence, it was necessary to develop and install sub-systems to monitor 
these.
b) The Analysing Magnet
There were three aspects in the analysing magnet system which were 
considered problematic. The first concerned the inclination of the 
entrance and exit pole tips of the magnet. The second related to the
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mass resolution of the system and the third pertained to the adjustment
of the resolving slit. Each of these are discussed below,
1. The Entrance and Exit Pole Tips: The analysing magnet is fitted 
with motorised rotatable pole tips to enable the adjustment of the pole 
angles, a and p (defined in Fig, 3.12), such as will provide thin lens 
effect, causing positive focusing action in the vertical plane (as 
described by Eqn. (3.2.17) of Section 3.1.2(b)). Vertical focusing is 
very important in the Surrey implanter since the beam extracted from the 
source is quite asymmetric, having a cross-section with a large 
dimension in the y- (vertical) and small in the x-direction.
Whilst the pole tips are motorised and allow angular adjustment, the 
angular positions (a and p) are not measured. It is important to note 
here that the pole angles need to be set precisely to satisfy the 
condition for focusing in the image plane (i.e., the resolving slit) as 
determined by the transfer matrices of the total magnet system. 
Violation of these conditions will result in loss of beam intensity. In 
many cases, improper focusing and unacceptable divergence lead to loss 
of the ion beam to the walls of the transport system and, thus, could 
cause breakdown in the acceleration stage. Contamination of the 
selected ion species can also take place. Moreover, the beam spot size 
at the target could also be affected.
From the foregoing, it was deemed essential to obtain positional 
readouts for a and p, in order to realise optimum operating conditions.
2. Mass Resolution: Improper setting of the pole angles affects
the resolution of the magnet system because the beam is not optimally
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focused in the median plane at the resolving slit. However, even when 
focused, two weaknesses remain in this system. The first is that 
calculations carried out by the author have shown that the mass 
resolution of the system is not good. Using Eqn, (3.2.23), the mass 
resolution of the system has been computed to range between 74 - 100
amu, depending on values chosen for the widths of both the source and 
the resolving slits. This is illustrated in Table 5.1, and will be 
discussed in greater depth in Chapter 6.
ll
(cm)
I z
(cm)
a
(deg)
P
(deg)
Si
(ram)
Sz
(mm)
Resolution (m/Am) 
(amu)
2 2 74
73.0 52.0 7.0 -15.0 1 2 89
2 1 100
Table 5.1: Attainable Mass Resolution Under Various
Values of Source and Image Slit Widths
The rather poor resolution is attributed partly to the fact that the 
distance between the resolving slit and the outlet of the magnet 
(image-distance, I z ) is restricted (i.e., I z  is small).
The second weakness is that at the existing image-distance, ( I z  which 
has a value of 52 cm), the optimal values of a and p produce large 
focusing strengths, such that by the time the beam reaches the inlet of 
the acceleration tube, the beam diameter is large. This is verified by 
ray tracer techniques which calculate the path of 8-ion trajectories 
along the implanter system (from source to target). The calculation of 
every ion trajectory is carried out using the matrix method discussed in
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Chapter 3. The results are shown in Fig. 5.1 below.
Horizontal PlaneOPTICS FOI SUIIET ION IMPIANTE#
» ' 21 M,
y : 26 mm.
Vertical Plane
lo* Analysing Resolving
Source Magnet Slit AccelerationTube
Target
Fig. 5,1: Ray Tracing Calculations of the Beam Transport
System of the Surrey 400 keV Implanter
3. Resolving Slit: In Table 5.1, the resolution is seen to be
related to both the source and resolving slit widths. Si and Sa. In 
order to take full advantage of the resolving capabilities of the 
system, there should be means for adjusting the slit widths of the 
source and the resolving slit. While this presents no major problem in 
the former (as the ion source could manually be fitted with a slit of 
the required width), it remains an obstacle in the latter unless the 
resolving slit can be motorised to permit adjustment of its width. The 
Surrey machine had provision for motorised movement of the resolving 
slit but without readout.
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c) Beam Spot Size
As discussed in Section 4.2.8, at the start of this project the beam 
spot size at the target was measured and found to be large - typically 
35 ram x 20 mm. In most cases, the spot was distorted (i.e., the 
dimensions on the x and y directions were not equal). This presented 
difficulties in achieving dose homogeneity across the wafer surface 
[78]. The enlargement and unevenness of the beam spot could be 
explained partly by the cumulation of all the other problems discussed 
above and partly as the beam line was long, permitting excessive 
broadening. Ray tracing simulations shown in Fig. 5.2 demonstrate that 
only under a limited range of values of a and fJ and the acceleration 
voltage, could the beam spot size be significantly reduced. However, 
under these conditions, the values for a and p were far from the optimum 
settings needed to provide optimum focusing at the resolving slit. As a 
consequence, the resolution was very poor, increasing the probability of 
contamination.
5,2.2 The Telemetry System
Section 4.3 presented the original configuration of the telemetry system 
installed on the Surrey implanter. The system monitored fifteen 
parameters associated with components within the high voltage terminal. 
Each of these channels used an individual voltage to frequency (V/F) 
converter and a separate fibre optic line which provides the downlink to 
instruments at earth potential.
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Fig. 5.2: Ray tracing calculations demonstrating the conditions under
which the beam spot size at the target is reduced. Notice 
that as a result, the beam is not focused in the plane of 
the resolving slit, hence, affecting the resolution.
There were two specific problems with the telemetry system. The first 
was that the downlink cables had deteriorated and were unable to hold 
off the high tension voltage. This caused spikes on the data train when 
the implanter was running at high voltage. This arcing in turn further 
damaged the lines and produced "cross-talk" that gave erroneous readouts 
on the telemetry display. A photograph of damaged lines is shown in 
Fig. 5.3 and illustrates the extent of damage caused by the discharges.
Although the above problem was remedied by replacing the damaged lines, 
the fact that there were a number of such lines, meant that substantial 
machine time was lost and at best, such a solution was temporary, since
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the problem kept on recurring. The other problem associated with the 
telemetry system related to the analysing magnet current channel. Given 
that the objective is to automate the implanter, the existing data rate 
was too slow. For instance, the channel was sampled at a rate of (only) 
two measurements per second. However, as will be substantiated in the 
next chapter, this rate is about four times slower than the minimum 
required to adequately resolve the spectrum peaks of the ion beam.
Fig. 5.3: Damaged Fibre Optic Lines
5.3 Proposed Design for the Upgraded System
In this section, we propose designs for upgrading the system not only to 
overcome the above-mentioned limitations but also to improve the 
performance of the overall machine. An overriding consideration in
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putting forward the proposed design was that it presented the best 
option in terms of cost and time to commission.
5.3.1 The Ion Optics
To solve the ion optics problems, the following are deemed necessary:
1. To monitor the position of the lateral and vertical positions 
of the extraction electrodes, we need to install two additional 
data acquisition and measurement channels (one for each 
direction).
2. Two extra channels are required, also, to transmit the angular 
positions of the entrance and exit pole faces (pieces), a and
so that the poles could be precisely set to their optimum 
focusing values.
3. The resolving slit has to be repositioned to a position which 
would allow achievement of higher mass resolution and more 
efficient beam transport. Specification of the optimum position 
is given in Chapter 6.
4. Another channel is needed to provide data regarding the width 
of the resolving slit. This permits accurate motorised 
adjustment of the slit width, which will enhance the resolution 
of the machine and optimise the beam current.
5. In order to reduce on the beam spot size at the target, it is 
necessary to install optical (lens) elements in the beam line. 
Such a lens system should allow not only the symmetric focusing 
of the beam but, also, the production of a smaller spot at the 
target over the dynamic energy range of the machine (50-400keV)
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Chapter 6 discusses fully the design of this lens system, 
including the type of lens to be used and where to install it 
in the beam line.
6. An extra channel is required for monitoring the ion beam 
current from the Faraday cup. This will enable the experimenter 
to record the momentum spectrum of the extracted beam and, 
consequently, set up the implanter to the selected species.
7. Finally, another channel is needed to monitor the total 
terminal voltage (i.e., acceleration plus extraction voltage).
5.3.2 The Hew Telemetry System
An assessment of the existing fibre system indicated that the most 
efficient and economic route to address the fibre optic problems would 
be to install an "intelligent" multiplexer physically-based within the 
high voltage terminal (Bunn). Rather than linking directly to earth, 
all the fibre optic lines would be connected to this multiplexer, 
feeding it with data from the various sub-systems. The final link to
instruments at earth potential would be provided by (only) two fibre- 
optic cables (one, "Downlink", to transmit data to dedicated computers 
in the control room, and the other, "Uplink", to allow the 
implementation of control commands).
To make full use of the improvements proposed for the ion optics and to
enhance the resolution of the electronic system, further upgrading of
the telemetry system had to be considered. The considerations were to 
redesign the voltage to frequency (V/F) as well as the analysing magnet
current heads and to develop a high resolution system to transmit
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measurements at a rate of approximately 10 per sec. The design of the 
ion beam current head had to be improved also.
The design specifications for the multiplexer and V/F head units are 
outlined below, discussing the V/F head units first, since they provide 
the input to the multiplexer system. The specification and design of 
the analysing magnet and the ion beam current head units, are presented 
separately in Chapter 6 where full descriptions of their hardware is 
given.
a) Design Criteria for the New V/F Head Units
The design specifications for the new V/F head units are given below:
1. To attain better measurement accuracy, higher performance V/F 
devices with linearities of 0.01% or better are needed.
2. To ease serviceability and enhance reliability, a V/F head unit 
has to be built for each parameter as a separate boxed module 
(of the plug-in type).
3. To warrant interchangeability amongst the head units, 
standardisation of the units' design is required.
4. To permit inspection and rapid fault diagnosis, the optical 
output from each unit has to provide a parallel LED output.
5. The higher degree of accuracy in the high extraction voltage 
channel requires the use of instrumentation amplifiers.
6. To enable the use of small low-capacitance ferrite isolation 
transformers, the units are to be powered by a 10 kHz square 
wave @ 40 volts p-p power supply unit (PSU).
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b) The Intelligent Multiplexer System
A logical approach for resolving the problems presented by the existing 
telemetry system was to install an "intelligent" multiplexer. Such a 
multiplexer could be regarded as a data concentrator since its function 
is to acquire raw information from all of the sub-systems within the 
high voltage terminal, and transmit these data, appropriately-coded, to 
dedicated BBC computers at the control room. The design of such a
system, as well as the format requirements of the data, are presented 
below.
i) Design Configuration
The design of the multiplexer unit was based on board-level hardware. 
It was possible to build a low-cost system tailored to the specific 
needs of the equipment by making use of a single-board microcomputer, as 
well as input/output (I/O) and interface boards interconnected through a 
backplane base. This design was not only cost effective, but also 
offered flexibility, modularity, and expandability.
Fig. 5.4 below shows the multiplexer configuration consisting of the
following components:
1. A backplane.
2, A microcomputer board. In general, the design allows the use of 
a wide range of commercial CPU boards. However, in order to 
take advantage of expertise within the University, it was
proposed that an already existing Z-80-based board, be designed
and built.
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3. Two interface boards. These modules provide board area for 
mounting and connecting interface A/D counters for each 
parameter from the V/F head units.
4. I/O Serial Board. This houses the parallel-to-serial (ÜART) 
interface to the multiplexer system and also provides the down- 
and up-links to and from the dedicated BBC computers at the 
control room.
5. Power Supply.
6. Two Detectors/Conditioning Boards. These allow the interfacing 
of light signal outputs from each of the V/F head units and the 
A/D counters' boards.
Fibre Optic Lincfi firom V/F Head Units
10 Lines
light
to
5V TTL
10 Lines n
Counter's
Board
Light
to
5V TTL
Counter's
Board
< Backplane
Up-link
>
Serial PSUCPU I/O ± 5 VZ 80 Board ± 12V
L  Fibre Optic Line horn Anal, Mae.
D ow nlink
fr m g  Head Unit 
Fibre Optic Line from Ion Beam Current Head Unit
Fig. 5.4: Configuration of the Intelligent Multiplexer System
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Although the multiplexer is electrically-isolated because all its inputs 
are light signals transmitted via fibre optic lines, further precaution 
is still required to protect the system against airborne noise since the 
unit is physically based within the high voltage terminal. In such a 
harsh environment, it is essential to guard against electromagnetic 
interference (EMI) and radio frequency (RF) noise. This is achieved 
through proper shielding of the multiplexer unit.
11) Multiplexer Input and Output Data Formats
The data inputs to and outputs from the multiplexer are all LED-
modulated. Their corresponding format specifications are outlined 
below:
1. Inputs from the V/F Head Units: These data are of the form
pulse-rate modulation operating at a frequency of 0-10 kHz.
2. Inputs from the A/D Head Units of the Analysing Magnet and the 
Ion Beam Current: These are UART-driven digital data operating 
at 9600 baud.
3. Output into the Downlink Line: These represent the measured raw 
information from all the parameters of the components within 
the high voltage terminal and are UART-driven ASCII-coded 
character data transmitted at 9600 baud.
4. Input through the Uplink Line: These are UART-driven ASCII-
coded character data transmitted to the multiplexer at 9600
baud from the dedicated BBC computers in the control room
carrying operational and mode selection commands.
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c) Layout of the Telemetry System
The complete telemetry system is shown schematically in Fig. 5.5. It 
shows how the various sub-system head units are interconnected and 
inter-linked to form a complete and self-contained network. The 
advantages provided by an integrated telemetry design are summarised as 
follows:
1. As mentioned earlier, it eliminates all the previous physical 
problems associated with multi-line fibre optic links by 
utilising only two (the Down- and the Up-link) fibre optic 
cables. Moreover, the modular design of the V/F head units 
including their utilisation of visual parallel LED outputs 
eases serviceability and fault detection. At the same time, 
modularity of the design allows for any future system expansion
2. Whilst the design is tailored to the specific requirements of 
the Surrey implanter, it is flexible enough to be implemented 
on any implanter of the same type as the Surrey machine and 
could hence be considered as a general-purpose design. Above 
all, it could be implemented at a very reasonable cost.
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5.4 Computer-Control System
To complete the upgrading of the implanter and achieve the overall 
objective, a computer-control system for the whole implanter was 
designed.
5.4.1 Design Criteria
The control system has been based on a distributed configuration. 
Distributing the control and processing throughout the control network 
reduces the complexity of the system, improves its performance and 
increases its reliability [79]. The use of distributed dedicated 
processing sub-systems also reduces software design time and complexity 
as the overall large system is broken down into more manageable 
sub-systems.
5.4.2 Control System Configuration
The proposed control system network for the automatic control of the 
Surrey implanter is shown in Fig. 5.6.
The system consists of three sub-system controllers and a supervisory 
computer. The sub-system controllers are:
1. Beam Generation and Analysis Controller, which controls the ion 
source, beam extraction and the analysing magnet. The 
multiplexer unit forms part of this sub-system controller.
2. Beam Acceleration, Focusing and Scanning Controller, which 
regulates the parameters relating to the beam's post 
acceleration energy, its focusing and deflection as well as
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scanning. This sub-system controller also controls the vacuum 
parameters in the beam transport section of the implanter.
Dose and Sample Transporter Controller, which manages sample 
loading and unloading, as well as dosimetry and vacuum in the 
target chamber. It also controls sample heating and cooling.
THE SURREY IMLANTER
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Fig. 5.6: Control System Schematic
Each controller unit has its own memory store and operates on a 
stand-alone basis. It performs the control function and tasks dedicated 
to it and communicates with the supervisory computer through a serial 
link.
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The supervisory computer is a disk-based system. It provides operator 
interface to the whole system as well as continuous on-line monitoring 
of machine parameters. It consists of a BBC computer, a disk unit, a 
VDU unit and a printer. The supervisory computer provides storage for 
the actual implant data and input of the implanter setup data to the 
sub-system controllers.
The sub-system controllers are also disk-based computers and are of 
similar configuration as the supervisory system'. They control the 
various parameters in the system and provide the operator and the user 
with relevant data readouts.
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CHAPTER 6
THE UPGRADED SURREY 400 keV IMPLANTER
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5, we have shown that there was a need to enhance the ion 
optics of the Surrey implanter and to improve the reliability of its 
telemetry system. The first of these, we said, can be achieved by 
redesigning the mass analyser system and by installing optical lens 
elements to the beam line. Enhancement can also be furthered by 
installing eight additional channels which will provide (originally 
unmonitored) data from the various sub-systems within the high voltage 
terminal. Improvements pertaining to the telemetry system on the other 
hand, can be realised by installing an intelligent multiplexer system 
according to the design given in Section 5.3.2. In this chapter, we 
present the detailed designs of all these improvements which now have 
been commissioned and installed into the Surrey implanter,
6.2 Ion Optics Improvements
This section discusses the work done in improving the ion optics. 
Essentially, this entailed redesigning the mass analyser system in order 
to overcome the problems encountered in the original machine, as pointed 
out in Section 5.2.1. Ion optics improvements also involved designing a 
new double-quadrupole lens system installed to the beam line. This is 
meant to produce a smaller and symmetric beam spot-size at the target.
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6.2.1 Redesign of the Mass Analyser System
a) Repositioning of the Resolving Slit
One way of enhancing the system's mass resolution and improving its beam 
transport performance was to reposition the resolving slit such that the 
new image-distance, I*, exceeds the original distance which had a value
of 52 cm. Exactly where the new position was to be located was
influenced by the consideration that repositioning must entail minimum 
cost and time, with no major expense incurred in terms of new fittings. 
Given this constraint, this implied that the degree of freedom within 
which we could reposition the resolving slit within the existing system 
must necessarily be restricted to no more than 100 cm - i.e., the
distance between the outlet of the analysing magnet and the entrance of 
the acceleration tube. According to these criteria, it has been
determined that positioning the resolving slit at a distance of 85 cm. 
from the outlet of the magnet provided the best option in terms of time, 
cost and system delivery.
The improvement in system delivery is substantiated by the results of 
mass resolution calculations presented below.
b) Analysis of the Upgraded Mass Analyser System
Matrix representation of first-order transfer (discussed in Chapter 3) 
has been applied to determine the ion optics characteristics of the 
upgraded mass analysis system. Two methods of analysis have been used - 
the ion optics: object to image, and the beam current optic: waist-
to-waist methods.
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i) Ion Optics Method: Object to Image
The ion optics method involved solving the total transfer matrix of the 
mass analysis system, according to the expressions given in Eqns. 
(3.2.17) and (3.2.22-23) in Chapter 3.
Fig. 6.1 shows the new implanter mass analysis system with the resolving 
slit positioned at Ig = 85 cm. from the outlet of the magnet.
Resolving Ion Source
Slit.
Fig. 6.1; The Upgraded Mass Analysis System
Evaluating the total transfer matrix of the system in the horizontal 
plane, given by Eqn. (3.2.17(a)), and solving for the first-order 
focusing condition at I2 ® 85 cm., we obtain.
cos(0 -a)
hi a ■ Rsin0 + li — --- —  4 la
C O S O
cos(0 -p) li sin(0 -a-p)
cosp R cosacosp
This simplifies into,
R R R R
- 4 tana) (-—  4  tan#) 4 ( _ .  4 tana 4  _ —  4 tanP) (cot0) - 1 = 0
li I2 li la
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R R
or, ( --- + tana + cot# ) (   + tanp + cot0 ) = sin-%0 (6.1)
Il la
Inputting the values of the system parameters into the above equation, 
where, li = 73 cm,, la = 85 cm., R = 40 cm., and, 0 = 60®, we get.
tanp =
- 1.0479 tana + 0.15414
tana + 1.12529
from which are able to solve for p, given certain known values of a.
The values of a and p so derived provide for optimum beam focussing at
the resolving slit. These are then used in Eqn. (3.2.17(a)) to obtain 
hii, which gives the magnification of the system, Yh . The results of
these calculations are presented in Table 6.1 below.
ENTRANCE POLE ANGLE 
(a, in Degrees)
EXIT POLE ANGLE 
(p, in Degrees)
MAGNIFICATION
( Y h )
0.00 + 7.80 - 1.19
+ 4.00 + 3.87 - 1.12
+ 8.37 0.00 - 1.05
+ 10.00 - 1.35 - 1.03
+ 12.00 - 2.93 - 1.00
+ 14.00 - 4.46 - 0.97
+ 15.00 - 5.19 - 0.96
Table 6.1; Optimum Values of the Pole Angles, a and &
Evaluating the element hia of the transfer matrix given by Eqn. 
(3.2.17(a)) and using the calculated magnification values given in Table
6.1 above, we substitute into Eqn. (3.2.20(a)), to obtain the total 
image broadening (in the horizontal plane) produced by the system. In
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calculating the image spread (shown in Fig. 3.15 of Chapter 3), the 
extraction voltage instability, ^E/E, was taken to be equal to 0,1%, 
as measured by the author. We also considered that the extracted beam is 
a parallel beam with virtual focus at «« (infinity). Therefore, the 
object size, Si, was taken to be equal to the width of the source 
aperture. For this particular work, beam broadening, wi, was calculated 
using three different source aperture widths, 2.0 mm, 1.5 mm, and 1.0 
mm. The results are tabulated in Table 6.2
Source Aperture
Pole Angles (®)
Magnif. Image Spread
Width, Si (mm) a P Yh Wi (mm)
2.0 15 - 5.19 - 0.96 2.82
1.5 15 - 5.19 - 0,96 2.34
1.0 15 - 5.19 - 0.96 1.86
Table 6.2: Total Image Spread with Various Widths of Source Apertures
Having obtained the image spread, we are now able to calculate the mass 
resolution, m/Am, of the system. As discussed in Section 3.1.2 (b),
two cases could be considered in calculating the system's mass 
resolution. These cases, are represented by Eqns. (3,2.22) and 
(3.2.23), and correspond to Figs. 3.16 (a) and (b), respectively.
Results of mass resolution calculations under each of the two cases are 
presented in Table 6.3 below.
With reference to the Table 6,3, it is possible to obtain better mass 
resolution when smaller values of the image spread are used. The latter
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can be achieved when the object size is very much smaller than the width 
of the source aperture (such as were used in deriving wi in Table 6.2 
above). In practice this condition is achievable and occurs when the 
extraction parameters provide for the formation of a virtual focus 
located outside the plasma in the extraction region as shown in Fig. 
3.1. Usually, a stable plasma as well as a high extraction voltage 
(25-30 kV) [41] produce the desired focussing effect. The virtual image 
so formed is a well defined line having a very small width [40-41,43] 
much smaller than the source aperture width. In such cases, the mass 
resolution obtained are better than those shown in Table 6.3 above. As 
the Freeman source, which is the source installed on the Surrey 
implanter, easily provides such focussing effect [41], it is therefore 
reasonable to expect that attainable mass resolutions can be higher than 
those shown below.
Resolution, m/y^m (aiu)
Case I (Eqn. 3.2.22) Case II: (Eqn. 3.2.23)
ll 1:
Pole Angles (*)
Magnif. Si Si Si Sz
(cm) (cm) a Yu (mm) (mm) m A A m (mm) (mm) m / A m
2.00 i 2.82 159 2.00 2.00 93
73 85 15.00 -5.19 -0.96 1.50 i 2.34 192 1.50 2.00 103
1.00 £ 1.86 241 1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
116
157
Table 6.3: Mass Resolution of the Upgraded System
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ii) Beam Current Optic Method; Waist-to-Waist
As mentioned in Section 3.1.4, the beam current optics; waist-to- waist 
method is usually used as an alternative to the object-to-image analysis 
in designing ion beam transport systems. This method has been used in 
this work mainly to verify the design outlined above. The beam current 
method was also used to compute the magnification factor of the system 
in the vertical plane. This allowed us to obtain the size in the 
vertical direction of the image at the resolving slit. The latter 
calculations have not been possible using the ion optics method since li 
in the vertical plane was not precisely known.
lo Horizontal Plane;
Fig. 6.2 shows the beam envelope from the object waist to the image 
waist of the upgraded system. The values of the relevant parameters are 
as follows: 1% = 85 cm, li = 73 cm. Bo (the beam radius at the object
waist) = 0.1 cm and an emittance of 1 x 15 mm.rarad.
Analysing
Magnet
73 cm85 cm
Ion
^  Source 
1 ( i  X 15 mm.mrad)
Horizontal Plane
Fig. 6.2: Beam Envelope from the Source to the Resolving Slit
of the Upgraded System
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The first step involved in calculating the mass resolution of the above 
system is to evaluate the transfer matrix of the analysing magnet, Mr, 
as given by Eqn. (3.2.31(a). The elements of Mr are evaluated for 
chosen values of the pole angle, a, as in Table 6.1 and the remaining 
known magnet parameters. This leaves us with expressions for the Mr 
elements which are solely in terms of the exit pole angle, p. These 
elements are then substituted into Eqn. (3.2.30) to solve for the value 
of p which will provide an image waist at 1% = 85 cm. With the optimum 
values of a and p now known, the magnification of the system was 
calculated using Eqn. (3.2.31). The procedure involved in the above 
calculations is shown in Appendix A.I. The results are summarised in 
Table 6.4 below:
ENTRANCE POLE ANGLE 
(a, in Degrees)
EXIT POLE ANGLE 
(p, in Degrees)
MAGNIFICATION
(Yu)
0.00 + 8.18 [+ 7.80] 1.43 [- 1.19]
+ 4.00 + 4.12 [+ 3.87] 1.12 [- 1.12]
+ 8.37 + 0.30 [ 0.00] 1.05 [- 1.05]
+ 10.00 - 1.04 [- 1.35] 1.03 [- 1.03]
+ 12.00 - 2.73 [- 2.93] 1.00 C- 1.00]
+ 14.00 - 4.20 [- 4.46] 0.97 [- 0.97]
+ 15.00 - 5.00 [- 5.19] 0.96 E- 0.96]
Table 6.4: Figures in square brackets [ ] relate to values obtained 
using the object to image method.
As shown in the table above, the results of calculations using either 
the object to image or the beam current methods are similar. In 
particular, both methods yield the same magnification values. Hence, 
the total image spread, Wi, calculated using the beam current method
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would give the same values as those obtained using the object-to-image 
procedure. It also follows that the mass resolution obtained using the 
current method would produce the same results as those given in Table
6.3 above.
2. Vertical Plane;
Given the above, we then proceeded into calculating the beam size at the 
resolving slit along the vertical direction, y?. For this, we evaluated 
the transfer matrix of the system in the vertical plane given that the 
length of the source slit was 30 mm and the associated emittance was 15 
X 5 mm.mrad. Results of beam size calculations are shown in Table 6.5 
for the optimum values of a and p shown in Tables 6.4 following the 
procedure discussed in Appendix A.2.
ENTRANCE 
POLE ANGLE, a 
(Degrees)
EXIT POLE 
ANGLE, P 
(Degrees)
BEAM SIZE AT THE 
RESOLVING SLIT, yv 
( mm )
0.00 + 8.18 26.56
+ 4.00 + 4.12 25.35
+ 8.37 + 0.30 23.03
+ 10.00 - 1.04 21.59
+ 12.00 - 2.73 20.13
+ 14.00 - 4.20 18.49
+ 15.00 5.00 17.71
Table 6.5: Beam size at the Resolving Slit in the Vertical Plane
at Optimum Values of a and p
The values of yw in Table 6.5 above are not the size of the image in the 
vertical plane but rather the length of the beam envelope at the 
resolving slit. Considering that the initial height of the beam was 30 
mm at the source slit, the values of yv at optimum values of a and p
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considered in Table 6.5, indicate that the system provides a net 
vertical focussing effect on the beam. Table 6.5 also shows that higher 
values of a yield smaller values of beam heights at the resolving slit.
c) Ray Tracing Analysis of the New Mass Analyser System 
An overview of the upgraded beam transport system, from the source to 
the target, was obtained using ray tracer calculations. These are shown 
in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, for low- (50 keV) and high- (300 keV) beam energy 
cases, respectively. The values of a and p used in these calculations 
are those which provide optimum focussing as derived from Table 6.2. It 
can be seen from these ray tracing calculations that efficient beam 
transport is achieved.
dE/E
Horizontal Plane
OPTICS FOR SU R R E Y  I O N  IMPLANTER
y : 1 9  mm
Vertical Plane
Resolving
SlitAnalysingMagnet Target
Ion
Source Accel.Tube
Fig. 6.3: Ray Tracing Calculations of the Upgraded Beam Transport
System: Low Beam Energy (50 keV of Oxygen Ion) Case
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Vertical Plane
X 24m#
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Resolving
Slit
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Target
Fig, 6.4: Ray Tracing Calculations of the Upgraded Beam Transport
System: High Beam Energy (300 keV of Oxygen Ion) Case
6.2.2 The Design of the Double Quadrupole Lens
Although the upgrading of the mass analysis system has improved both 
mass resolution as well as beam transport efficiency, the beam spot size 
at the target has only slightly improved. From the ray tracing 
calculations above, an estimate of the beam spot size (in the x-y 
planes) varies between 22 mm x 19 mm and 24 mm x 25 mm for low and high 
energies respectively. It is clear that further improvement in the spot 
size is needed.
A solution to this weakness was to install a lens system to the beam 
line (as mentioned in Section 5.3.1). The choice of which type of lens 
to use was confined to either the Einzel or the quadrupole lens systems. 
The Einzel lens in this case was not suitable since its use is generally
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restricted to energy beams up to 50 keV (as discussed in Section 3.1.1) 
[55]. In the design, an electrostatic double quadrupole lens system was 
therefore chosen since it provides the quality and strength of focus 
required for medium to high energy ion beams. An electrostatic lens 
system was preferred to a magnetic one because they are cheaper, 
smaller, and easier to excite and construct [51].
Now that the type of lens to use has been identified, the next step was 
to determine where best to install the double quadrupole system along 
the beam line. In this respect, it was decided to position the doublets 
at the end of the acceleration tube (coaxial with the tube) inside 
Chamber 5. This position was chosen firstly because there was physical 
space available within the Chamber, hence, installation here meant 
savings in cost. Secondly, this position was at earth potential.
Moreover, installing at this location offers the following advantages:
1. It provides focussing of the beam in both planes over the
dynamic energy range of the implanter (50 - 400 keV).
2- It achieves small spots at the target independent of beam
extraction and analysis parameters.
3. It makes the adjustment of the implanter (to obtain good
focussing) easy.
The only concern about installing the doublets at the end of the 
acceleration tube was that its volume might disturb the vacuum pressure 
within the beam line. To eliminate this concern, an experiment was 
conducted to simulate the effect of the would-be quadrupole system on 
the performance of the vacuum. The experiment entailed installing a
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flange with a volume similar to the lens system in the chosen position 
and observing its effect on the performance of the vacuum pressure. The 
result of the experiment showed that vacuum pressure within the beam 
line would not be affected.
Having done the necessary groundwork, research then moved into the 
design phase. For this, the parameters defining the performance of the 
quadrupole needed to be specified. Referring to Fig. 3.20 of Chapter 3, 
these are: the internal radius, a, of the quadrupole lens; the length,
L, of the lens; and, the distance, d, between the two quadrupoles.
The internal radius is influenced by the beam size at the end of the 
acceleration tube. Usually, the radius is taken to be twice that size 
to avoid the occurrence of the beam hitting the electrodes. According 
to ray tracing calculations shown in Figs, 6.3 and 6.4 above, the radius 
was determined to be, a = 2.5 cm. With regard to the length, L, on the 
other hand, the considerations were that it should not be too short nor 
too long. The lens should not be too short because the required 
electrode voltage then becomes too high. This condition is not 
desirable, firstly, because it would require large power supply units 
(and hence costly), and secondly, because it increases the chance of 
electrode breakdowns. On the other hand, the lens should not be too 
long as space is limited. According to these considerations, the lens 
was chosen to have an effective length of 15 cm. Meantime, the distance 
between the two quadrupoles was taken to be 7 cm.
The values of these parameters were then used in ray tracing simulations 
to determine the quadrupole field gradients that provide the smallest
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spot size at the target (generally < 10 mm) for various ion beam 
energies. Table 6.6 shows the quadrupole field gradients for various 
singly-charged oxygen beam energies, which yield the smallest beam spots 
at the target. Fig. 6.5 shows the ray tracing simulation for the case 
where the energy is 400 keV.
Total Acceleration 
Voltage, VE (kV)
Field Gradient, G, (Gauss/cm) 
Quadrupole #1 Quadrupole #2
50 234.7 - 245.8
100 326.7 - 340.9
200 455.9 - 480.5
300 559.0 - 594.7
400 626.4 - 673.9
Table 6.6: Quadrupole Field Gradients for which Beam Spots are Smallest
THE UPGRADED IMPLANTER
Horizontal Plane
OPTICS FOR SU RREY ION I M P L A N T E R
Vertical Plane
Ion
Source Reeolving Acceleration 01 02 Slit Tube Target
Fig. 6.5: Ray Tracing Calculations of the Beam Transport System with
the Double Quadrupole Lens Installed
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As the ray tracing programme allows the use of only magnetic lens
systems, the field gradients obtained from it (such as those shown
above) apply to magnetic rather than electrostatic quadrupole lens.
However, based on the parameters obtained from these simulations, we can 
design an equivalent electrostatic quadrupole lens according to the 
transfer matrices given in Eqns. (3.2.27) and (3.2.27(a)). From these 
equations, we know that the parameters defining the performance of a
quadrupole lens are L and k, where
k = / G/BÇ (for magnetic quadrupole lens) (6.2)
k » y V / (VEa%) (for electrostatic quadrupole lens) (6.3)
In Eqn. (6,2), B^ (the magnetic rigidity) = 144.5 J mVe / z, while V,
in Eqn. (6.3), is the voltage applied to the electrode of the quadrupole 
and is compatible with G for a magnetic lens.
From the ray tracing calculations given in Table 6.6, we can obtain the 
value of k for each of the two magnetic quadrupole lenses, Qi and Qg 
using Eqn. (6.2). These values, together with the acceleration voltage, 
Ve (again obtained from Table 6.6), are then substituted into Eqn. (6.3) 
to get the required electrode voltage, V, for the equivalent
electrostatic lenses, Qi and Qz, over the dynamic energy range 50 - 400
keV. The results are graphed in Fig. 6.6. From the figure, it can be
seen that a 5 kV power supply for each quadrupole is needed.
In summary, the design specifications indicate that we need two
quadrupoles, each having an internal radius of 2.5 cm. and an effective 
length of 15 cm., placed in series at a distance of 7 cm. from each 
other. Each quadrupole requires a separate 5 kV power supply.
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Fig. 6.6: Quadrupole Electrode Voltages Required Over the Dynamic
Energy Range of the Surrey Implanter
6.3 Computer Control System
This section provides a detailed description of hardware and software
designs undertaken by the author with regard to the parameters related
to sub-systems within the high voltage terminal. The discussion here 
mainly relates to the Beam Generation and Analysis Sub-system 
Controller, which forms part of the overall computer control system of 
the Surrey implanter, according to the design given in Section 5.4,
6,3.1 Hardware Design
As proposed in Chapter 5, there was a need to increase the number of 
channels monitoring the components within the high voltage terminal from
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15 to 22. Table 6.7 identifies these 22 parameters, characterising them 
in terms of their operating ranges and signal formats. The table also 
provides the multiplexer system channel input number associated with 
each parameter.
NO. PARAMETER UNITS OPERATING 
RANGE, F.S.
SIGNAL
FORMAT
MUX
I/P
0 1 Analysing Magnet Amps 0  - 150 0 - 7 5  mV RO
0 2 Ion Beam Current mAmps 0  - 17 Integrator R1
03 Extraction Voltage kV 0  - 40 lOkHz V/F POO
04 Extraction Current mAmps 0  - 25 lOkHz V/F PÛ1
05 Mains Voltage V 240 lOkHz V/F P02
06 Manipulator, z-dir mm 5 - 15 lOkHz V/F P03
07 Manipulator, y-dir mm 5-0-5 lOkHz V/F P04
08 Manipulator, x-dir mm 5-0-5 lOkHz V/F P05
09 Acceleration Energy keV 0  - 400 lOkHz V/F P06
1 0 Source Bias Voltage kV 0 - -5 lOkHz V/F P07
1 1 Source Bias Current mAmps 0 - 3 lOkHz V/F P08
1 2 In-pole Angle, a deg -15 - +15 lOkHz V/F P09
13 Out-pole Angle, P deg -15 - +15 lOkHz V/F PIO
14 Source Mag. Current Amps 0 - 1 0 lOkHz V/F Pll
15 Vacuum Pressure #1 mbar 10-3 - 10-9 lOkHz V/F P12
16 Vacuum Pressure #2 mbar 10-5 - 1 0 - 8 lOkHz V/F P13
17 Resolving Aperture mm 0 - 32 lOkHz V/F P14
18 Filament Current Amps 0 - 2 0 0 lOkHz V/F P15
19 Arc Current Amps 0 - 2.4 lOkHz V/F P16
2 0 Arc Voltage V 0 - 300 lOkHz V/F P17
2 1 Source Oven Temp. deg C 0 - 1800 lOkHz V/F P18
2 2 Freon Temp. deg C 0 - 1 0 0 lOkHz V/F P19
a)
Table 6.7: Parameters of the Upgraded Sub-systems
Classification of Parameters
The parameters in Table 6.7 can be classified into two categories: 
general or critical. Critical parameters are those which require high 
measurement speeds and/or high measurement resolutions. With reference 
to Table 6.7 above, two parameters could be singled-out as being
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critical - the analysing magnet current and the ion beam current. 
General parameters on the other hand, are those which do not need high 
measurement accuracies - i.e., an error of approximately 0.5% is
tolerable. All the other parameters (from 03 onwards) fall under this 
category.
It is important to distinguish between these two categories of 
parameters since each one imposes a distinct requirement in terms of 
both the accuracy and speed of the interface units that are to be 
designed. In the case of critical parameters for instance, special care 
must be taken to ensure that these requirements are fully satisfied as 
will be shown in the next subsections.
b) The Design of Interface Units for General Parameters:
V/F Counter A/D Converter Channels 
As shown by the schematic in Fig, 5.5 of Chapter 5, each of the 20
general parameters (Channels 03 - 22 identified above), use a
general-purpose voltage to frequency (V/F) head unit and an individual 
fibre optic line fed to the MUX system.
The V/F device incorporated within each head unit was chosen to be the 
RC4151 chip. This chip is a precision device which converts an input 
signal of 0-10 volts to a frequency output 0-10 kHz with excellent 
linearity. Non-linearity error is less than 0.01%.
To design the interface to each of the V/F head units, it was necessary
for the interface to count the frequency output of the V/F head over a
fixed period of time and present the total count as a parallel digital
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code word. This was achieved by following the V/F head unit with a 
gated counter as shown in Fig, 6.7.
Input
(0 - 75m V)
V/F
H.U. Fibre-
Optic
Line
MUX System
Interface Counter
Light
to
5VTTL
O - l O K H z  r  
i imimiumi
/ \
J  L  J
Sampling 
Time
O Counter
Backplane
Bus
Fig. 6.7: V/F A/D Converter Channel
The following requirements of the interface are to be noted:
i) The sampling time base must be precise and stable since it 
controls the conversion time upon which the total frequency 
count is referenced; 
ii) The counter should be at least 16 bits to be able to contain 
the final count within the specified time base for 100 kHz 
full-scale output of the V/F converter. This way, the 
interface counter remains suitable even when the full-scale 
output of the V/F converter is set to 100 kHz instead of the 
currently-used 10 kHz range. This also eliminates the need to 
reduce the counting time.
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The interface counter chosen was the Intel 8253 programmable interval 
timer/counter chip. This chip is a suitable interface unit because of 
the following features;
- The AND gate is contained within the counter package, so 
there is no need to externally gate the counters.
- Each chip has three independent 16-bit counters.
- Each counter counts either in binary or BCD.
- Counters' modes of operation are software programmable.
- Each chip is 24-pin dual in-line package
- Low-cost.
i} Functional and Operational Description of the 8253 Counter 
The 8253 block diagram is shown in Fig. 6 . 8  [80].
Fig. 6 .8 : Block Diagram and Pin Configuration of the 8253 Chip
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Each counter occupies one I/O port address for reading the counter and 
loading the counter register. Each counter provides frequency input 
labeled "CLK" and decrementing counting of the input frequency occurs at 
the falling edge of the signal. The gate input to each counter starts,
enables or disables its counting.
ii) Modes of the 8253
There are six modes of operation that can be programmed to each counter. 
In this project, event counting is required which is mode "0" for the 
8253. Because the counters are 16-bit long, they are loaded with two 
bytes of data, the least significant byte first, then the most 
significant byte last. Loading only the least significant byte or only 
the most significant byte is also possible. In either of these two 
cases, the other byte is set to "0 0 " and counting proceeds in both 
bytes. The counters count down in either binary or decimal and the 
final count result is either in 2 's complement form or 1 0 's complement 
form.
Initiating a counter's operations always involves two steps;
1. Counter's mode must be specified to the counter register.
2. The counter's final count down value is initialised. After the
count value has been initialised, the selected counter will run 
under control of its "CLK" and "gate" inputs. Counting will 
stop at the falling edge of the time base window applied to the 
"gate" input.
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with reference to Fig. 5.4 in Chapter 5, the 8253 interface counters are 
mounted on two identical boards (labelled, "counters board" in the 
figure) which are incorporated within the MUX system. Each counters 
board accepts channel inputs from the V/F head units. The frequency is 
counted by the 8253 counters over a gate time-base of 106.727 msec.
c) The Design of Interface Units for Critical Parameters
i) The Analysing Magnet Current A/D Converter Head Unit 
The design of the analysing magnet current A/D converter was very much 
influenced by the criterion that the converter must provide current 
resolutions capable of distinguishing amongst the various isotopes 
within the lead mass spectrum. Table 6 . 8  shows the values of the 
analysing magnet current required to identify each of the lead isotopes 
with energies of 15 and 30 keV.
LEAD ISOTOPES % ABUNDANCE ENERGY
(keV)
ANAL. MAG. 
CURRENT 
(Amps)
DIFF.
(Amps)
2 0 4 p j j + 1.4 15 86.516 _
2 0 6 p b + 24.1 15 86,939 0.423
2o?Pb+ 2 2 . 1 15 87.150 0 . 2 1 1
2 0 8 p b + 52.4 15 87.360 0 . 2 1 0
2 0 4  p b + 1.4 30 122.352
2 0 6  p l )  + 24.1 30 122.950 0.598
2 0 ? p b + 2 2 . 1 30 123.248 0.298
2 0 8 p b + 52.4 30 123.546 0.297
Table 6 .8 ; Analysing Magnet Currents Required to Identify Pb Isotopes
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The density distribution of the ion beam current takes the form of a 
Gaussian-like profile. In this context, the values of magnet currents 
shown in Table 6 . 8  above correspond to the peaks of the isotopic 
profiles. There are situations when the isotope beam profiles for lead 
run on the Surrey implanter have overlapping tails. It is therefore 
important to take this additional constraint into account in the design 
of the analysing magnet current A/D converter.
From Table 6 .8 , it can be seen that the worst case encountered is when 
the difference between magnet currents is 0.21 Amps. This occurs when 
the ion energy is 15 keV for 207Pb+ and 208Pb+. If we consider the case 
where there is overlapping in the isotopic beam profiles, then a magnet 
current resolution of 0.21 Amps is not enough to guarantee beam purity. 
Accordingly, it is necessary to define a magnet current window which has 
a width equivalent to ±0.3 amu in order to avoid contamination. The 
resulting situation is shown in Fig. 6.9.
207Pb' 208 Pb
0.210 Amp
0.1262
87.0868 ' 87.213
87.36087.150
Fig. 6.9: Schematic Diagram of Isotopic Profiles of 207Pb+ and 2 0 BPJ3+.
(The profiles are taken to be of equal abundance for clarity)
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From the magnet current values relating to the isotopic peaks shown in 
the above figure, we were able to calculate the values of the magnet 
current for 207Pb+ ± 0.3 amu, which then defined the window of interest. 
Fig. 6.9 above shows that this window falls between 87.0868 and 87.2130 
Amps and therefore has a span of 0.1262 Amps.
Moreover, in order to fine-tune the magnet current to give maximum ion 
beam current, we need at least three magnet current readings taken 
within the span of the window. This gives us the minimum measurement 
resolution,
,Al«ag ^ (0.1262)/3 = 0.054 Amps (6.4)
required by the analysing magnet current A/D converter. Noting this, we 
were therefore able to work out the number of steps (or converter 
states) required for a 150 Amps full-scale magnet current. Calculations 
show that this is approximately 2800 (i.e., 150Amps/.054Amps per step). 
Referring to Table 3.1 of Chapter 3, this implies that a 12-bit A/D
converter is required.
_
To obtain the required speed of the A/D converter on the other hand, the 
design requirements need not be as strict as those imposed by the 
resolution requirements shown above. The main criterion governing speed 
is that the converter must be fast enough to acquire magnet current 
readings at the peaks of the ion beam profiles during spectrum 
recording. Given that the magnet current slew rate is 1.54 Amps/sec, 
then the minimum speed required for the converter is approximately 8 
conversions per second (1.54Amps-per-sec/0.21Amps-per-step).
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Summarising the discussion above, we note therefore that what we require 
is an A/D converter which is 12-bit and capable of performing at least 8  
conversions per second. Moreover, in order to attain high noise 
immunity and accuracy, an integrating type A/D converter must be used.
Having identified the converter specifications, what remained was the 
choice of which particular device to use. Various integrating A/D 
converters available in the market were reviewed and the final choice 
favoured the use of the ICL 7109. This device is a high-performance, 
low-power dual-slope integrating A/D converter. The advantages it 
offered were the following:
1. It has a 12-bit resolution plus polarity and over-range bits. 
It is therefore possible to increase the converter resolution 
to 13-bits by using the polarity bit.
2. It operates at up to 30 conversions per second.
3. It has an on-chip oscillator which can be externally configured
to provide the clock frequency required for optimum noise 
rejection.
4. It can be interfaced directly to a UART device with no external 
logic required.
5. It is a low-cost device.
Fig. 6,10 shows block diagram of the analysing magnet current channel, 
incorporating the ICL 7109 A/D converter.
In the schematic below, the ICL7109 operates in the "handshake" mode. 
This allows it to directly interface with a UART. The converter provides
all the control and flag signals necessary to sequence two bytes of
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measurement data into the UART and initiate their transmission into 
serial form. The serial output of the UART modulates an LED which 
enables transmission of the serial data through a fibre-optic line to 
the MUX system. The measured data is 13-bit sign-magnitude binary 
coded.
Input
(0 - 75mV)
Pre-
Amp
C/E/LOAD
High
Byte
ICL
7109 Low
Byte
SEND
Serial
OUT
UART
6402
Optical
Trans­
mitter Fibre- Optic 
Line to 
MUX System
Fig. 6.10: Block Diagram of the Analysing Magnet Current A/D Head Unit
In the above diagram, the conversion speed of the ICL 7109 was chosen to 
provide optimum noise rejection. The signal integrate period, Ti,
(discussed in Section 3.2.5(b)), was set equal to the noise period, Tu.
For excellent rejection of a 50 Hz noise (as shown in Fig. 3.4.6), the
integration period must equal 20 msec. This made the converter operate
at 12.5 conversions per second, which correspond to an internal clock 
frequency of 102.4 kHz. Quite clearly, this conversion speed is well 
above the minimum ( 8 conversions per second) specification set above.
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ii) The Ion Beam Current A/D Converter Head Unit
As the analysing magnet current is ramped to full scale, the ion beam 
spots for the different species present in the extracted beam are swept 
across the resolving slit. A current integrator connected to a small 
Faraday cup (shown in Fig. 4.1 of Chapter 4) positioned right behind the 
resolving slit provides a means of recording the momentum spectrum of 
the beam. The ion beam sweep velocity is determined by the slew rate of 
the analysing magnet current.
When designing the interface for the ion beam current parameter, it was 
important to take account of the sweep velocities of ion species to 
capture their peaks during the recording of the momentum spectrum. 
Therefore, the interface must be sufficiently fast to provide enough 
beam current readings to correctly represent each beam profile in the 
spectrum. By quantifying this requirement, we were then able to 
determine the speed specification for the interface.
Referring to the magnet current window shown by Fig. 6.9 above, it is 
clear that we need at least five beam current data points (marked A-E in 
the figure) to reasonably represent the ion density profile. This would 
amount to an analysing magnet current step of 0.02524 Amps (i.e.,
0.1262 Amps/5). Knowing the slew rate of the magnet current, each of 
the five data points of the beam is therefore swept at a rate of 0.01638 
seconds. The interface must therefore be able to acquire and convert 
each data point well within this time (i.e., 216.38 msec). In other
words, the ion beam A/D head unit must be capable of making at least 61 
conversions per second.
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In addition to speed, resolution was another factor which needed 
consideration in the design of the converter. Relative to this, because 
there was a need to measure currents of isotopes that are 0.4% abundant 
(as is the case of 115Sn+), the ion beam A/D converter must therefore be 
able to provide readings ranging from a few micro- to a few milli-Amps. 
The dynamic range required is therefore 10^ in steps of 1 pAmp. This 
dynamic range necessitates the use of a converter with at least 14-bits 
resolution operating at a speed of at least 61 conversions/sec. This, 
however, is a rather expensive approach. A better and cheaper 
alternative is to apply logarithmic scaling to the ion beam current in 
order to achieve dynamic range compression. Whilst logarithmic scaling 
affects accuracy, it must be noted that errors are kept within a 
reasonable margin (1%), which is acceptable for this application. Such a 
route allows the use of only a moderate-resolution (8-bit) converter 
preceded by a scaled logarithmic amplifier. It is important to remember 
that when using this approach the converted digital output of the A/D 
converter is a logarithmic representation of the analogue input signal. 
Therefore, in order to convert back to its true value, it should be 
anti-logged by the processing computer. Fig. 6.11 shows a block diagram 
of this route.
Having identified the A/D converter specifications above, the next step 
was to choose the appropriate device to be used. The final choice was 
narrowed down to the TLC549. This device is an 8-bit successive 
approximation A/D converter that is capable of performing measurements 
in excess of 100 conversions per second. Apart from meeting the speed 
requirements, this converter has a serial data output which enables the
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transmission of converted data in a serial format. This is then fed to 
the MUX system via a fibre optic line.
Kj_i
Input LOG Scale A/D
(Wide-Range) Amplifier Adjustment Converter 8-bit conversion result 
( Logarithmic representation 
of the input signal )
Vj = Klogjg
Fig. 6.11: Logarithmic A/D Converter Channel
As specified by the manufacturer, the 8-bit conversion result is sent in
reverse-bit order. This means that the most significant bit (MSB) is
sent first and the least significant bit (LSB), last. Reversing the
conversion bits and putting them into their proper orders was done by
software (as will be shown later in the next section).
Since the circuit has a logarithmic response, the input ion beam current 
is found by the following antilog relationship:
[(R - 301.313)/(26.3313)]
=  10 (Amps) (6.5)
where, R is the raw A/D conversion result in decimal counts. From the 
above equation, one can see that the minimum current which the head unit 
accepts is 4 p Amp, whilst the maximum current is 17 m Amps. This gives 
a dynamic range of 10® in steps of 4 p Amps.
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6.3.2 Software Design
a) The Downlink Parameter Input Data
In Chapter 5, we have shown that to overcome the problems posed by the 
intermittent damage to the fibre optics lines caused by current 
discharges, an "intelligent" multiplexer (MUX) system located within the 
high voltage bunn is required.
The function of the MUX system is to collect measurement data from the 
various sub-systems associated with the ion source extraction and the 
analysing magnet systems. The MUX initiates a conversion cycle for all 
A/D head units of the various sub-systems. It also reads and stores 
their raw data at the end of each conversion cycle. The data are then 
converted into ASCII-coded characters and transmitted in a serial format 
at 9600 baud via a single fibre-optic line, which constitutes the 
Downlink to the BBC computer at earth potential (in the control room). 
The format of each ASCII character has one start bit followed by 8 bits 
of data representing the binary equivalent of the ASCII character, no 
parity and one stop bit. At the receiver end, at earth potential, the 
downlink is connected to opto-RS232 transceiver circuit which provides 
the interface to the RS232 port of the BBC computer.
Transmission of parameter data for each conversion cycle is organised in 
frames. Each frame starts with "lEhex" (ASCII "Cursor Horae") character 
followed by four ASCII characters representing the 16-bit of measured 
data of each channel. Each channel is separated from its neighbour by 
20hex (ASCII "Space") character and/or ODhex, OAuex (ASCII "Carriage 
Return", "Line Feed") characters, depending on the current operating
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mode selected by remote command from the BBC computer.
The ASCII coding scheme of the data has been implemented;
1. To enable viewing of the measured raw data on an ordinary VDU. 
This eases fault diagnosis.
2. To offer flexibility in the use of computers at the receiver
end. For so long as the computer has an RS-232 serial port, any
type can be used with no compatibility problems.
There are two MUX operating modes - the continuous monitoring mode, and
the spectrum mode.
i) The Continuous Monitoring Mode
The MUX system enters the continuous monitoring mode following normal 
power-up. In this mode, the MUX sequentially monitors the parameters of 
all the sub-systems and continuously sends data frames relating to their 
status. An example of a data frame for one complete conversion cycle is 
shown below.
S t a r t  4 - D i f f i t  D a ta  ^ C E  4 - D i g i t  D a ta ......  jÇ
Fram e C h a n n e l 0  C h a n n e l 1
1E3031334120303042362030314635203Û31373320303232430DOA303338332030313244 
2030343039203030303020303034360DOA30313732203033423320303032312030303935 
20303139320DOA3034333120303030392030304636203031434220303145410DOA323846 
392044392030351E.......
New D a ta  F ram e
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As seen through an ordinary VDU, the above downlink data looks like:
ChO C h i Ch2 Ch3 Ch4
013A 00B6 01F5 0173 022C 
0383 012D 0409 0000 0046 
0172 03B3 0021 0095 0192 
0431 0009 00F6 OICB OlEA 
28F9 D9 05
Ch20 Ch21 S t a tu s  B y te
In the configuration above. Channels 0 through 19 represent data from 
the various V/F A/D head units, whilst Channels 20 and 21 represent data 
from the analysing magnet and the ion beam current A/D head units, 
respectively. The last character is a status byte relating to the 
current mode of operation.
11} Spectrum Node
The MUX system enters this mode when it receives the ASCII "C" 
character, either in lower- or upper-case, from the BBC computer through 
the uplink fibre optic line. When selected, the spectrum mode allows 
the MUX system to transmit raw data from only two sub-systems - the 
analysing magnet current and the ion beam current A/D head units. The 
data transmitted is used to record the momentum spectrum of the 
extracted beam. Since the head units of the analysing magnet and the ion 
beam current make one conversion each 80 msec and 1 msec, respectively, 
each data frame sent contains one magnet current reading followed by 
eight beam current reading. The format of a typical data frame is shown 
below:
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s t a r t  4 - D i g i t  D a ta ,  SFCE 2 - D i g i t  D a ta ,  
Fram e A n a l ,  M ag. C u r r . I Io n  Beam C u r r .
1K323741352034382034412034462035312035352035362035392035421E.
On the VDU display the above data will appear as: 
27A5 48 4A 4F 51 55 56 59 5B
b) Types of Software Developed
In order to maintain the implanter at a desired operating state, real­
time processing of the data had to be implemented to provide the 
operator with real-time parameter readouts. To carry this out, 
appropriate software had to be developed. Software development was 
guided by the following considerations:
1. It was known that the computer to be used was the BBC, which 
has a 6502A 8-bit microprocessor.
2. Data from all 22 parameters had to be processed in real- time.
3. All parameter data, except that from the ion beam current, are 
16 bits.
Given the above, it is clear that to allow the BBC computer to cope with 
the large amount of processing involved, real-time software has to be 
written using a very fast language. It was for this reason that the 
Assembly language route was chosen. Although tedious to write, machine 
code programmes, when properly written, bring about full use of the BBC 
computer.
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For maximum efficiency, the arithmetic module routines contained in the 
BBC BASIC-2 ROM as well as the machine operating system (MGS) ROM 
routines have been directly accessed and extensively used in all the 
software developed in this project. This can be considered good 
programming practice as it reduces the size of the application code, 
hence, making it more efficient. It also lessens the time and effort 
needed to write the software and make it error-free. Tables 6.9 and 
6.10 outline the names and addresses of resident routines in the MOS and 
BASIC-2 ROMs which have been used throughout the developed software. 
The tables also provide a summary of functions of the various routines.
M. 0. S, R O M  R O U T I N E S
NAME ADDRESS SUMMARY OF FUNCTION
» OSRDCH &FFEO This routine reads a character from the cur­rently selected input stream and returns it 
to the accumulator
OSASCI &FFE3 This routine writes a character to the current 
output stream. The accumulator must be loaded 
with the ASCII code of the character to be 
written prior to routine calling.
OSNEWL &FFE7 This routine writes a carriage return (&0D) 
and a line feed (&0A) to the current output 
stream.
* OSBYTE &FFF4 This routine performs a wide-range of tasks, depending on the 8-bit value passed in the 
accumulator. Among these, it enables and 
selects the current input stream, (i.e., key­
board or RS232 port). It also flushes the 
input/output buffers, sets the receive and 
transmit rates of the RS232 port, etc..
Table 6.9: Summary of Routines in the MOS ROM 
Accessed by the Applications Software
*
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B A S I C - 2 R O M  R O U T I N E S
IN6 &AEEA This routine loads the Integer accumulator 
with the 16-bit number found in the A and Y 
registers. A contains the LSB and Y the MSB.
INF &A2BE This routine converts the 4-byte integer 
number in the Integer Accumulator to a 5-byte, 
floating-point number left in the Floating 
Point Accumulator A,
k
AMULT &A656 This routine multiplies the number in Floating 
Point Accumulator, A, by the number in Floating 
Point Accumulator, B, which contains the 16-bit 
number loaded from memory locations &4B and &4C 
The result is left in Floating Point Accum. A.
EXXP &AA94 This routine evaluates the exponential func­
tion, whose argument is found in the Floating 
Point Accumulator, A, where the result is left.
APLUS &A500 This routine loads the 16-bit number in memory 
locations &4B and &4C in Floating Point Accum. 
B, and adds it to the number in Floating Point 
Accumulator, A, where the result is left.
»
NASC &9EDF This routine converts the real number in 
Floating Point Accumulator, A, to an ASCII 
character-string stored in the String Area 
(Page 6 of memory, &600-&6FF). Prior entry to 
this routine, the Y-register must contain &FF.
IMIN &9CCE This routine adds the 4-byte signed integer on 
the Stack with the 4-byte signed integer in the 
Integer Accumulator, where the result is left.
INASC &9EDF This routine converts the signed integer number 
in the Integer Accumulator to ASCII decimal 
character string, stored in the String Area
% ICOMP &AD93 This routine negates the 4-byte integer number in the Integer Accumulator.
ACLR &A686 This routine sets the Floating Point Accumula­
tor, A, to zero.
ACOMP &AD7E This routine negates the real number in the 
Floating Point Accumulator, A.
Table 6.10: Summary of Routines in the BASIC-2 ROM 
Accessed by the Application Software
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Three types of applications software have been developed in this work. 
These were:
i) The Raw Data Diagnostic Software. This is a real-time 
software which displays the raw data exactly as sent by the MUX system. 
This enables the viewing of the data frames and provides a tool for 
detecting faults within any sub-system head unit;
ii) The Real Counts Calibration and Diagnostic Software. This 
is an enlargement of the basic raw data diagnostic software discussed in 
i). The software processes the raw data and provides readouts in 
tabular form, showing all of the parameters and their corresponding 
measurements displayed in decimal counts.
iii) The Real-Time (Operator-Understandable) Parameter Read-Outs 
Software is a further development of software ii) above. This software 
completes the processing of data for all the 22 channels, where the data 
are displayed as floating-point, real operator-understandable values 
(e.g.. Amps, volts, mbar, deg, etc.). This is the main software that is 
used daily under normal operation of the implanter.
The features of these applications software are described below,
i) Raw Data Diagnostics Software
This machine-code software programmes the BBC computer to work as a 
normal VDU to display the raw data as sent by the MUX system. The 
programme works as follows: first, it selects and enables the RS232
buffer; then it retrieves each character from the buffer and stores the 
characters in order in a one-dimensional array; finally, it displays the 
characters as a data frame on the screen. This process is repeated
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continuously in real-time.
A flow chart of the programme is shown in Fig. 6.12 in the next page, 
while the listing of the software is given in Appendix A.3.
ii) Real Counts Calibration and Diagnostics Software 
The raw data diagnostics code was further developed to provide 
assignment of the data to each parameter and give meaningful quantised 
values of the data. This required tabulation of the parameters,
together with their headings. The first step in doing this, was to 
design the screen layout and how the information would appear on the 
screen. For this application. Screen Mode 7 (the Teletext mode) was
chosen since it offers good resolution with reasonably large, easy to
read characters. Moreover, in this mode, the screen is divided into 25 
lines, each containing 40 characters. As such, there is enough screen
space to display all the information for the 22 parameters, even leaving 
three extra lines free for future expansion. Fig. 6.13 shows the 
memory-mapped screen in Mode 7.
Channel Title Headings i l  Measured Data Parameter Units —
(8 Bytes) 1
tn m .... t ic iz .... a c n
( , im a m .. « acAA *
61FCÛ
40 Characters
Fig. 6.13: Memory Map Screen Layout
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( s t a r t  ^
NO
YES
NOcounter 
X = 141 ?
YES
Character = IE ? 
sT Frame start
Get character 
from Buffer
Select and Enable 
RS232 Buffer
Initialise counter 
X~0
Store character @  memory M
Get character 
from Buffer
Flush RS232 
Buffer
Store character 
@ memory M
Display Frame 
data in 
M -> M + n
Increment 
M = M + 1 
X = X +1
Fig. 6.12: Raw Data Diagnostic Software Flow Chart
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The first 27 memory locations in each line of Screen Mode 7 (i.e., &7CÛ0 
- &7C1A, &7C28 - &7C42, etc.), are used for channel title headings. The 
last five memory locations, on the other hand, (i.e., &7C23 - &7C27,
&7C4B - &7C4F, etc.), are used to display the relevant unit of measure 
of the parameter (e.g.. Amps, volts, etc.). Finally, the 28th - 35th 
memory locations provide eight bytes of memory space to display measured 
data on each parameter. An eight-byte field was chosen in this case 
since it provides enough locations to accommodate either the raw decimal 
counts or the calibrated final value (with the required decimal 
precision) of each parameter. As designed, this portion of the memory 
map screen is updated for each channel once every conversion cycle. 
Table 6.11 identifies the screen locations that are updated to display 
the various parameter data.
WO. PARAMETER SCREEN MEMORY LOCATIONS
01 Analysing Magnet &7C1B - &7C22
02 Ion Beam Current &7C43 - &7C4A
03 Extraction Voltage &7C6B - &7C72
04 Extraction Current &7C93 - &7C9A
05 Mains Voltage &7CBB - &7CC2
06 Manipulator, z-dir &7CE3 - &7CEA
07 Manipulator, y-dir &7C0D - &7D12
08 Manipulator, x-dir &7D33 - &7D3A
09 Acceleration Energy &7D5B - &7D62
10 Source Bias Voltage &7D83 - &7D8A
11 Source Bias Current &7DAB - &7DB2
12 In-pole Angle, a &7DD3 - &7DDA
13 Out-pole Angle, (S &7DFB - &7E02
14 Source Mag. Current &7E23 - &7E2A
15 Vacuum Pressure #1 &7E4B - &7E52
16 Vacuum Pressure #2 &7E73 - &7E7A
17 Resolving Aperture &7E9B - &7EA2
18 Filament Current &7EC3 - &7ECA
19 Arc Current &7EEB - &7EF2
20 Arc Voltage &7F13 - &7F1A
21 Source Oven Temp. &7F3B - &7F42
22 Freon Temp, &7F63 &7F6A
Table 6.11: Updated Screen Memory Map
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Having identified the screen layout and the screen locations where each
channel data is going to be displayed, the next step was to write the
real counts calibration and diagnostic software. This programme carries 
out the following operations:
1. It filters out the channel separators (20hex) and ASCII control 
characters (CR, LF) from each data frame;
2. It performs ASCII to hexadecimal conversion on the data and
leaves the data on each channel except that on the ion beam 
current, as a 16-bit number . The ion beam current data is 
stored as an 8-bit number.
3. In the case of the ion beam current data, it reverses the bit 
order of the data to get its true count value. In the case of 
the analysing magnet current data on the other hand, the two 
most significant bits are masked out as they are false.
4. It converts each 16-bit data into a 4-byte integer and performs 
mathematical integer operations on the converted data.
5. Finally, it assigns each data to each channel and displays on 
the screen the output from each A/D head unit as an integer 
decimal count.
The flow chart of the programme is shown in Fig. 6.14 while the 
programme listing is given in Appendix A.4. As the programme was an 
enlargement of the raw data diagnostics software, the flowchart is 
therefore shown to start from A - the penultimate step in the latter 
programme.
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YES
NO
NO
X= 114?
YES
NO
X = 88?
YES
/  Is character \  
IE' or '20' or '0D ' or '0A ' ? 
N . (space, CR, LF)
Store number @  memory M2
LOAD character 
from memory M
Increment 
X = X+ 1
Convert 4-byte Hex 
to 16-bit No. store 
@ M2, M2 + Y
Increment 
Y = Y + 2 
M2 = M2 + Y
Initialise 
X = 0 
Y = 0
Initialise counters 
X = 0 
Y = 0
Convert character 
from 
ASCII to Hex. No.
Increment 
X = X+ 1 
M = M +1
Increment 
Y = Y + 1 
M2 = M2 + Y 
X = X +1
Convert each 16-bit 
data to Integer decimal 
number and display 
@ appropriate screen 
location (ch0 to ch21)
Fig. 6.14; Real Counts Calibration and Diagnostic Software Flow Chart
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The programme has been of great value since it was used as a tool to 
experimentally determine the calibration formulae for each channel. 
These calibration formulae were later solved using the real-time 
(operator-understandable) software (which will be discussed in the next 
subsection) and enabled the transformation of the data to their real 
physical values (e.g.. Amps, volts, etc.). Furthermore, this code 
provided a tool to observe and quantify the amount of noise present in 
each channel in terms of one count value or one LSB. In this way, fault 
detection and diagnosis are made easier.
Parameter Calibrations
To transform the A/D head unit raw counts to real operator-readable 
data, a calibration procedure was needed. This ensures that what is 
actually measured by the A/D head unit and subsequently read by the 
operator truly represent the actual physical state of the sub-system. 
Channel calibrations entailed experimentally measuring the actual 
physical operating state of each parameter using precision test 
instruments and simultaneously recording its corresponding A/D head unit 
decimal count (given by the real counts calibration software). 
Different operating values for each parameter were then tabulated 
against their A/D head unit decimal counts to obtain a relationship 
between the two data sets. The relationships so derived constitute the 
calibration formulae which were then solved in the final applications 
programme to transform the raw counts into meaningful values that are 
understood by the operator.
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Calibrations were carried out at room temperature on all channels. The 
results are discussed below:
1. The Analysing Magnet Current
Fig, 6.15 graphs the measured analysing magnet current versus the 
decimal counts read by the analysing magnet current A/D head unit. The 
calibration formula derived from the data set is given by,
I#ae = - [0.021711613 * [R] + 78.940 , (Amps) (6.6)
where, R is the analysing magnet current A/D head unit decimal count.
“2000 “ 1000
Analysing Magnet 
Current (Amps) 
120
78.940
1000
•m a g A/D COUNTS
0.000 3633
9,875 + 3181
19.906 + 2719
25.182 + 2476
29.980 + 2255
49.950 + 1335
59.940 + 875
70.103 + 407
78.940 000
85.106 - 284
99.957 - 968
109.9 - 1428
2000
COUNTS
3000 3633
Fig. 6.15: The Relationship between the Analysing Magnet Current
and the A/D Head Unit Counts
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2. The Ion Beam Current
The calibration formula for this parameter is known and is given by Eqn.
(6.5) above. The nature of experimentation in this case was therefore 
meant just to validate the given calibration equation. For this 
purpose, known current values were fed into the ion beam head unit and 
the corresponding decimal counts they produced were tabulated. The 
decimal counts were then used to solve the calibration equation, Eqn.
(6.5), to obtain values of the input current. The calculated and the 
actual values of currents were then compared and results have shown that 
the magnitudes are the same. The results are shown in Table 6.12, below
Input Current 
to the A/D 
Head Unit 
(Amps)
A/D Head Unit 
Decimal Count
(Counts)
Calculated Input 
Current from the 
Calibration Eqn. (6.3) 
(Amps)
10 nano 91 1.029 X  10-8
100 nano 117 1.000 X 10-7
1 micro 144 1.060 X 10-6
10 micro 170 1.030 X 10-0
100 micro 196 1.001 X 10-4
1 m i n i 223 1.061 X  10-3
Table 6.12: Performance Testing of the Ion Beam Current A/D Head Unit
The calibration formula was then transformed into a more suitable form 
for processing with the BBC computer. The transformation was,
[(R - 301.313)/(26.3313)]
I b  =  1 0
= expl[lnlO]*[(R -301.313)/(26.3313)])
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Il» = exp[(R - 301.313) (0.0874467)] , (Amps)
where, R is the decimal counts from the A/D head unit.
( 6 . 7 )
3. Vacuum Pressure No. 1
The input to the V/F A/D head unit for this parameter is provided for by 
the analogue output from the IGC17 ion gauge controller instrument. 
According to the manufacturer, this analogue output provides a 0 - 10 V 
logarithmic signal where the OV corresponds to a pressure of 10~® mbar, 
whilst +10V corresponds to a pressure of 10-® mbar. Extrapolating from 
these two known relationships as shown in Fig. 6.16, we can derive a 
formula for the pressure, P, in terms of the voltage, V.
V(VOLTS)
Fig. 6.16: Pressure-Voltage Relationship
From the above, we get,
V = 10/6 log(P) + 15
(0.6V - 9)
P = 10 , (mbar)
where, V is the input voltage to the A/D head unit (in volts)
(6.8)
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Considering the sampling time-base that is being used (106.727 msec), 
the full-scale lOV input therefore provides a full-scale count of 1067- 
Transforming Eqn. (6.8) in terms of decimal counts and expressing the 
relation in exponential form suitable for BBC computer processing, we 
obtain,
P = exp[(0.012948(R)) - (20.7232658)3 , (mbar) (6.9)
where, R is the decimal count of the V/F A/D head unit.
The validity of this calibration equation has been tested during the 
pumping down of the ion source. Table 6.13 shows the V/F A/D head unit 
count versus the vacuum pressure as measured by the pressure metre on 
the ion gauge controller instrument. The pressure calculated using the 
calibration formula, Eqn. (6.9), is also shown. The results confirm 
that the calibration is accurate.
V/F A/D Head 
Unit Count 
(Counts)
Measured Pressure 
on the IGC17 
( mbar )
Calculated Pressure 
Using Calibration 
Eqn. (6.9) , (mbar)
1000 4.1 X 10-4 4.199 X 10-4
950 2.1 X 10-4 2.190 X 10-4
800 3.1 X 10-9 3,152 X 10-5
750 1.6 X 10-9 1.649 X 10-5
700 8.5 X 10-6 8.587 X 10-6
Table 6.13; Calibrations on Vacuum Pressure No. 1 
4. Vacuum Pressure No. 2
The input voltage to the V/F A/D head unit of this channel is provided 
by the Penning CP25 gauge. As given by the manufacturer, a typical
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voltage pressure reading is shown in Table 6.14. The table also shows 
the V/F A/D head unit count for each voltage reading.
Pressure
(mbar)
Input Voltage 
(volts)
V/F A/D Head Unit 
Count (Counts)
1.0 X 10-5 3.341 356
8.0 X 10-6 2.521 269
6.0 X 10-6 1.765 188
4.0 X 10-6 1.122 119
2.0 X 10-6 0.504 54
1.0 X 10-6 0.252 27
9.0 X 10-7 0.228 24
8.0 X 10-7 0.204 21
7.0 X 10-7 0.177 19
6.0 X 10-7 0.155 16
5.0 X 10-7 0.126 13
4.0 X 10-7 0.102 11
3.0 X 10-7 0.078 8
2.0 X 10-7 0.051 5
1.0 X 10-7 0.027 2
5.0 X 10-8 0.012 1
0.0 X 10-8 0.000 0
Table 6.14; Calibrations on Vacuum Pressure :
When this table was graphed (Fig. 6,17), three linear pressure regions 
were identified; i) Region A, which lies between 0 - 54 counts; ii) 
Region B, which lies between 54 - 188 counts; and, iii) Region C, 
which lies between 188 - 356 counts.
A calibration equation was derived for each of these regions so that an 
accurate pressure reading can be obtained. These are given as follows;
Pa = [0.003719(R)] X 10-5 (mbar) (6.10)
Ph = [(0.0029729(R)) + (0.0401269)] X  10-5 , (mbar) (6.11)
Pc = [(0.0023787(R)) + (0.1520346)] X 10-5 , (mbar) (6.12)
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where, R is the V/F A/D head unit decimal count, and the constants are 
the pressure offsets relating to their particular regions.
(Oo
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Fig. 6.17; Relationship between Pressure and V/F A/D Head Unit Counts
5. Magnet Entrance Pole Tip Angle, a
Direct measurement of the angle, a, was not possible. Instead, the arc 
length of the pole tip was measured to provide an indication of the 
values of a. Knowing the radius of the pole tip (85.725 mm), the angle 
a (in degrees), was calculated using,
a = 1(57.29578) / (85.725) , (deg) (6.13)
where 1 is the measured arc length of the pole tip (in mm).
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Together with arc length measurement, the corresponding count of the V/F 
A/D head unit was obtained. A minimum of three arc length measurements 
were observed for each count read. The average of these arc lengths was 
then used to calculate the angular position according to Eqn. (6.13) 
above. The results of the measurements are shown in Tables 6.15-16.
Table 6.15 presents the results of measurements as the pole tip rotates 
anti-clockwise (i.e., a > 0).
Average 
Measured 
Pole Arc 
Lengths 
( mm )
V/F A/D 
Head Unit 
Count, R
(Counts)
Magnitude 
of the Count 
(R - 454)
(Counts)
Calculated 
Pole Angle 
a
(Degrees)
5.65
10.50
12.02
R/
Table 6.15: Calibrations on the Entrance Pole Tip Angle, a (for a  > 0)
The calibration formula was derived from the above table and is given 
by.
a = 0.0145894 (R - 454) (deg) (6.14)
For clockwise pole tip rotation (i.e., a < 0), results of measurements 
are summarised in Table 6.16.
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Average 
Measured 
Pole Arc 
Lengths 
( mm )
V/F A/D 
Head Unit 
Count, R
(Counts)
Magnitude 
of the Count 
(454 - R)
(Counts)
Calculated 
Pole Angle 
a
(Degrees)
0.00
4.52
6.56
//
Table 6.16: Calibrations on the Entrance Pole Tip Angle, a (for a < 0)
From Table 6.16 above, the calibration formula was derived and given as, 
a = - 0.0145894 (454 - R) , (deg) (6.15)
6. Magnet Exit Pole Tip Angle, g
The same procedure used in calibrating the magnet entrance pole tip 
angle, a, was implemented on this channel. The equivalent calibrating 
equations are:
P = 0.014269 (R - 692)
and p = - 0.0150284 (692 - R)
(deg)
(deg)
(6.16)
(6.17)
which apply to clockwise (P > 0) and anti-clockwise (p < 0) pole tip 
rotations, respectively.
7. The Resolving Aperture/Slit
The resolving slit can be adjusted to give gap widths of between 0.50 mm 
(when fully closed) and 34.0 mm (when fully opened). Variations in gap
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widths were measured and tabulated against their corresponding count 
values. The resulting measurements are graphed in Fig. 6.18.
2 POT. RESISTANCE <kO)1067
580 J
.5268
0
RESOLVING SLIT GAP (mm)
Fig. 6.18: Calibrations on the Resolving Slit Gap
As seen from the graph, two regions can be identified - Region A, which
lies between 0 and 535 counts; and. Region B, which lies above 535
counts. The relationship between the gap, 6, and the A/D head unit
count in each of the two regions was found to be:
and.
Ga  = 0.0244608 (R - 132) 
6 b s 0.0451030 (R - 312)
(mm)
(mm)
(6.18)
(6.19)
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8. The Filament Current
Various measurements on the filament current were obtained together with 
their corresponding V/F A/D head unit count. The results are given in 
Table 6.17.
Filament Current 
(Amps)
V/F A/D Head Unit Count 
(Counts)
Average Count 
(Counts)
0.0 3/4 3
5.7 32/34 33
31.0 164/170 167
93.0 492/500 496
155.0 823/831 827
Table 6.17: Filament Current versus V/F A/D Head Unit Counts
Using the data in Table 6.17, the calibration formula for the filament 
current was obtained as.
If il = 0.187961 (R) , (Amps) (6.20)
where R is the V/F A/D head unit count.
9, Arc Current
The arc current was measured together with the equivalent count of its 
V/F A/D head unit. The results, given in Table 6.18, provide the basis 
for deriving its calibration factor.
Arc Current 
(Amps)
V/F A/D Head Unit Count 
(Counts)
Average Count 
(Counts)
0.0 2 3
0.2 90/94 92
0.4 178/182 180
0.6 270 270
0.8 359 359
1.0 450 450
1.2 539 539
Table 6.18: Arc Current versus V/F A/D Head Unit Counts
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The calibration equation is therefore, 
larc = 0.00223 (R) (Amps) (6.21)
10. The Remaining Parameters
Similar calibrations were conducted on the remaining channels. The
results, summarised in Table 6.19, show that linear relationships have 
been obtained.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION FORMULAE
Extraction Voltage Ve = 0.0374883 (R) (kV)
Extraction Current le X t 0.002343 (R) , (mA)
Mains Voltage Vm 0.281162 (R) ( V)
Acceleration Energy Va 0.3749 (R) (kV)
Source Bias Voltage Vu - 0.004686 (R) (kV)
Source Bias Current la 0.0028116 (R) , (mA)
Source Mag. Current I m 0.0093721 (R) ( A)
Arc Voltage Varc 0.5930 (R) ( V)
Source Oven Temp. To 1.686973 (R) (°C)
Freon Temp. Tf = 0.093721 (R) (*C)
Manipulator, z-dir Mz = (R)
Manipulator, y-dir My = (R)
Manipulator, x-dir Mz (R)
Table 6.19; Calibration Formulae for the Remaining Channels
iii) Real-Time (Operator-Understandable) Parameter Read-Outs Software 
This software is an enlargement of the Real Counts Calibration and 
Diagnostics Software. It is a real-time programme developed to convert, 
calculate and display the measured data from all the 22 parameters in a 
floating point decimal format.
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As shown in Fig. 6.19 in the next page (and in the software listing in 
Appendix A.5), this programme is structured into 22 independent blocks. 
Each block handles the data processing for each channel separately. 
Within each block, the programme retrieves the 16-bit count data stored 
in memory (by the real counts calibration software) and converts it into 
a 5-byte floating point number. This real number is then used as an 
input to solve the relevant channel's calibration equation, making use 
of the various floating point, integer conversion and data manipulation 
routines resident in the BBC computer, and ultimately displays the 
results in an appropriate channel format. Through this process, the 
software transforms the measured data from each A/D head unit into 
operator-readable parameter values. The programme updates measurement 
data on each channel at a rate of approximately 5 times per second.
The block structure was chosen to provide the flexibility to select and 
alter each parameter's display format (e.g., decimal or exponential) as 
well as its numerical precision. This structure also provides ease in 
altering the calibration factors should the need for re-calibration of 
any channel arise in the future.
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rCH. '22' < Set-up field width 
and display format
Convert measured 
result to ASCII 
decimal charaters
Display result 
) screen locations 
7C1B ^7 C 2 2
Convert measured 
result to ASCII 
decimal characters
Solve channel '22' 
calibration equation
Display result 
@ screen locations 
7F63 7F6A
Set-up field width, 
Set appropriate 
display format
Solve channel '!' 
calibration equation
Convert channel '22' 
16-bit data to 5-byte 
floating-point 
number
Convert channel T  
16-bit data to 
5-byte floating-point 
number
Fig. 6.19; Flow Chart of the Real-Time (Operator-Understandable] 
Parameter Read-Outs Software
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CHAPTER 7
PERFORMANCE OF THE UPGRADED IMPLANTER
7.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the performance of the upgraded Surrey 400 keV 
implanter and compares this against the state of the machine prior to 
its enhancement. It shows that we now have a working system, with far 
superior characteristics than the original one. The improvements which 
were commissioned have overcome all the weaknesses and limitations of 
the original machine. As such, the upgraded implanter now produces 
better ion beam quality at the target. The discussion also shows that 
the equipment is now suited for full automation according to the design 
proposed (Section 5.4) in this research. Hence, this brings the 
Department's engineering development programme very much closer to 
achieving its long-term objective of implementing the closed-loop 
computer control of the implanter. Automation in this case is envisaged 
to further enhance the reliability and productivity of the equipment.
The presentation starts with a discussion of the measured performance of 
the ion optics. It then assesses the performance of the computerised 
telemetry system and its associated hardware. It also considers the 
performance of the applications software. Finally, it draws out some 
issues relating to the future closed-loop control of the machine.
7.2 The Ion Optics Performance
Fig. 7.1 shows a schematic layout of the upgraded equipment. Compared 
to the original implanter schematic presented in Fig. 4.1, the upgraded
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system features the repositioned resolving slit and the installed 
double electrostatic quadrupole lens. As mentioned in Chapters 5 and 6, 
these modifications were commissioned to enhance the resolution of the 
machine, the efficiency of beam transport, and the size and symmetry of 
the beam spot at the target. The tangible improvements in each of these 
parameters are discussed in detail below.
boo
Legend:
(1) 30 HP Synchronous Motor
(2) Service Terminal
(3) High Voltage Terminal
(4) The Analysing Magnet
(5) Resolving Slit
(6) Faraday Cup (Retractable)
(7) The Accelerator Tube
(8) Deflection Chamber
(9) UHV Beam Line
(10) S/C Beam Line
(11) Target Chamber
(12) Sample Transporter
(13) Dump Tank
(14) Double-Quadrupole Lens
©
Fig. 7.1: Schematic of the Upgraded 400 keV Surrey Implanter
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7.2.1 Mass Resolution
The mass resolution of the modified system is shown in Table 6.3. The
corresponding resolution of the old system was given in Table 5.1. For 
purposes of comparison, these tables are brought together in Table 7.1, 
to show the extent of enhancement in the resolution of the upgraded 
system. The table also shows the maximum attainable mass resolution of 
the original equipment when the beam spots are adjacent to each other 
(designated by Case I in the table) .
Resolution, m / A m  (amu)
Case I (Eqn. 3.2.22) Case II (Eqn. 3.2.23)
Pole Angles (*)
li h Hagnif. Si S: Si S,(cm) (cm) a P Ya (mm) (mm) ffl/Affl (mm) (mm) m/Affl
u
p 2.DO  ^ 2.82 159 2.00 2.00 93G
R 73 85 15,00 -5.19 -0.96 1.50  ^ 2.34 192 1.50 2.00 103A
D 1.00 j: 1.86 241 1.00 2.00 116
B
D 1.00 1.00 157
0
R 2.00 .<; 1.94 147 2.00 2.00 74I
6 73 52 7.00 -15.00 -0.68 1.50  ^ 1.60 180 1.50 2.00 81I
N 1.00  ^ 1.26 226 1.00 2.00 • 89A
L 1.00 1.00 131
Table 7.1: Comparison of attainable mass resolutions in the
old and upgraded systems
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From the table above, it can be seen that the improvement in mass 
resolution is on the average around 25%. This figure is at the most 
understated since it was not possible in the old system to set the 
machine at its optimum focussing state as the critical values of the 
parameters, a, p, and the width of the resolving slit, 8 2 , were unknown. 
And even if the values of these parameters (mainly a and p) were are as 
stated in Table 7.1 above, the beam produced would have been highly 
divergent by the time it reached the inlet of the acceleration tube. 
This would have resulted in inefficient beam transport, as will be 
discussed further in the next subsection.
7.2.2 Beam Transport
The installation of data acquisition sub-systems to monitor the lateral 
movement (x-direction) and the vertical tilt (y-direction) of the 
extraction electrode assembly, has provided the means for correct 
positioning of the extraction electrodes relative to the centre line of 
the source aperture. Under normal operation, this ensures proper beam 
alignment and reduced beam loss. Compared to the old equipment, which 
did not have the facility to measure and monitor the x- and y-movements, 
the upgraded machine is much improved as it is now able to transport the 
beam within the extraction region more efficiently. Moreover, the 
installation of data acquisition sub-systems to monitor the movements of 
the pole tips has allowed the setting of the pole pieces to the angular 
positions which provide optimum focussing at the resolving slit (as 
shown in Table 6.4). This, in conjunction with the repositioning of the 
resolving slit, not only improves the system's resolution but also 
enhances the overall beam transport characteristics of the implanter.
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Fig. 7,2 shows the ray tracing calculations of the beam envelope from 
the source to the target of the Surrey implanter before and after 
upgrading.
THE UPGRADED IMPLANTER
Horizontal Plane
OP TICS FOR SURREY ION I M PLAN TER
m  1 I
Vertical Plane
X z 6 n.
Analysing Resolving Acceleration Q1 62 Source Magnet Slit Tube
22= y: g M.
Target
THE ORIGINAL IMPLANTER
Horizontal PlaneOPTICS FOR SURREY ION i m U N T E R
Vertical Plane
X : 21 ,a
y s 26 M.
Ion
Source Analysing Resolving Magnet Slit AccelerationTube Target
Fig, 7.2: Beam Transport
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From the figures above, we see that the upgraded system provides 
superior beam transport in both the horizontal and vertical planes. In 
particular, the figures show that in the old system, the optimal values 
of a and p produced strong focussing in both planes such that the beam 
diameter was larger than the acceptance (solid) angle of the 
acceleration tube. Hence, a portion of the beam was lost to the walls 
of the transport system. Moreover, along the vertical plane, a net 
defocussing effect (i.e., a divergent beam) was produced in the region 
between the analysing magnet and the acceleration tube. In contrast, as 
the figures clearly illustrate, the ion beam in the upgraded system is 
properly and efficiently transported. In this case, the beam envelope 
all along the transport system has a small diameter. This results in an 
increase in the ion beam current at the target as losses are reduced. 
For example, experiments using 200 keV C0%+ produced a total beam 
current of 1.2 mA at the target [81]. Furthermore, proper beam focusing 
reduces the probability of breakdowns in the acceleration stage.
7.2.3 Beam Spot Size
Two procedures were followed in estimating the beam spot size at the 
target. The first was through the use of ray tracing calculations and 
the second was through actual experimental measurements. The results of 
ray tracing calculations were reported earlier in Section 6.2.2 during 
our discussion of the design of the double quadrupole lens. There, we 
noted that the beam spot size obtained with the upgraded system is 
generally < 10 mm. The ray tracing results have subsequently been
verified by actual experimental measurements of the spot size. In the
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experiment, the size of the spots have been estimated from the induced 
fluorescence emitted by a quartz plate, positioned 1.8 metres away from 
the outlet of the double quadrupole lens. Various beam energies of 
Argon ion have been used throughout the procedure. Table 7.2 shows the 
relevant experimental parameters and the corresponding size of the beam 
spot.
TOTAL
BEAM
ENERGY
(keV)
EXTRACTION
VOLTAGE
(kV)
QUADRUPOLE LENS 
VOLTAGE 
Quad #1 Quad #2 
(kV)
BEAM 
SIZE 
(X X Y) 
(mm)
30 10 0.49 0.50 10 X 8
50 15 0.70 0.80 8 x 5
100 20 0.50 1.40 5 x 3
150 20 1.82 2.75 6 x 6
200 22 1.69 3.00 6 x 6
250 23 2.14 3.60 7 x 7
300 25 2.56 4.30 8 x 7
Table 7.2: Beam Spot Size Produced by the Upgraded System
Comparing the spot size with those produced by the original system, as 
measured by Mynard et. al. [75-76] (and discussed in Section 4.2.8), we 
observe that a significant improvement in the spot size is achieved
under the present system. For example, in the case of 100 keV Ar+, the
improvement was from a spot size of 35 mm x 20 mm to 5 mm x 3 mm. For
300 keV Ar*, the enhancement was from a spot size of 22 mm x 8 mm to
8 mm X 7 mm. In both cases, there is not only a reduction in the 
dimensions of the spot but also greater symmetry along both the x- and 
y-directions.
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7.3 The Performance of the Computerised Telemetry System 
In this section, we discuss the performance of the new telemetry system. 
The system includes all the new V/F head units monitoring the 22 
sub-systems of interest and their corresponding interface to the 
intelligent multiplexer. It also features the multiplexer itself, which, 
as discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, now physically resides within the high 
voltage terminal. Finally, it incorporates the down- and up-link fibre 
optic lines which link the MUX to the BBC computer in the control room.
7.3.1 The Multiplexer and the Down- and Up-Links
The "intelligent" multiplexer (itself a new concept nonexistent in the 
old system) has brought about a significant improvement in the 
reliability and efficiency of the implanter. For instance, installing 
the multiplexer and basing it within the high voltage bunn has 
completely eliminated all the fibre optics problems originally besetting 
the old telemetry system. In particular, the frequent breakdown of the 
(old) machine due to the failure of the multi-line (15) fibre optic 
downlinks, have all been totally avoided by utilising only two fibre 
cables (the down- and the up-links) to connect between the multiplexer 
and the BBC computer in the control room. To quantify the improvement 
in this respect, it may be noted that on average, breakdowns in the old 
system occurred once every 8-10 weeks [82]. Each time, at least two days 
of machine downtime was experienced. In contrast, over nearly one and a 
half years of use of the upgraded system, there have been no breakdowns 
in either the down- or up-link cables. Clearly, this is a significant 
achievement not only in terms of savings in maintenance and repairs but
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also (and more importantly), in terms of the increase in implanter 
productivity.
k further advantage provided by the multiplexer is that it allows for 
subsequent expansions in the system. Thus, should the need to monitor 
additional parameters arise in the future, this could easily be done 
without any major change to the multiplexer hardware. All these 
advantages are due to the modular structure of the multiplexer. This 
same flexibility would not have been possible in the old system since 
the monitoring of additional sub-systems would have meant increasing the 
number of fibre optic downlink lines. This increase would have 
aggravated the already serious arcing and cross-talk problems present in 
the old system.
Despite the fact that the multiplexer is located in a noisy environment, 
the proper shielding and grounding precautions taken have protected the 
unit against noise pickups. This is evident from the absence of large 
fluctuations in the transmitted raw data (as seen when running the real 
counts diagnostic and calibration software).
7.3.2 The Interface Hardware
The performance of the various electronic head units installed in each 
channel of the upgraded telemetry system has been presented earlier in 
the discussion in Chapter 6. In this section, we present additional 
indicators of performance, mainly in respect of the stability and 
accuracy of measurements provided by the new channels. Where applicable, 
comparisons to the reported performance of the old system are also made.
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a) The V/F Head Units
Standardisation of the design of the V/F head units has made 
interchangeability between the various units possible. It has also 
facilitated unit replacements as spares are now easily produced. 
Moreover, housing of each V/F head into a plug-in type boxed module 
protects the units against damage and eases overall serviceability of 
the system. Furthermore, since the optical output has been designed to 
work within the visible region of the spectrum (red), visual inspection 
and fault diagnosis have both been made easier and quicker.
In addition to the benefits discussed above, the other advantage 
provided by the new V/F heads is that their voltage-to-frequency devices 
(the RC4151) have better linearity characteristics. As discussed in 
Section 6.3.1 (b), the RC4151 has a linearity of better than 0.01%. This 
compares to a 0.1% linearity in the V/F device incorporated in the old 
system. In addition, the RC4151 has its own internal voltage reference, 
which saves in the use of an external reference.
b) The V/F Counter A/D Converter Channels
Performance testing of the V/F counter A/D converter channels using the 
real counts diagnostic and calibration software, consistently shows a ±1 
count fluctuation present in the measured raw data. Analysis revealed 
that these fluctuations originate from the counting error inherent in 
the counter A/D conversion method. Whilst present in the measurements, 
the one count error is nevertheless non-critical as it occurred 
spontaneously and very infrequently. Moreover, the minimal loss in 
accuracy due to this one count error is more than compensated by the
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advantage that in this particular A/D conversion method, errors caused 
by "missing code" are nonexistent. Furthermore, since periodic and 
random input noise is effectively integrated over the conversion period, 
the measurements obtained are more stable.
To quantify the accuracy of measurement provided by the complete 
counting A/D converter channel, error budget calculations were carried 
out. This entailed calculating the total worst case error - i.e., the
non-linearity and gain drift errors of the V/F head unit plus the 
counting error mentioned above. A 10°C temperature drift was considered 
in the calculations since, in practice, this is the change one expects 
to find in the laboratory. Using these inputs, channel accuracies better 
than 0.3% were obtained. Compared to the 1% channel accuracy of the old 
system [77], performance of the upgraded implanter is clearly better.
c) The Analysing Magnet Current A/D Converter Channel 
As mentioned in Chapter 6, the two features which are important for the 
analysing magnet current channel are a high resolution and an adequate 
conversion speed. Both these requirements are more than satisfactorily 
met by the A/D converter which has been installed. In respect to the 
resolution requirements for instance, we were able to increase the 
converter resolution from 12- to 13-bits by making use of the sign bit 
of the ICL7109 device. This gave the system a higher resolution than 
the minimum (12 bits) required by the design presented in Chapter 6. 
Using this feature, we were able to calibrate the converter to output 
+3633 and -3272 counts corresponding to zero and (full-scale) 150 Amps 
of the analysing magnet current, respectively. Under ideal conditions.
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this provides a resolution of 0.0217 Amps. However, if we were to 
consider non-linearity and temperature-induced errors, a more realistic 
estimate would be in the order of 0.035 Amps. This figure was obtained 
from error budget calculations which showed that the total worst case 
error over a 10°C temperature change is about 0.0086%. Thus, the worst 
case resolution more than satisfies the minimum requirement of 0.054 
Amps as shown in the channel design presented in Chapter 6 and specified 
by Eqn. (6.4). Relative to speed performance, the converter has been 
tuned to operate at 12.5 conversions per second. This is well within 
the design requirement (of 8 conversions per second) needed to acquire 
the peaks of isotopes in the Pb mass spectrum. In comparison, the old 
system was capable of only 2 measurements per second. However, as
discussed in Chapter 6, this was an unacceptably low speed which does 
not fulfill the momentum spectrum recording requirement. Finally, in 
respect to the stability of the output, the calibration and diagnostic 
programme has shown that the channel output (in counts) is free from 
fluctuations. This behaviour is typical of integrating dual-slope A/D 
converters. Thus the choice of using this type of converter has proved 
to be sound. On the whole, the channel provides a very stable 
measurement performance.
d) The Ion Beam Current A/D Converter Channel
The performance of the ion beam current A/D converter channel is
discussed below in terms of its accuracy and speed.
Relative to accuracy, the results of performance tests conducted on the
ion beam current A/D converter channel have been presented earlier in
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Table 6.12 of Chapter 6. The input and the measured output currents are 
reproduced in Table 7.3 below together with the observed percentage 
errors in measurement.
Input Current 
to the Ion Beam 
A/D Converter 
(Amps)
Measured Output Current 
of the Ion Beam A/D 
Converter 
(Amps)
Percentage Error 
in the Current 
Measurements 
(%)
10 X 10-9 10.29 X 10-9 2.90
100 X 10-9 100.05 X 10-9 0.05
1 X 10-6 1.06 X 10-6 6.00
10 X 10-6 10.30 X 10-6 3.00
100 X 10-6 100.11 X 10-6 0.11
1 X 10-3 1.06 X 10-3 6.00
Table 7.3: Percentage Error in the Measurement of
the Ion Beam A/D Converter Channel
From the table above, it can be seen that the orders of magnitudes of 
both the actual and measured output currents are the same. In absolute 
terms, the measurement errors range from .05-6.00%. Considering that 
these measurements relate to small values of current and that a 
logarithmic transformation was applied to achieve dynamic range 
compression, the performance shown above is acceptable particularly 
since the transformation process itself affects accuracy in the first 
place. Moreover, high measurement accuracy of this parameter is not as 
critical as, for example, that required for the beam current at the 
target.
In respect to speed, the design requirements specified that the 
conversion speed of the data stream carrying the ion beam current signal
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must be at least 61 conversions per second. We have shown however, that 
in our choice of converter device, actual operational speed of the 
converter exceeds this minimum specification. In fact, since we were 
able to tune the converter to make 100 conversions per second (a 
conversion cycle of 10 msecs), the converter is now able to acquire 
eight (instead of the specified minimum of five) beam current data 
points within the beam current window shown in Fig. 6.9. Thus, better 
resolution profiles are obtained and the system can be better tuned for 
maximum ion current. Compared to the original system which provided 
only two conversions per second, the new channel is 50 times faster and 
is also superior in terms of resolution.
7.3,3 Software Performance
In addition to reliability assessments of the multiplexer hardware, 
performance testing of the applications software was also carried out. 
For this, a testing programme (written in Assembly Code) was developed 
which continuously sent known data in a standard format, with a fixed 
baud rate and sampling speed (identical to that sent by the multiplexer 
in the continuous monitoring mode). As such, the programme simulated 
the data frames transmitted by the telemetry channels through the 
Down-link.
The testing procedure involved two BBC computers linked by an RS232 
serial line. One computer (the transmitter) ran the testing programme, 
whilst the other (the receiver), ran the applications software. Since 
the data transmitted were known, it was then possible to check whether 
the applications software displayed the correct information. Successful
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test runs confirmed the correctness of the written machine codes and the 
reliability of the software. The three types of applications 
programmes, particularly the Real Time (Operator Understandable) 
Parameter Readouts software, have been in use without problems since the 
commissioning of the upgraded implanter in 1988. Fig. 7.3 shows the 
computer system (c) together with the screen layouts of channel readouts 
provided by the real counts calibration and diagnostic software (a) and 
the real time (operator understandable parameter readouts) software (b), 
respectively.
Apart from providing a working system, the applications software offers 
other advantages. Firstly, as discussed in Chapter 6, since the software 
is structured in blocks, further expansion to implement closed-loop 
control of the ion source can easily be accommodated. Secondly, if there 
is a need to re-calibrate any channel or to change the decimal precision 
of the channel readouts, these can be done very quickly and with only a 
minimum change to the applications software. Finally, the operator 
can now more readily monitor and control the machine since the state of 
all 22 parameters are displayed on a single VDU and updated 
approximately five times a second.
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01. Anal. Magnet Current = 1598 Counts
02. Ion Beam Current = 58 Counts
03. Extraction Voltage = 534 Counts
04. Extraction Current = 307 Counts
05. Mains Supply = 853 Counts
06 Z-Man1pulator = 284 Counts
07. Y-Manlpulator = 147 Counts
08. X-Manlpulator 623 Counts
09. Total Accel. Energy = 534 Counts
10 Source Bias kV 470 Counts
1 1. Source Bias 1 = 8 Counts
12. Input Pole = 927 Counts
13. Output Pole = 605 Counts
14. S. Magnet Current = 257 Counts
15. Vacuum Pressure 1 = 843 Counts
16 Vacuum Pressure 2 = 320 Counts
17. Object Aperture = 357 Counts
18. Filament Current = 270 Counts
19 Arc Current = 1 10 Counts
20 Arc Voltage = 433 Counts
21. Oven Temperature = 19 Counts
22. Freon Temperature 233 Counts
Fig. 7.3: The BBC Computer System in the Control Room of the 400 keV
Implanter
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7.4 Implanter Control
At the moment, the control of the implanter is through an operator who 
closes the loop by initiating control actions to bring the machine to 
the required operational setting. To achieve the goal of closed-loop 
control, there is a need to develop an appropriate control methodology 
which will set the system to a desired operating state. A tentative 
algorithm for controlling the machine has been formulated on the basis 
of data described in Chapter 4. This methodology is discussed below.
The control system is essentially an on/off type system with a fixed
slew rate. This implies that the response to a step input always
changes at a constant rate irrespective of the amplitude of the input.
In control terms, this means that the duration of the step input is the 
critical variable. Another important factor which has to be considered 
for closed-loop control is the presence of a process dead time in the 
time response of the system. Any algorithm for setting the system 
should, therefore, take account of these two factors.
Although the development of the control algorithm is part of future 
research, a study has already been started by the author which will help 
establish the route to be followed in achieving closed-loop control. In 
this respect, the way to set up the implanter to a particular set point 
(i.e., desired position), is to ramp a specific sub-system parameter to 
within 98% of its desired value. From there, the system has to be 
fine-tuned slowly by sending very short control pulses until the desired 
state is reached. In both the ramping and fine-tuning processes, the 
controller (computer) must take account of the dead time delay. This is 
particularly important in the fine-tuning stage in order to avoid
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getting the system into oscillation. This means that as a fine-tuning 
pulse is given, the controller must wait for the system to settle at its 
new level before checking the current read-back values and verifying 
whether the desired setting has already been reached. The waiting time 
should exceed the dead-time delay plus the rise time. To illustrate 
this aspect, a control algorithm for the analysing magnet current 
parameter is presented below which is derived mainly from the time 
response measurements discussed in Chapter 4.
From the response characteristics of the analysing magnet current, the 
process dead time (ta) has been measured and shown to be 0.4 seconds, on 
average. Thereafter, the system starts responding according to its slew 
rate. Given this behaviour and applying least squares method on the
data set, a formulation relating the total step duration (ta), to the
dead time delay (ta), and the initial (Mi) and the desired (M3) magnet 
current values, has been obtained. This relationship is given as,
1.46 ta = (Ma - Mi) + 0.518 ta (7.1)
Since ta is constant, Eqn. (7.1) simplifies into
ta = [(Ma - Ml) + 0.207] / 1.46 (7.2)
which gives the controller calibration function in terms of the time 
duration of the step input required before initial and subsequent 
fine-tunings take place. For example, if the required ion species is a 
15 keV Ar+ beam, then the desired magnet current setting (Ma) would be 
38.31 Amps. If, say, the magnet current is ramped from rest (i.e..
Ml =0), then solving the controller calibration function above, we get
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ta =26.3 seconds. This is the length of time the controller needs to 
apply the step input before fine-tuning. Knowing this, the controller 
can then preset a (hardware) timer with the value of ta and 
simultaneously apply the step input. When the timer reaches zero, it 
interrupts the controller so that it can reset the step input and wait 
for the system to settle before checking the read-back magnet current 
value and starting-up the fine-tuning routine.
The above method could be similarly applied to the other control 
channels. Once all the controller calibration functions are obtained 
then an effective means for automating the implanter setup can be 
achieved.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION AMD SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Performance enhancement of the Surrey 400 kV high current ion implanter 
has been achieved by making improvements to the beam transport system 
coupled with the installation of a computerised telemetry system. These 
improvements not only remedied the shortcomings of the original machine, 
but also produced an equipment with better operational characteristics. 
To ensure tighter control of the machine and further improve its 
performance and reliability, a distributed computer control system for 
the automatic control of the whole implanter has also been designed. 
Within this design, appropriate applications software for the Beam 
Generation and Analysis Controller have been developed and implemented. 
The software processes the raw data collected by the multiplexer unit 
from the various sub-systems within the high voltage terminal and 
provides the operator with real-time parameter readouts, which enable 
him to setup the implanter and maintain it at an optimum operating 
state. In the future, the software can be expanded and integrated into 
the final algorithm needed to implement the closed-loop computer control 
of the implanter. In summary, the work embodied in this research is 
central in upgrading the Surrey machine to a true research implanter, 
capable of delivering high quality ion beams. This study therefore 
contributes to the enhancement of the quality of research in the field 
of ion implantation technology within the Department. The project also 
contributes towards ongoing research in the development of implanter 
telemetry and control systems.
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The following sections summarise the major improvements made to the 
machine. The discussion concludes with suggestions for future work.
8.1 The Ion Optics
Upgrading of the ion optics involved;
1. Redesigning the mass analyser system. This required the 
repositioning of the resolving slit at a distance of 85 cm 
from the outlet of the analysing magnet. This was necessary 
to increase the mass resolution of the machine, and improve 
beam transport.
2. Development and installation of five extra data acquisition and 
conversion sub-systems to monitor: i) the x- and y-movements 
of the extraction electrodes; ii) the angular positions, a 
and 3, of the entrance and exit pole tips of the analysing 
magnet; and, iii) the width, 8%, of the resolving slit. 
Data from these sub-systems were required to ensure correct and 
proper machine setup and operation as well as to maintain the 
optimal beam focusing condition.
3. Design and installation of a new electrostatic double 
quadrupole lens. This was necessary to obtain a smaller and 
more symmetrical beam spot at the target.
By virtue of these improvements, it is now possible to precisely set and
control the values of the machine parameters to achieve optimum
focusing, as calculated using the total transfer matrix of the system.
As a result, the beam quality, transport efficiency and mass resolution 
have been improved. These have produced higher beam currents at the
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target as confirmed by measurements on the machine [83] and by ray 
tracing simulations. The enhanced beam transport has led to improved 
operational efficiency, and, since commissioning there have been no 
reported breakdowns in the acceleration stage. Another tangible result 
is the substantial reduction of the beam spot size at the target. For 
example, the beam spot produced by 100 keV Ar+ in the upgraded system is 
about 5mm x 3mm [75]. This compares to the best spot size of 35mm x 20mm 
obtained in the old system. The beam spot also Inore symmetrical. In 
addition, the system is now able to resolve ion species with masses up 
to 241 amu, allowing selected isotopes to be implanted over the full 
energy range of the machine and from across the periodic table.
8.2 The Telemetry System
Operational improvements have also been realised through the design and 
installation of a computerised telemetry system. Telemetry system 
improvements consisted of the following:
1. Adoption of the concept of "intelligent" multiplexing as the
basis for the design of the new telemetry system. The use of an 
intelligent multiplexer fully eliminated the failure of the 
optic fibre system in the old telemetry. Telemetry problems
were overcome by physically locating the multiplexer unit 
within the high voltage terminal (Bunn) and utilising only two 
fibre optic cables (as against 15 in the old system), to 
provide the data link to computers at earth potential in the
control room.
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2. Application of a modular design to the multiplexer hardware. 
This provided the means for the installation of seven new 
channels (expanding the telemetry channels from 15 to 22). 
More importantly however, this design allows for any subsequent 
system expansion.
3. Improved specifications for the data acquisition and conversion 
units, to ensure that they provide better measurement 
accuracies and higher measurement speeds. A distinction was 
made also between "general" and "critical" parameters. The 
critical parameters are the analysing magnet current and the 
ion beam current measured at the resolving slit, which required 
the highest accuracy and speed criteria. In general, better 
measurement accuracies and speeds have been achieved through 
the use of precision conversion devices and more frequent 
parameter sampling.
4. Standardisation of voltage-to-frequencyt (V/F) head unit design 
to allow interchangeability.
5. Installation of V/F head units as plug-in boxed modules to 
improve serviceability and reliability.
6. Optical output of the V/F heads are within the visible region 
of the spectrum (red). This makes visual inspection and fault 
diagnosis both easier and quicker.
Taken altogether, the above improvements give a self-contained telemetry 
system which efficiently links together all of the sub-systems within 
the high voltage terminal. At the heart of the system is the 
"intelligent" multiplexer (MUX) which functions as a data concentrator
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and transmitter. The MUX collects raw data from each sub-system's A/D 
converter head unit and transmits this as four ASCII-coded characters, 
to the dedicated BBC computer at earth potential, for data processing. 
The coded data are serially transmitted through the Down-link fibre 
optic line at 9600 baud. The MUX at the same time however, acts as a 
data receiver and implements the operational (e.g., continuous 
monitoring or spectrum) mode selection commands initiated by the 
operator at the control room and transmitted by the BBC computer through 
the Up-link fibre optic line.
Whilst the above design is specifically tailored to the requirements of 
the Surrey implanter, it is flexible enough to be extended as a general- 
purpose design for other machines of the same type. It can be 
implemented, moreover, at a reasonable cost.
In addition to the above, other indicators of the system's improved 
performance are seen from the significant enhancement of the resolution, 
accuracy, speed, and reliability of the telemetry.
The system is now able to achieve a channel accuracy of at least 0.02%, 
for the analysing magnet current channel, and 0.3% for the other 
channels. These figures are clearly better when compared to the reported 
accuracies of 0.3% and 1% [77] obtained in the respective channels of 
the original telemetry system.
The telemetry system is now also able to acquire and convert data from 
the various sub-systems at a rate of 100 conversions per second in the 
case of the ion beam current A/D converter, 12.5 conversions per second 
in the case of the analysing magnet current converter, and.
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approximately 10 conversions per second for the remaining channels. 
Compared to the original system, which sampled the parameters at a rate 
of only two per second, the new system therefore provides faster 
conversions and more frequent updating of the displayed data.
In terms of reliability, the best indicator of enhanced performance is 
that to date, the new telemetry system has not experienced a breakdown 
since its installation in 1988. This is a significant improvement as the 
old system broke down on average once every 8-10 weeks and required at 
least two days for repairs [82] to be completed.
Against all of these criteria, the new system has not only increased the
implanter's productivity but has also made possible substantial savings 
in maintenance and repairs.
8.3 Computer Control System
The control system is based on a distributed configuration which has 
been adopted both to simplify complex control and processing operations 
and also to improve the reliability and performance of the system. The 
software design time and complexity have also been made simpler and more 
manageable as a result. 
f>ryfK>Secl
Thefcontrol system consists of three (3) sub-systems, these being; 
i) the beam generation and analysis controller, ii) the beam 
acceleration, focusing and scanning controller, and, iii) the dose and
sample transporter controller. All three'^^^^^ managed by a supervisory
computer which is designed to provide the operator interface to the 
whole system.
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In this project emphasis was given to the design and installation of the 
beam generation and analysis controller. To achieve control of the ion 
source, beam extraction and analysing magnet systems, three applications 
software packages, written in Assembly language, were developed, tested 
and implemented. These were;
1. The raw data diagnostic software, which displays the raw data
on the VDU in real-time. This is a tool for fault diagnosis.
2. The real counts calibration and diagnostic software, which 
processes the raw data and provides readouts in tabular form 
showing all parameters and their corresponding measurements 
displayed in decimal counts. This is a tool for parameter 
calibrations as well as for detailed fault diagnosis.
3. The real-time (operator-understandable) parameter readout 
software, which completes the processing of channel data, 
displaying these on the VDU in real-time as floating-point 
values (e.g.. Amps, volts, mbar, deg, etc.). This is the main 
software used under the normal mode of operation of the 
implanter.
These programmes, particularly the parameter readout software, have been 
in use without problems since commissioning the modified system in 1988. 
The parameter readout software plays an important role as it provides
the man-machine link which enables the operator to close the control
loop and bring the implanter to the desired operational setting. Because 
of the block structure of this software, it will be easy in the future, 
to install new control algorithms which will be required to achieve 
automatic (closed-loop) control of the ion source and beam transport
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sub-systems.
8.4 Future Work
This research project has enabled the 400 keV machine to be upgraded, 
and, in so doing, the way has been prepared for the eventual full 
computer control of the implanter. The machine is also already partly 
automatic according to the computer control system configuration 
proposed in this work. For example, additional improvements have been 
carried out by other members of the Department and as a result, the 
automatic control of sample loading and unloading as well as dosimetry 
and vacuum in the target chamber has been implemented. These systems 
have been designed following the control system configuration we have 
laid out. Moreover, the work undertaken in this research has enabled 
the open-loop computer control of the beam generation and analysis 
systems^. Therefore, in these respects, we have moved very close to 
realising automatic (closed-loop) control of the whole implanter. 
However, to achieve full computer control, some additional work still 
needs to be done, which, when implemented, will also further enhance the 
performance of the implanter.
There are four developmental stages required in order to achieve the 
long-term goal of closed-loop control of the entire machine. These 
are:
1. Mass Spectra: Development of software to record mass spectra.
This will entail solving the calibration equations for the 
analysing magnet current and the ion beam current parameters 
and providing a graphics output in real-time on both a VDU and
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a chart recorder.
2. Closed-loop Computer Control of the Ion Source and Beam
Transport: Development of software to provide closed-loop
control algorithms for the beam generation and analysis 
controller. To do this, formulation of control calibration 
functions for each channel is required. The route suggested in 
Section 7.4 of this work provides the necessary guidelines for 
calibrations.
3. Computer Control of Post Acceleration Stage, Beam Focussing and 
Scanning: Development of interface hardware and the
appropriate control software for the beam acceleration, 
focussing, and scanning sub-systems.
4. Installation of a Supervisory System: Development of software
for the supervisory computer to manage all the sub-system 
controllers. This achieves the final closed-loop computer 
control of the whole implanter
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APPENDIX A.l
HAIST-TO-WAIST CALCULATIONS OF THE MAGNIFICATION 
OF THE NEW MASS ANALYSIS SYSTEM
The first step involved in calculating the mass resolution of the new 
mass analysis system is to evaluate the transfer matrix of the analysing 
magnet, Mr , as given by:
Mr =
cos0+sin0tana
(“1/R)(s i n0-tan3cos0-tanatan3s i n0-tanacos0)
Rs i n0 
cos0+sin0tanP
Using the above equations, the elements of M r  can be evaluated in terms 
of the parameters which characterise the new system as well as selected 
values of the entrance pole tip angle, a. The parameters are:
Is = 85 cm (image distance)
ll r 73 cm (object distance)
R = 40 cm (bending radius of the magnet)0 60° (angle of the sector magnet)
fio 1 mm (beam radius)
Ao = 1 X 15 mm.mrad (estimated emittance)
Xi Bo/Ao (characteristic length of the 
object waist)
For a = 15°, the elements of Mr are evaluated as follows
a = cos60° + sin60°tanl5° = 0.732
b = (40cm)sin60° = 34.641
c = -(l/40cm)[sin60* - tanPcos60® - tanl5°tanpsin60' - tanl5*cos60" 
= (0.0183tan3 - 0.0183)
d = cos60“ + sin60°tanP = (0.5 + 0.866tanp)
From the above, we are left with expressions for the Mf elements which 
are solely in terms of the exit pole angle, p. These elements can then 
be substituted into (Eqn. (3.2.30))
(d + cli)(b + all) + acXi=
Iz = --------------------------------------
(d + cli)= + c=Xi=
to solve for the value of p which will provide an image waist at Is = 85 
cm. Accordingly,
-194.5408tanp + 74.219
85 = -----------------------------------
4.863684tan=P - 3.7110tanP + 0.7136
This equation yields,
tan=p - 0.292tanP - 0.033 = 0.
whose solution is 
P = - 5.00°
With the optimum values of a and P now known, the magnification of the 
image waist can be calculated using (Eqn. (3.2.31))
1
Y = --------------
^ [ (d + cli)= + c=Xi= ]
which gives the value 
Y = 0.96.
The same procedure was followed to calculate the rest of the 
magnification values shown in Table 6.4, by choosing different values of 
the parameter a.
APPENDIX A.2
CALCULATIONS OF THE BEAM SIZE IN THE VERTICAL PLANE 
AT THE RESOLVING SLIT
The size of the beam in the vertical plane, y^, has been calculated for 
each of the optimum focussing values of a and p, given in Table 6.4 and 
derived according to the procedure discussed in Appendix A.I. Fig. 
A.2.1 shows the beam envelope from the object waist to the image waist 
in the vertical plane.
P l a n e
Fig. A.2.1: Beam Envelope in the Vertical Plane
In calculating the beam size, y^, the lenght of the source slit was
taken to be 30 mm and the associated emittance to be 15 x 5 mm.mrad. 
The transfer matrix of the system in the vertical plane is given by
(Eqn. (3.2.18)) :
Nv =
1 Iz 1 - 0tana 0R 1 li
0 1 (“1/R)[tana + (1-0tana)tan0] 1 - 0tanp 0 1
The elements of the transport matrix Mv can be evaluated using the
parameters of the system,
li = 73 cm (object distance)
1 = = 85 cm (image distance)
0 = 60“ = 1.072rad (angle of the sector magnet)
R = 40 cm (bending radius of the magnet)
yo = 15 mm (beam radius in the vertical plane)
yo’ - 5 mrad (angle
and taking a - 15“ and 0 = -5°. These are evaluated as follows;
a = 1 -  1 . 0 7 2 t a n l 5 °  -  ( 8 5 / 4 0 ) [ t a n l 5 "  + (1 -  1 . 0 7 2 t a n l 5 * ) t a n ( - 5 * ) ]
= 0 .2837
b = 73(1 -  1 . 0 7 2 t a n l 5 ° )  + 1 .0 7 2 ( 4 0 )  +
+ 8 5 { ( - 7 3 / 4 0 ) [ t a n l S *  + (1 -  1 . 0 7 2 t a n l 5 ° ) t a n ( - 5 ° ) ]  + 1 -  1 .0 7 2 ta n  (-5*)} 
= 155.39
c = ( - l / 4 0 ) [ t a n l 5 '  + (1 -  1 . 0 7 2 t a n l 5 = ) t a n ( - 5 * ) ]
= -  0.0051
d = 1 -  1 . 0 7 2 t a n ( - 5 ° )  -  ( 7 3 / 4 0 ) [ t a n l 5 “ + (1 -  1 . 0 7 2 t a n l 5 ° ) t a n ( - 5 ° ) ]
= 0 .717475
The transport matrix, Mv is therefore
Mv =
0.2837
-0.0051
155.39
0.71747
and its transpose, is
Nv'
0.2837
155.39
-0.0051
0.71747
Solving for the transfer matrix of the phase ellipse given by
R P a b
P 0 c c
yo'
0
0.2837 155.39
0.0051 0.71747
(1.5):
0
0 1
y o ' :
a c
b d
(5x10-3):
0.2837 -0.0051
155.39 0.71747
Solving for R, we obtain,
R = 0.78474
and since the resultant beam radius, y = therefore,
y = 0.8858 cm
Knowing the value of y, we can then obtain the size of the beam at the
resolving slit. This is y^ = 2y = 17.71 mm.
The same procedure was followed to calculate the remaining y^'s shown in
Table 6.5.
APPENDIX A.3
RAW DATA DIAGNOSTICS SOFTWARE; PROGRAMME LISTING
lOREM
20REM
30REM
40REM
50M0DE7
60HIMEM=HIMEM-1026 
700SNEWL=&FFE7 
80OSRDCH=&FFE0 
900SASCI=&FFE3 
100M1=&7S10 
120DIM MC% 500 
130*FX21,1 
140*FX7,7 
150*FX2,1
160F0R PASS%=0 TO 2 STEP 2 
170P%=MC%
180[OPT PASS%
190.START 
200.REC LDA #&1E 
210STA &780F 
220JSR OSRDCH 
230CMP &780F 
240BNE REC 
250JSR OSASCI 
260LDX #&00 
270.LI JSR OSRDCH 
280JSR OSASCI 
290STA M1,X 
300INX 
310CPX #&72 
320BNE LI 
330\
340JSR OSNEWL 
350JSR OSNEWL 
360JSR OSNEWL 
370LDX #&00 
380.L3 
385LDA M1,X 
390JSR OSASCI 
400STA M1,X 
410INX 
420CPX #&72 
430BNE L3 
435JMP REC 
440RTS 
450]
460NEXT PASS%
470CLS
475VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0; 
480CALL START 
490END
APPENDIX A.4
REAL COUNTS CALIBRATION AND DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE; PROGRAMME LISTING
lOREM
20REM
30REM
40REM
50REM
60REM
70MODE7
80HIMEM=HIMEM-1026 
90M1=&7810 
100M2=&7890 n0M3=&7SF0 
112PRINT’'01. 
Counts03. 
CountsOS. 
114PRINT"06. 
CountsOS. 
CountslO. 
116PRINT"!!. 
Countsl3. 
CountslS. 
117PRINT"16. 
CountslS. 
Counts20. 
118PRINT"21.
Counts" 
120ING=&AEEA 
130INF=&A2BE 
140AMULT=&A656 
150APLUS=&A500 
160NASC=&9EDF 
170INASC=&9EDF 
180DIM NC% 1500 
1900SRDCH=&FFEO 
2000SNEKL=&FFE7 
2100SASCI=&FFE3 
220*FX21,1 
230*FX7,7
250F0R PASS%=0 TO 2 
260P%=MC%
27010PT PASS%
280.START 
290.REC LDA #&1E 
300STA &780F 
310JSR OSRDCH 
320CMP &780F
Anal.Magnet Current = 
Extraction Voltage = 
Mains Supply =' 
Z-Manipulator =
X-Manipulatoi =
Source Bias bv =' 
Source Bias I = 
Output Pole = 
Vacuum Pressure 1 =
Vacuum Pressure 2 =
Filament Current = 
Arc Voltage ='
Oven Temperature =
STEP 2
Counts02. Ion Beam Current —
Counts04. Extraction Current
CountsO?. V-Manipulator
Counts09. Acceleration Energy
Countsl2. Input Pole
Countsl4. S. Magnet Current -
Countsl7. Object Aperture
Countsl9. Arc Current
Counts22. Freon Temperature =
330BNE REC
340JSR OSASCI
350LDX #&00
360.LI JSR OSRDCH
370STA M1,X
380INX
390CPX #&72
400BNE LI
410\
420\
430LDX #&00
440LDY #&00
450.L5 LDA M1,X
460CMP #&40
470BCC L2
480CLC
490AND #&0F
500ADC #&09
510JMP L3
520\
530.L2 CMP #&25
540BCC L4
550AND #&0F
560\
570.L3 STA M2,Y
5S0INY
590.L4 I NX
600CPX #&72
610BNE L5
620\
630\
640LDX #&00
650LDY #&00
660.L6 LDA M2,X
670ASL A
6S0ASL A
690ASL A
700ASL A
710INX
720CLC
730ADC M2,X
740STA M3,Y
750INY
760INX
770CPX #&58
780BNE L6
790\
792LDA &7918
794AND #&0F
796STA &7918
800\
810\
820LDY &7918
10
830LDA &7919 
S40JSR ING 
850JSR INF 
860LDA #&7A 
870STA &0476 
880LDA #&26 
890STA &0477 
900LDA #&FA 
910STA &0478 
920LDA #&A8 
930STA &0479 
940LDA #&00 
950STA &047A 
960LDA #&04 
970STA &4C 
9S0LDA #&76 
990STA &4B 
lOOOJSR AMULT 
lOlOLDA #&86 
1020STA &0476 
1030LDA #&91 
1040STA &0477 
1050LDA #&E1 
1060STA &0478 
1070LDA #&47 
1080STA &0479 
1090LDA #&00 
llOOSTA &047A 
lllOLDA #&04 
1120STA &4C 
1130LDA #&76 
1140STA &4B 
1I50JSR APLUS 
1160LDA #&82 
1170STA &0476 
11 SOLDA #&AA 
1190STA &0477 
1200LDA #&AA 
1210STA &0478 
1220LDA #&AA 
1230STA &0479 
1240LDA #&00 
1250STA &047A 
1260LDA #&04 
1270STA &4C 
1280LDA #&76 
1290STA &4B 
1300JSR AMÜLT 
1310\
1320\
1330LDA #&00 
1340STA &15 
1350LDA #&02
11
1360STA &402 
1370LDA #&04 
1380STA &401 
1390LDY #&FF 
1400JSR NASC 
1410\
1420X
1430\
1440\
1450LDX #&00 
1460.LOOP 
1470LDA &600,X 
1480STA &7C1B,X 
1490INX 
1500CPX &36 
1510BCC LOOP 
1520\
1530\
1540\
1550\
1560LDA #&00 
1570STA &78EE 
1580CLC 
1590R0L &791A 
1600BCS L40 
1610JMP L41 
1620.L40 LDA #&01 
1630STA &78EE 
1640CLC
1650.L41 ROL &791A 
1660BCS L42 
1670JMP L43 
1680.L42 LDA #&02 
1690CLC 
1700ADC &78EE 
1710STA &78EE 
1720CLC
1730.L43 ROL &791A 
1740BCS L44 
1750JMP L45 
1760.L44 LDA #&04 
1770CLC 
1780ADC &78EE 
1790STA &78EE 
1800CLC
1810.L45 ROL &791A 
1820BCS L46 
1830JMP L47 
1840.L46 LDA #&08 
1850CLC 
1860ADC &78EE 
1S70STA &78EE 
1880CLC
12
1890.L47 ROL &791A 
1900BCS L48 
1910JMP L49 
1920.L4S LDA #&10 
1930CLC 
1940ADC &78EE 
1950STA &7SEE 
1960CLC
1970.L49 ROL &791A 
1980BCS L50 
1990JMP LSI 
2000.L50 LDA #&20 
2010CLC 
2020ADC &7SEE 
2030STA &78EE 
2040CLC
2050.LSI ROL &791A 
2060BCS L52 
2070JMP L53 
2080.L52 LDA #&40 
2090CLC 
2100ADC &78EE 
2110STA &78EE 
2120CLC
2130.L53 ROL &791A 
2140BCS L54 
2150JMP L55 
2160.L54 LDA #&80 
2170CLC 
2180ADC &78EE 
2190STA &78EE 
2200CLC
2210.L55 ROL &791A 2220\
2230LDA &78EE 
2240STA &791A 2250\
2260LDY #&00 
2262LDA &791A 
2264JSR ING 
2266LDA #&00 
2268STA &15 
2270STA &402 
2272STA &401 
2274LDY #&40 
2276JSR INASC 
2278LDX #&00 2280.L82 
2282LDA &600,X 2284STA &7C43,X 
2286INX 2288CPX &36 
2289BCC L82
13
2290\
2300LDY &78F0 
2310LDA &78F1 
2320JSR ING 
2330LDA #&00 
23A0STA &15 
2350STA &402 2360STA &401 2370LDY #&40 
2380JSR INASC 
2390LDX #&00 
2400,LIO 
2410LDA &600,X 
2420STA &7C6B,X 
2430INX 
2440CPX &36 
2450BCC LIO 
2460\
2470LDY &78F2 
2480LDA &78F3 2490JSR ING 
2500LDA #&00 2510STA &15 
2520STA &402 
2530STA &401 
2540LDY #&40 
2550JSR INASC 
2560LDX #&00 
2570.Lll 
2580LDA &600,X 
2590STA &7C93,X 
2600INX 2610CPX &36 
2620BCC Lll 
2630\
2640LDY &78F4 
2650LDA &78F5 2660JSR ING 
2670LDA #&00 
2680STA &15 
2690STA &402 
2700STA &401 
2710LDY #&40 
2720JSR INASC 
2730LDX #&00 
2740.L12 
2750LDA &600,X 
2760STA &7CBB,X 
2770INX 
27S0CPX &36 
2790BCC L12 
2S00\
2810LDY &78F6
14
2820LDA &78F7
2830JSR ING
2840LDA #&00
2850STA &152860STA &402
2870STA &401
2880LDY #&40
2890JSR INASC
2900LDX #&002910.L13
2920LDA &600,X
2930STA &7CE3,X
2940INX
2950CPX &36
2960BCC L13
2970\2980LDY &78FS
2990LDA &78F93000JSR ING
3010LDA #&00
3020STA &15
3030STA &402
3040STA &401
3050LDY #&40
3060JSR INASC
3070LDX #&00
3080.L14
3090LDA &600,X
3100STA &7D0B,X
3110INX
3120CPX &36
3130BCC L14
3310\
3320LDY &78FA
3330LDA &78FB
3340JSR ING
3350LDA #&00
3360STA &15
3370STA &402
3380STA &401
3390LDY #&40
3400JSR INASC
3410LDX #&00
3420.LIS
3430LDA &600,X
3440STA &7D33,X
3450INX
3460CPX &36
3470BCC LIS
3480\
3490LDY &78FC
3500LDA &78FD
3510JSR ING
15
3520LDA #&00 
3530STA &15 
3540STA &402 
3550STA &401 
3560LDY #&40 
3570JSR INASC 
3580LDX #&00 
3590.L16 
3600LDA &600,X 
3610STA &7D5B,X 
3620INX 
3630CPX &36 3640BCC L16 
3650\
3660LDY &78FE 
3670LDA &78FF 
3680JSR ING 
3690LDA #&00 
3700STA &15 
3710STA &402 
3720STA &401 3730LDY #&40 
3740JSR INASC 
3750LDX #&00 3760.L17 3770LDA &600,X 
3780STA &7D83,X 
3790INX 
3800CPX &36 
3810BCC L17 3820\
3830LDY &7900 
3840LDA &7901 
3850JSR ING 
3860LDA moo 
3870STA &15 
3880STA &402 
3890STA &401 
3900LDY #&40 3910JSR INASC 
3920LDX moo 
3930.L18 
3940LDA &600,X 
3950STA &7DAB,X 
3960INX 
3970CPX &36 
3980BCC L18 
3990\
4000LDY &7902 
4010LDA &7903 
4020JSR ING 
4030LDA moo 
4040STA &15
16
4050STA &402
4060STA &4014070LDY #&40
4080JSR INASC
4090LDX #&00
4100.L19
4110LDA &600,X
4120STA &7DD3,X
4130INX
4140CPX &364150BCC L19
4160\
4170LDY &7904
41SOLDA &79054190JSR ING
4200LDA #&00
4210STA &15
4220STA &402
4230STA &401
4240LDY #&404250JSR INASC
4260LDX #&00
4270.L20
4280LDA &600,X4290STA &7DFB,X
4300INX
4310CPX &364320BCC L20
4330\
4340LDY &7906
4350LDA &79074360JSR ING
4370LDA #&00
4380STA &15
4390STA &402
4400STA &4014410LDY #&40
4420JSR INASC
4430LDX #&00
4440.L21
4450LDA &600,X
4460STA &7E23,X
4470INX
4480CPX &36
4490BCC L21
4500\
4510LDY &7908
4520LDA &7909
4530JSR ING
4540LDA #&004550STA &154560STA &4024570STA &401
17
4580LDY #&40
4590JSR INASC4600LDX #&00
4610.L224620LDA &600,X
4630STA &7E4B,X
4640INX
4650CPX &36
4660BCC L22
4670X
4680LDY &790A
4690LDA &790B
4700JSR ING
4710LDA #&004720STA &15
4730STA &4024740STA &4014750LDY #&40
4760JSR INASC
4770LDX #&004780.L23
4790LDA &600,X4800STA &7E73,X
4810INX
4820CPX &364830BCC L23
4840X4850LDY &790C
4860LDA &790D
4870JSR ING4880LDA moo
4890STA &15
4900STA &402
4910STA &401
4920LDY #&40
4930JSR INASC4940LDX moo
4950.L24
4960LDA &600,X
4970STA &7E9B,X4980INX
4990CPX &36
5000BCC L24
5010X5020LDY &790E5030LDA &790F
5040JSR ING
5050LDA #&00
5060STA &15
5070STA &402
5080STA &4015090LDY #&40
5100JSR INASC
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5110LDX #&00
5120.L25
5130LDA &600,X
51AOSTA &7EC3,X
5150INX
5160CPX &365170BCC L25
5180\
5190LDY &7910
5200LDA &79115210JSR ING
5220LDA #&005230STA &15
5240STA &4025250STA &401
5260LDY #&405270JSR INASC
5280LDX #&005290.L26
5300LDA &600,X
5310STA &7EEB,X
5320INX5330CPX &365340BCC L26
5350\
5360LDY &79125370LDA &7913
5380JSR ING5390LDA #&00
5400STA &15
5410STA &402
5420STA &4015430LDY #&40
5440JSR INASC
5450LDX #&005460.L27
5470LDA &600,X5480STA &7F13,X5490INX
5500CPX &36
5510BCC L27
5520\
5530LDY &7914
5540LDA &7915
5550JSR ING
5560LDA #&00
5570STA &15
5580STA &402
5590STA &401
5600LDY #&40
5610JSR INASC
5620LDX #&005630.L28
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5640LDA &600,X
5650STA &7F3B,X
5660INX
5670CPX &36
56S0BCC L28
5690\
5700LDY &7916
5710LDA &7917
5720JSR ING
5730LDA #&00
5740STA &15
5750STA &4025760STA &401
5770LDY #&405780JSR INASC5790LDX #&00
5800.L295810LDA &600,X5820STA &7F63,X
5830INX
5840CPX &36
5850BCC L295860\
5870\
5880JMP REC
5890RTS5900]
5910NEXT PASS%
5920*FX21,1
5925+FX2M5930CALL- START5940END
20
APPENDIX A.5
REAL-TIME (OPERATOR-UNDERSTANDABLE) PARAMETER READ-OUTS SOFTWARE;
PROGRAMME LISTING
1ÜKÜM
20REM
30REM
40REM
50REM
60REM
70M0DE7
80HIMEM=HIMEM-1026 
90M1=&7810 
100M2=&7S90 
110M3=&78FO 
120PRINT"01.
AMPS03. 
mAMPSOS. 
i30PRINT"06. 
mm08. 
keVlO. 
140PRINT"11.
Degrl3.
AMPS15. 
150PRINT"16.
mm 18.
AMPS20. 
160PRINT"21.
Deg.C" 
170ING=&AEEA 
180INF=&A2BE 
1900SBYTE=&FFF4 
200AMULT=&A656 
210EXXP=&AA94 
220APLUS=&A500 
230NASC=&9EDF 
240IMIN=&9CC2 
250INASC=&9EDF 
260ICOMP=&AD93 
270DIM MC% 3500 
2800SRDCH=&FFEO 
290ACLR=&A686 
3000SNEWL=&FFE7 
3100SASCI=&FFE3 
320*FX21,1 
330*FX7,7 
340F0R PASS%=0 TO 
350P%=MC%
Anal.Magnet Current = 
Extraction Voltage = 
Mains Supply = 
Z-Manipulator =
X-Manipulator =
Source Bias kv =' 
Source Bias I = 
Output Pole = 
Vacuum Pressure 1 ='
Vacuum Pressure 2 =
Filament Current = 
Arc Voltage ='
Oven Temperature =
AMPS02. Ion Beam Current =
kVOLT04. Extraction Current —
mm07. Y-Manipulator
mm09. Total Accel. Energy =
mAMPS12. Input Pole
Degrl4. S. Magnet Current =
mBarl7. Object Aperture
AMPS19. Arc Current
Deg.C22. Freon Temperature
2 STEP 2
21
360[OPT PASS%
370.constant EQUD 692
380.constant 1 EOUD 454
390.START
400.REC LDA #&1E
410STA &780F
420JSR OSRDCH
430CMP &780F
440BNE REC
450JSR OSASCI
460LDX #&00
470.LI JSR OSRDCH
480STA M1,X
490INX
500CPX #&72
510BNE LI
520\
530LDA #&0F 
540LDX #&01 
550LDY #&00 
560JSR OSBYTE 
570\
580LDX #&00 
590LDY #&00 
600.L5 LDA M1,X 
610CMP #&40 
620BCC L2 
630CLC 
640AND #&0F 
650ADC #&09 
660JMP L3 
670\
680.L2 CMP #&25 
690BCC L4 
700AND #&0F 
710\
720.L3 STA M2,Y 
730INY 
740.L4 INX 
750CPX #&72 
760BNE L5 
770\
780\
790LDX #&00 
800LDY #&00 
810.L6 LDA M2,X 
820ASL A 
830ASL A 
840ASL A 
850ASL A 
860INX 
870CLC 
8S0ADC M2,X
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890STA M3,Y 
900INY 
910INX 
920CPX #&58 
930BNE L6 
940\950LDA &7918 
960AND #&3F 
970CMP #&1F 
980BCS NEGT 
990AND #&1F lOOOSTA &7918 
1010\
1020\1030LDY &791S 
1040LDA &7919 
1050JSR ING 
1060JMP CONT 
1070.NEGT AND #&1F 1080STA &7918 1090LDY &7918 
llOOLDA &7919 
lllOJSR ING 
1120JSR ICOMP 
1130.CONT JSR INF 
1140LDA #&7B 
2150STA &0476 
1160LDA #&B1 
1170STA &0477 
11 SOLDA #&DC 
1190STA &047S 
1200LDA #&80 
1210STA &0479 
1220LDA #&00 
1230STA &047A 
1240LDA #&04 
1250STA &4C 
1260LDA #&76 
1270STA &4B 
1280JSR AMULT 
1290LDA #&87 
1300STA &0476 
1310LDA #&1D 
1320STA &0477 1330LDA #&E1 
1340STA &0478 
1350LDA #&44 
1360STA &0479 
1370LDA #&00
13S0STA &047A 1390LDA #&04 1400STA &4C 
1410LDA #&76
23
U20STA &4B 
1430JSR APLUS 1440\
1450\
1460LDA #&00 
1470STA &15 
1480LDA #&02 
1490STA &402 
1500LDA #&03 
1510STA &401 
1520LDY #&FF 
1530JSR NASC 
1540\
1550\
1560X
1570X1580LDX moo1590.LOOP
1600LDA &600,X
1610STA &7C1B,X1620INX
1630CPX &36
1640BCC LOOP
1650X
1660X
1670X
1680X1690LDA moo 
1700STA &78EE 
1710CLC 1720ROL &791A 
1730BCS L40 
1740JMP L41 
1750.L40 LDA #&01 1760STA &78EE 
1770CLC
1780.L41 ROL &791A 
1790BCS L42 
1800JMP L43 
1810.L42 LDA #&02 1820CLC 
1830ADC &78EE 
1840STA &78EE 
1850CLC
1860.L43 ROL &791A 1870BCS L44 
1880JMP L45 
I890.L44 LDA #&04 
1900CLC 
1910ADC &78EE 
1920STA &78EE 
1930CLC
1940.L45 ROL &791A
24
1950BCS L46 
1960JMP L47 
1970.L46 LDA #&08 
1980CLC 
1990ADC &78EE 
2000STA &78EE 
2010CLC
2020.L47 ROL &791A 
2030BCS L48
2040JMP L49 j
2050.L48 LDA #&10 i
2060CLC !
2070ADC &78EE
2080STA &78EE '
2090CLC
2100.L49 ROL &791A 
2110BCS L50 
2120JMP L51 
2130.L50 LDA #&20 
2140CLC 
2150ADC &78EE 
2160STA &78EE 
2170CLC
2180.LSI ROL &791A 
2190BCS L52 
2200JMP L53 
2210.L52 LDA #&40 
2220CLC 
2230ADC &78EE 
2240STA &78EE 
2250CLC
2260.L53 ROL &791A 
2270BCS L54 
2280JMP L55 
2290.L54 LDA #&80 
2300CLC 
2310ADC &78EE 
2320STA &78EE 
2330CLC
2340.L55 ROL &791A 
2350\
2360LDA &78EE 
2370STA &791A 
2380\
2390LDY #&00 
2400LDA &791A 
2410JSR ING 
2420JSR INF 
2430\JMP LOOK 
2440LDA #&89 
2450STA &0476 
2460LDA #&96 
2470STA &0477
25
2480LDA #&A82490STA &0478
2500LDA #&10
2510STA &0479
2520LDA #&60
2530STA &047A2540LDA #&04
2550STA &4C
2560LDA #&76
2570STA &4B
2580JSR APLUS
2590LDA #&7D
2600STA &0476
2610LDA #&33
2620STA &0477
2630LDA #&172640STA &0478
2650LDA #&41
2660STA &0479
2670LDA #&00
2680STA &047A
2690LDA #&04
2700STA &4C
2710LDA #&76
2720STA &4B2730JSR AMULT2740JSR EXXP
2750\.LOOK
2760LDA #&00
2770STA &152780LDA #&01
2790STA &4022800LDA #&04
2810STA &401
2820LDY #&FF
2830JSR INASC2840LDX #&00
2850.L82
2860LDA &600,X2870STA &7C43,X2880INX
2890CPX &36
2900BCC L82
2910\
2920LDY &78F02930LDA &78F12940JSR ING
2950LDA #&00
2960STA &15
2970STA &4022980STA &401
2990LDY #&40
3000JSR INASC
26
3010LDX #&00 
3020.LIO 
3030LDA &600,X 
3040STA &7C6B,X 
3050INX 
3060CPX &36 
3070BCC LIO 
3080\3090LDY &78F2 
3I00LDA &78F3 
3110JSR ING 
3120JSR INF 3130LDA #&7B 
3140STA &0476 
3150LDA #&40 
3160STA &0477 
3170LDA #&00 
3180STA &0478 
3190LDA #&00 
3200STA &0479 
3210LDA #&00 
3220STA &047A 
3230LDA #&04 
3240STA &4C 
3250LDA #&76 
3260STA &4B 
3270JSR AMULT 3280LDA #&00 
3290STA &15 
3300LDA #&02 3310STA &402 
3320LDA #&03 
3330STA &401 
3340LDY #&FF 
3350JSR INASC 
3360LDX #&00 
3370.Ill 
3380LDA &600,X 
3390STA &7C93,X 
3400INX 
3410CPX &36 
3420BCC Lll 
3430\
3440LDY &78F4 
3450LDA &78F5 3460JSR ING 
3470JSR INF 
3480LDA #&7F 
3490STA &0476 3500LDA #&0F 
3510STA &0477 
3520LDA #&F4 
3530STA &047S
27
3540LDA #&60
3550STA &0479
3560LDA #&00
3570STA &047A
3580LDA #&04
3590STA &4C
3600LDA #&76
3610STA &4B
3620JSR AMULT
3630LDA #&00
3640STA &15
3650LDA mo2
3660STA &402
3670LDA #&03
3680STA &401
3690LDY #&FF3700JSR INASC
3710LDX #&003720.L12
3730LDA &600,X
3740STA &7CBB,X3750INX
3760CPX &36
3770BCC L12
3780\
3790LDY &78F6
3800LDA &78F7
3810JSR ING
3820LDA #&00
3830STA &15
3840STA &402
3850STA &401
3860LDY #&40
3870JSR INASC
3880LDX #&00
3890.L133900LDA &600,X
3910STA &7CE3,X
392GINX
3930CPX &36
3940BCC L133950\
3960LDY &78F83970LDA &78F93980JSR ING
3990LDA #&004000STA &15
4010STA &402
4020STA &401
4030LDY #&404040JSR INASC
4050LDX #&004060.L14
28
4070LDA &600,X 
4080STA &7D0B,X 
4090INX 
4100CPX &36 
4110BCC L14 
4120\4130LDY &78FA 
4140LDA &78FB 
4150JSR ING 
4160LDA #&00 4170STA &15 
4180STA &402 4190STA &401 
4200LDY #&40 
4210JSR INASC 
4220LDX #&00 4230.L15 
4240LDA &600,X 
4250STA &7D33,X 
4260INX 
4270CPX &36 
4280BCC L15 
4290\
4300LDY &7SFC 
4310LDA &78FD 4320JSR ING 
4330JSR INF 
4340LDA #&80 4350STA &0476 
4360LDA #&0F 
4370STA &0477 
4380LDA #&18 
4390STA &0478 
4400LDA #&00 
4410STA &0479 
4420LDA moo 4430STA &047A 
4440LDA #&04 
4450STA &4C 
4460LDA #&76 4470STA &4B 
4480JSR AMULT 
4490LDA moo 
4500STA &15 
4510LDA m02 
4520STA &402 
4530LDA #&03 
4540STA &401 
4550LDY #&FF 4560JSR INASC 
4570LDX moo 
4580.L16 
4590LDA &600,X
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4600STA &7D5B,X
4610INX
4620CPX &36
4630BCC L16
4640\
4650LDY &78FE
4660LDA &78FF
4670JSR ING
4680JSR INF
4690LDA #&794700STA &0476
4710LDA #&19
4720STA &0477
4730LDA #&8D
4740STA &0478
4750LDA #&404760STA &0479
4770LDA #&00
4780STA &047A
4790LDA #&04
4800STA &4C
4810LDA #&764820STA &4B
4830JSR AMULT
4840LDA #&00
4850STA &15
4860LDA #&024870STA &402
4880LDA #&03
4890STA &401
4900LDY #&FF
4910JSR INASC
4920LDX #&00
4930.L17
4940LDA &600,X
4950STA &7D83,X
4960INX
4970CPX &36
4980BCC L17
4990\
5000LDY &7900
5010LDA &79015020JSR ING
5030JSR INF
5040LDA #&78
5050STA &0476
5060LDA #&B8
5070STA &0477
5080LDA #&44
5090STA &0478
5100LDA #&00
5110STA &0479
5120LDA #&00
30
5130STA &047A
5140LDA #&04
5150STA &4C
5160LDA me
5170STA &4B
5180JSR AMULT
5190LDA #&00
5200STA &15
5210LDA #&02
5220STA &402
5230LDA #&03
5240STA &401
5250LDY #&FF
5260JSR INASC
5270LDX #&00
5280.LIS
5290LDA &600,X
5300STA &7DAB,X
5310INX
5320CPX &36
5330BCC LIS
5340\
5350LDA &7902
5360STA &7902
5370CMP #&02
5380BCS GT45
5390CMP #&01
5400BEQ TS61
5410.LS6 LDY &7902
5420LDA &7903
5430JSR ING
5440LDA #constantl MOD
5450STA &04
5460LDA #constantl DIV
5470STA &05
5480LDX #&04
5490JSR IMIN
5500JSR INF
5510LDA #&7A
5520STA &0476
5530LDA #&EF
5540STA &0477
5550LDA #&08
5560STA &0478
5570LDA #&00
5580STA &0479
5590LDA #&00
5600STA &047A
5610LDA #&04
5620STA &4C
5630LDA me
5640STA &4B
5650JSR AMULT
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5660JMP DISPl 
5670.TS61 LDA &7903 
5680STA &7903 
5690CMP #&C6 
5700BE0 TS71 
5710CMP #&C6 
5720BCS GT45 
5730JMP LS6 
5740.TS71 JSR ACLR 
5750JMP DISPl 
5760.GT45 LDY &7902 
5770LDA &7903 
5780JSR ING
5790LDA #constantl MOD 256 
5800STA &04
5810LDA #constantl DIV 256 
5820STA &05 
5830LDX #&04 
5840JSR IMIN 
5850JSR ICOMP 
5860JSR INF 
5870LDA #&7A 
5880STA &0476 
5890LDA #&6F 
5900STA &0477 
5910LDA #&08 
5920STA &0478 
5930LDA #&00 
5940STA &0479 
5950LDA #&00 
5960STA &047A 
5970LDA #&04 
5980STA &4C 
5990LDA #&76 
6000STA &4B 
6010JSR AMULT 
6020\
6030.DISPl LDA #&00 
6040STA &Î5 
6050LDA #&02 
6060STA &402 
6070LDA #&02 
6080STA &401 
6090LDY #&FF 
6100JSR INASC 
6110LDX #&00 
6120.L19 
6130LDA &600,X 
6140STA &7DD3,X 
6150INX 
6160CPX &36 
6170BCC L19 
6180\
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6190\
6200LDA &7904 
6210STA &7904 
6220CMP #&03 
6230BCS GT6 
6240CMP #&02 
6250BEQ TS6 
6260.LS69 LDY &7904 
6270LDA &7905 
6280JSR ING
6290LDA #constant MOD 256 
6300STA &04
6310LDA #constant DIV 256 
6320STA &05 
6330LDX #&04 
6340JSR IMIN 
6350JSR INF 
6360LDA #&7A 
6370STA &0476 
6380LDA #&F6 
6390STA &0477 
6400LDA #&39 
6410STA &0478 
6420LDA #&AC 
6430STA &0479 
6440LDA #&00 
6450STA &047A 
6460LDA #&04 
6470STA &4C 
6480LDA #&76 
6490STA &4B 
6500JSR AMULT
6510JMP DISP 1
6520.TS6 LDA &7905
6530STA &7905 !
6540CMP #&B4
6550BE0 TS7
6560CMP #&B4
6570BCS GT6
6580JMP LS69
6590.TS7 JSR ACLR
6600JMP DISP
6610.GT6 LDY &7904
6620LDA &7905
6630JSR ING
6640LDA #constant MOD 256 
6650STA &04
6660LDA ^constant DIV 256
6670STA &05
6680LDX #&04
6690JSR IMIN
6700JSR ICOMP
6710JSR INF
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6720\
6730LDA #&7A 
6740STA &0476 
6750LDA #&69 
6760STA &0477 
6770LDA #&C9 
6780STA &0478 
6790LDA #&00 
6800STA &0479 
6810LDA moo 
6820STA &047A 
6830LDA mOU 
6840STA &4C 
6850LDA #&76 
6860STA &4B 
6870JSR AMULT 
6880.DISP LDA #&00 
6890STA &15 6900LDA m02 
6910STA &402 
6920LDA m02 
6930STA &401 
6940LDY #&FF 
6950JSR INASC 
6960LDX #&00 
6970.L20 
69S0LDA &600,X 
6990STA &7DFB,X 
7000INX 
7010CPX &36 
7020BCC L20 
7030\
7040LDY &7906 
7050LDA &7907 7060JSR ING 
7070JSR INF 
7080LDA #&7A 
7090STA &0476 
7100LDA #&19 
7110STA &0477 
7120LDA #&8D 
7130STA &0478 
7140LDA #&60 
7150STA &0479 7160LDA moo 
7170STA &047A 
7180LDA #&04 
7190STA &4C 
7200LDA mis 7210STA &4B 
7220JSR AMULT 
7230LDA moo 
7240STA &15
34
7250LDA #&02
7260STA &402
7270LDA #&03
7280STA &401
7290LDY #&FF
7300JSR INASC
7310LDX #&00
7320.L21
7330LDA &600,X
7340STA &7E23,X
7350INX
7360CPX &36
7370BCC L217380\
7390LDY &7908
7400LDA &79097410JSR ING
7420JSR INF
7430LDA #&7A
7440STA &0476
7450LDA #&54
7460STA &0477
7470LDA #&23
7480STA &0478
7490LDA #&D8
7500STA &0479
7510LDA #&00
7520STA &047A
7530LDA #&04
7540STA &4C7550LDA #&767560STA &4B
7570JSR AMULT
7580LDA #&857590STA &0476
7600LDA #&A57610STA &0477
7620LDA #&C9
7630STA &0478
7640LDA #&3F7650STA &0479
7660LDA #&98
7670STA &047A
7680LDA #&047690STA &4C7700LDA #&76
7710STA &4B
7720JSR APLÜS
7730JSR EXXP7740LDA #&007750STA &I5
7760LDA #&017770STA &402
35
7780LDA #&04 
7790STA &401 
7800LDY #&FF 
7810JSR INASC 7820LDX moo 
7830.L22 
7840LDA &600,X 
7850STA &7E4B,X 
7860INX 
7870CPX &36 
7880BCC L22 
7890\
7900LDA &790A 
7910STA &790A 
7920CMP #&01 
7930BCS SLPC 
7940LDA &790B 
7950STA &790B 
7960CMP #&37 7970BCS SLPB 
7980LDY &790A 
7990LDA &790B 
8000JSR ING 
8010JSR INF 
8020LDA #&78 
8030STA &0476 
8040LDA #&73 
8050STA &0477 
8060LDA #&C0 
8070STA &0478 
8080LDA #&00 
8090STA &0479 
8100LDA #&00 
8110STA &047A 
8120LDA #&04 
8130STA &4C 8140LDA #&76 
8150STA &4B 
8160JSR AMULT 
8170JMP MBAR 
8180.SLPC JMP SLPCl 
8190.SLPB LDY &790A 8200LDA &790B 
8210JSR ING 
8220JSR INF 
8230LDA #&78 
8240STA &0476 
8250LDA #&42 
8260STA &0477 
8270LDA #&D5 
8280STA &0478 
S290LDA #&00 
8300STA &0479
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8310LDA #&00 
8320STA &047A 
8330LDA #&04 
8340STA &4C 
8350LDA #&76 
8360STA &4B 
8370JSR AMULT 
8380LDA #&7C 
8390STA &0476 
8400LDA #&24 
8410STA &0477 
8420LDA #&5C 
8430STA &0478 
8440LDA #&34 8450STA &0479 
8460LDA #&00 
8470STA &047A 
8480LDA #&04 
8490STA &4C 
8500LDA #&76 
8510STA &4B 
8520JSR APLUS 
8530JMP MBAR 
8540.SLPCl LDY &790A 
8550LDA &790B 
8560JSR ING 
8570JSR INF 
8580LDA #&78 
8590STA &0476 
8600LDA #&1B 
8610STA &0477 
8620LDA #&E8 
8630STA &0478 
8640LDA #&00 
S650STA &0479 
8660LDA #&00 
8670STA &047A 
8680LDA #&04 8690STA &4C 
8700LDA #&76 
8710STA &4B 
872GJSR AMULT 
8730LDA #&7E 
8740STA &0476 
8750LDA #&1B 
8760STA &0477 
8770LDA #&AE 
8780STA &0478 
8790LDA #&00 
8800STA &0479 
8810LDA #&00 
8820STA &047A 
8830LDA #&04
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88A0STA &4C 8850LDA mie 
8860STA &4B 
8870JSR APLÜS 
8880.MBAR LDA #&70 
8890STA &0476 
8900LDA #&28 
8910STA &0477 
8920LDA mOO 
8930STA &0478 
8940LDA #&00 
8950STA &0479 
8960LDA #&00 
8970STA &047A 
8980LDA #&04 
8990STA &4C
9000LDA mie
9010STA &4B 
9020JSR AMULT 
9030LDA #&00 9040STA &15 
9050LDA #&01 
9060STA &402 
9070LDA mou 
9080STA &401 
9090LDY #&FF 9100JSR INASC
9110LDX moo
9120.L23 
9130LDA &600,X 
9140STA &7E73,X 
9150INX 
9160CPX &36 
9170BCC L23 9180\
9190LDA &790C 
9200STA &790C 
9210CMP #&03 9220BCS BSLOP 
9230CMP #&02 
9240BCS TBSP 
9250.SAPRT LDY &790C 9260LDA &790D 
9270JSR ING 
9280JSR INF 
9290LDA mS8 
9300STA &0476 
9310LDA #&84 
9320STA &0477 
9330LDA moo 
9340STA &0478 9350LDA #&00 
9360STA &0479
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9370LDA #&00 
9380STA &047A 
9390LDA #&04 
9400STA &4C 
9410LDA #&76 
9420STA &4B 
9430JSR APLUS 
9440LDA #&7B 
9450STA &0476 
9460LDA #&48 
9470STA &0477 
9480LDA #&60 
9490STA &0478 
9500LDA #&80 
9510STA &0479 
9520LDA #&00 
9530STA &047A 
9540LDA #&04 
9550STA &4C 
9560LDA #&76 
9570STA &4B 
9580JSR AMULT 
9590JMP 0ÜT17 
9600.TBSP LDA &790D 
9610STA &790D 
9620CMP #&17 
9630BCS BSLOP 
9640JMP SAPRT 
9650.BSLOP LDY &790C 
9660LDA &790D 9670JSR ING 
9680JSR INF 
9690LDA #&89 
9700STA &0476 
9710LDA #&9C 
9720STA &0477 
9730LDA #&00 
9740STA &0478 
9750LDA moo 
9760STA &0479 
9770LDA moo 
9780STA &047A 
9790JSR APLUS 
9800LDA #&7C 
9810STA &0476 
9820LDA #&38 
9830STA &0477 
9840LDA #&BE 
9850STA &0478 
9860LDA #&00 
9870STA &0479 
9880LDA moo 
9890STA &047A
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9900LDA #&04
9910STA &4C
9920LDA #&76
9930STA &4B
9940JSR AMULT
9950.0ÜT17 LDA
9960STA &15
9970LDA #&02
9980STA &402
9990LDA #&01
lOOOOSTA &401
lOOlOLDY #&FF
10020JSR INASC
10030LDX #&00
10040.L24
10050LDA &600,X
10060STA &7E9B,X
10070INX
10080CPX &36
10090BCC L24
10100\
lOllOLDY &790E10120LDA &790F
10130JSR ING
10140JSR INF
10150LDA #&7E
10160STA &0476
10170LDA #&40
10180STA &0477
10190LDA #&78
10200STA &0478
10210LDA #&DF
10220STA &0479
10230LDA #&40
10240STA &047A
10250LDA #&04
10260STA &4C
10270LDA #&76
10280STA &4B
10290JSR AMULT10300LDA #&00
10310STA &15
10320LDA #&02
10330STA &402
10340LDA #&03
10350STA &40110360LDY #&FF
10370JSR INASC
10380LDX #&0010390.L25
10400LDA &600,X
10410STA &7EC3,X
10420INX
40
10430CPX &36
10440BCC L25
10450\
10460LDY &791010470LDA &7911
10480JSR ING
10490JSR INF
10500LDA #&78
10510STA &0476
10520LDA #&12
10530STA &0477
10540LDA #&40
10550STA &0478
10560LDA #&00
10570STA &0479
10580LDA #&00
10590STA &047A
10600LDA #&04
10610STA &4C
10620LDA #&7610630STA &4B
10640JSR AMULT
10650LDA #&00
10660STA &15
10670LDA #&02
10680STA &402
10690LDA #&03
10700STA &401
10710LDY #&FF
10720JSR INASC
10730LDX #&0010740.L26
10750LDA &600,X
10760STA &7EEB,X
10770INX10780CPX &36
10790BCC L26
10800\
10810LDY &7912
10820LDA &7913
10830JSR ING
10840JSR INF
10850LDA #&80
10860STA &0476
10870LDA #&17
10880STA &0477
10890LDA #&CE
10900STA &0478
10910LDA #&D0
10920STA &047910930LDA #&00
10940STA &047A
10950LDA #&04
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10960STA &4C
10970LDA #&76
10980STA &4B
10990JSR AMULT
llOOOLDA #&00
IIOIOSTA &15
11020LDA #&02
11030STA &402
11040LDA #&03
11050STA &401
11060LDY #&FF
11070JSR INASC
11080LDX #&00
11090.L27
lllOOLDA &600,XllllOSTA &7F13,X11120INX
11130CPX &3611140BCC L27
11150\
11160LDY &791411170LDA &791511180JSR ING
11190JSR INF
11200LDA #&81
11210STA &0476
11220LDA #&57
11230STA &0477
11240LDA #&EE
11250STA &0478
11260LDA #&BA11270STA &0479
11280LDA #&00
11290STA &047A
11300LDA #&0411310STA &4C
11320LDA #&76
11330STA &4B
11340JSR AMULT
11350LDA #&0011360STA &15
11370LDA #&02
11380STA &402
11390LDA #&02
11400STA &401
11410LDY #&FF
11420JSR INASC11430LDX #&00
11440.L28
11450LDA &600,X11460STA &7F3B,X
11470INX
11480CPX &36
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11490BCC L28
11500\
11510LDY &7916
11520LDA &7917
11530JSR ING
11540JSR INF
11550LDA #&7D
11560STA &0476
11570LDA #&3F
11580STA &0477
11590LDA #&F0
11600STA &0478
11610LDA #&A6
11620STA &0479
11630LDA #&00
11640STA &047A
11650LDA #&04
11660STA &4C
11670LDA #&76
11680STA &4B
11690JSR AMULT
11700LDA #&00
11710STA &15
11720LDA #&02
11730STA &402
11740LDA #&02
11750STA &401
11760LDY #&FF
11770JSR INASC
11780LDX #&00
11790.L29
11800LDA &600,X
11810STA &7F63,X
11820INX
11830CPX &36
11840BCC L29
11850\
11860JMP REC
11870RTS
11880]
11890NEXT PASS%
11900*FX21,1
11910*FX2M
11920CALL START
11930END
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